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lieve to be priestly oppression. Hear what is on a Sell at
‘at Soden church, and on
Pope Pius 1X. says of liberty, in an allocu- many more.
.
tion delivered but two years ago:
"After 1600, bell-mottoes lose, for the most
They record the
“The Austrian government 'passcd an part, their religious tone.
odious law, to be carried out and strictly ob- parsons and the'church wardens’ names and
served in every district of the empire, * * * the date of casting. Longer inscriptions
That law establishes free liberty of all opin- are often frivolous or irreverent, such as:
ions, liberty of the press, of every faith, and
“My sound is good, my shape if neat;
no matter what confession or doctrine, * *
Somebody made me all complete.
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He then proceeds : “You see, consequent-
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ly, venerable brethren, how necessary it is
strongly to reprove and condemn these
abominable laws, sanctioned by the Austri-an.government—Ilaws in flagrant contradiction of the doctrines of the Catholic religion.”
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for Sunday!”

S——

Now God be thanked! that he has given—
Blest hoon to saint and sinner—

A day of rest—one day in seven,
‘Where toil is not the winner;
Rest for the tired and jaded brain,
The wearied hand, on Sunday,

The artisan, at forge or loom,

The ditcher and the hedger—

From early dawn of Monday

Until the Week sinks in its grave,
All éry : “Thank God for Sunday !”
The day that Jifts the weighty chain

- Which all the week hath bound us;
That respite gives to heart and brain,

From thousand cares around us;
That in the toilsome march of life

That bids us take, for one day,
Rest from the battle and the strife ;
Oh! God be thanked for Sunday!
If thus by all one day of rest

Be hailed, as respite solely,
How to the Christian doubly blest

Must be Sabbath holy;
As, in faith’s light, he lifts his eyes

To that bright world where, one day,
5

vs. Liberty.

————

of

our

exchanges

this

strong and impressive statement respect
ing the intrinsic and historically-proved hostility of the very genius of the Romish
church to the doctrine of civil and religious
liberty as it is defined and held in this country. The author is Rev. James Lisle, and |
he manifestly speaks out of a full knowl- |

edge of the subject :
Rome is the determined ve of every civil
governthent not controlled by herself.
Of

course, then, Rome is the enemy of Ameri“can liberties,
By our proposition, we do
Rome has any special dislike
lar form of civil government.
but she approves of all that

not mean that
to any particuShe has none;
approve her.

Whether despotic, or constitutional, no goy-

ernment, no form of government is distaste-

ful to her, if she can be ‘the power

and

that

declares

‘‘stronglyto oppose and
can with any consistency
the friend of liberty?
But hear the Pope still
tue of the same authority

its

condemn”
or truth, be

Nor

behind

Tell a campanologist of a bell with an inscription on it, and he is at once eager to
reach it, braviag all the dangers of imperfect, rickety ladders and rotten belfry floors,

the wrath of owls and jackdaws at seeing
their realms invaded, to say nothing of the
certainty of being half smothered in dust
and cobwebs. One such we remember who
fell through the belfry door, but was luckily
caught’ by two joists under his arms. There

suspended—being

abate

to celebrate

his

an elderly

I mean to make it understood,

~

That though I’m little, yet I’m good.
‘When I begin, then all strike in.

Ty to efféct this, he may consistently advo-

cate them,

Batany changes are revolation-

ary and treasonable that would transfer the
governmental power and authority, either

wholly or in part, to foreign and irresponsible power.

Now, Romanists teach that the Roman
Catholic church is superior to the civil or
secular power, and that all civil govern‘ments should be administered in her interest. ‘Thus, then, while she does not seek,
here or elsewhere, to annihilate the secular
power, she does, everywhere, aim to con-

trol it, and sabject. 1t'to herself, that Rome

may be “‘allin al.”

are not uncommon. Sir. H. Partridge won
four such—=the greatest of their kind in the

kingdom—from * Henry VIII, at a single
cast of the dice,
The oldest bells bear the
name of the saint to whom they were dedicated.
Then follows the ora pro
pobis of
pre-Reformation times, specially common

EGO SUM VOX CLAMANTIS PARATE,
Recast by John Taylor and Son,
Who the best prize for church-bells won,
At the great Exhibition,

the ears of

the living.

Many seen to, think that: Rome claims su- |
premacy onlyin spiritual things; and Rom- English mottoes did not come into general
anist writers and speakers in this country use till the seventeenth century; after which
constantly tell us that Rome is the friend of English and Latin legendy were (as they
liberty, and advocates the largest freedom.

According to Romanist
this is doubtless true.

ideas of freedom,

But

on

this,

ason

many, cther Joints, they and we do not see
“eye to 5
What they call liberty we be-

still are)

indiscriminately

used.

‘‘God

save the Church” or ‘‘the King" is freqnently found.

1 to the grave do summon all,
And to the Church the living call,
f

sk

spirits must be in contaet with their kind.
Somewhere and somehow, there must be
an answer to every true prayer. For surely ‘the economies of the moral world are
not less exact than those of the natural.
In the realm of matter, there is no waste,
Not a grain of dust. not a drop of water,
not a particle of vapor, can ever be lost to

ing sheen, had its origin in what might

to be the escapes and wastes of the

planet.

And, when rose and meadow have

of

the

vows,

.

ard:
mind was plain,

with a

tendency toward metaphysical speculation
so decided that he sometimes told his
friends he had missed his vocation. One
of his earliest efforts was a rationalistie
treatise, which an over-zealous partisan
put into the stove, lest it should hurthis
political prospects. This quality appeared conspicuously in his early analysis of
the sophistiies of Senator Douglas, and
was always like some cleaner or picker,
that frees a staple of its refuse. His common sense kept it in the service of pracquestions,

and

it

never

interfered

with hig natural ability to grow up to their

level. He did not represent the prophetic
thought of a few mirds, but the great bulk
of thinking, or rather ofthe popular instinct,

the

which

finest

mission

is

coming

up

intelligence.

to proclaim

waited

for

gather

headway,

the

It

abreast

was

of

not his

the truths which were

impulses

of the country to

and which never mistook

a good deal of lucal feeling for a deliberate
American conviction. But he had a faith
in the ultimate resolution of the people,
that kept him steady all tbe while. The
advanced posts of truth often sighed to
(hear the trumpet’s comfort and assurance
from his lips, and lamented the silence.
But his roots were in the prairie, where

he absorbed both sun.and air; and when
he went to the grist,

he. went

full of nature.

antedate his growth. When the time came,
he said something that struck another hour
of liberty’s life. For his roots tapped onr
hearts,

and

went

working

all around for

every drop, slowly to draw in and change
the people’s secret hopes into the people's
uunconcealed America, whose eyes this morning. beam with majesty, and confidence.
His fancy was homely, and seemed to
point his thought on purpose with the com-

rag called patriotism--this bad dream of
fi restless country was broken by a rude
and honest voice; aswhen he said,—* ‘Gold
is good in its place
but living, brave,

and

patriotic. men

There
How

your
ject,
play
but

is

no

welcome

are better than gold.”

chance

that

are

the deeps of the breast, the
the

God-ward

thought,

the

@@vout aspiration,—shall not these also
return again according to their circuit, and

| bring their blessing ?

I have found it an interesting thing to

The character and administration ‘of
President Lincoln still enlist the attention
of many thoughtful men, and there is
scarcely a philosophic student of life but
has tried his hand at sketching the mental nature of the' man who filled and still
fills so large‘a’ place in American history
and government.
Mr. John Weiss thus
pictures him in the ast issue of The Stand-

tical

prayers

Dr. Guthrie thus impresses a great and
precious truth with a fine and effective illustration ;

Another Portrait.

President's

vipor is not

Christ’s Fullness.

. Chamber’s Journal.

The

soul,—the

for “bribery in that.

were his sentences, bare as

“hand, but closed firmly on their obto hold it, and nothing more; notto
fast and loose with our great ideas,
to win and keep them for the benefit

and the hum of bees,—come with the laugh-

ing vcice of brooks and winds, to Zladtlen

stand on the edge of a noble-rolling river,
and to think that, although it has been
flowing on for six thousand years, watering
the fields and slaking the thirst of a handred generations, it shows no sign of waste
or want; and when I have watched. the rise
of the sun, as he shot. above the crest of the
mountain, or; in a sky draped with golden
curtains, sprang up from his ocean ' bed, I

have wondered to think that he has melted
the snows of so many winters, and renewed
the verdure of so many springs, and painted
the flowers of 80 many summers, ‘and ripened the golden harvests of so. many autumns, and yet shines as brilliant as

ever;

bright, beautiful, blue skies, and balmy air
to brighten life, that
dark,

so it

Nine hundred and

could

sixty and

not be

nine

‘tumns had come, bringing gorgeous

aurobes

for the trees, plentiful sparkling, new-made

wine,—come with

beauty

sweeten life, and.so

and

it’ could

plenty? to
not

be bit-

Nine hundred and sikty and nine winters
had come, with mantles

of snow, and

keen, cold blast of winds, with

the

glistening

A Suggestive Record.
Thomas K. Beecher seems to enter with
unusual fullness of sympathy into the peculiar elements of experience that distinguish

the true Christian woman.

One might be

sure that he had a rarely excellent mother.
Here is one of his latest tributes:
—Born in 1795.
Bronght up on a farm.
Maitied in 1820.
Fifty years a wife.
Mother of six children.
Ohe year a constant sufferer.

—She has entered into rest, 1870.
A thoughtful man is simply overwhelmed
and silenced by the volume of the labor and
deserving that is implied in such a record
as this.
Of pain,

and care, and Es,

and la-

bors incessant, who can assume .a larger
share than che who bears sons and daughters, and trains them up to manhood?
To
lose a night's sleep is mentioned among
men as a hardship. To enjoy a night's
sleep is something unusual with mothers.
Calling to mind these cares in the night
season and labors in the day; the three
meals for six children year after year,

with 411 that their getting and serving implies; the clothing made or altered spring
and fall ; the little mendings daily and the
great ones weekly; the ailments of the

and bounty has not upon

ness of joy ; at thy right hand there are pleasures forever more !

What thou

hast gone

children which each must have, and be com-

forted by the same comforter, as if no other
bad ever suffered ; the giving forth without
receiving,

(except

there

be

strength

and

The tendency to exact testimony in sup-

well exhibited in the following incident :
Some years ago a Frenchman,

who, "like

He

said frankly that he was disappointed and

mortified, and. that, so far ashe could see,
all.

hope

of

reunion

with

the

Southern

time for muitering

; and the Northen Church

can well afford
they need.

to give them all the time

West Virginia Correspondence.
CHARLESTON,

W, Va., June 1, '70.

This place, now the capital of the State
of West Virginia, contains a populaticn of
about 8,500. It is washed on two sides by
the Kanawha and

Elk

rivers,

and

nearly

surroundel by a circular line of gigantic
hills, covercd with a varied green.
e
Kanawha river, about one-third as i
the Ohio, is a beautiful, navigable stream,
passing tarough what is called the ‘‘Kanawha Valley,” This valley, with the ex-

earth

a8 mur-

or

among

men another illustration so fair and
gible of his

own

essential,

intelli-

self sacrificing

cheerfully accepts

for the first time, being

mothers,

and

learn

to

an Arab guide,

He

noticed with

a

sneer

called on his

God. | Day alter day passed, and the Arab
never failed ; till at last, one evening, the
philosopher, when he arose from his knees,

asked him, with a contemptuous smile,
«How do you know thereis a God?” The
guide fixed his burning eye on. the scoffer
for a moment in wonder,

and

then

solemnly, * How do I know there

said,

isa God?

How did I know that a man and a camel
passed my hut last night in the darkness ?
Was it notby the print of
sand P

Even so,” and

he

his

foot

in

pointed

the

..

Somebody

brief statement

has

happily expanded the

ol

the oldest man, found in Genesis:
¢¢ And all the days of Methuselah were
nine hundred and sixty and nine years ; and
he died.”
Died—and he did not grow weary of life,
and lay it down as a great burden, which
he had long borne, but from which he
should forever more be free P—joyfully re-

sign the weariness, the darkness,

the

Nay! {or had

not come to him nine * hundred

and

and nine springs, with the beauty and

grance of flowers, ith thie Hong

bitthere

sixty
fra.

exceeding

at last complete, and,

dom of heaven.”

3
a

1

a
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Lingering Prejudices.
SA

———

A correspondent of the Independent, who

was present
Presbyterian

at the recent meeting of the
General Assembly, describes

‘a portion of the proceedings

Life,

touching thé longevity

terness of existence P

is

reverenced by all except herself, she leaves
her labors and forsakes her pains and enters into rest. Her angel, who always has
beheld the face of the Father, his guardian
care no longer needed, speaks without contradiction among the shining ones, ¢‘Blessed is this poor in spirit, Tor hers is the king-

to the

sun, whose last rays were fading over the
lonely desert,
that footprint is not “lof
man.”
a
»

A Long

and not refused to bear her own

that had an

in the Italian style of architecture.
Its dimensions are to be nearly as follows:
Length, 137 feet; width, 55 feet; hight to
eaves, 65 feet ; hight in the center, 145 feet.
The building embraces three stories, inde-

pendent

of the basement.

The grounds

connected with it contain five

acres, and at

no distant day will be enlarged.
The different

the West.

. The

schools, Rev. A.

good work
importance

executive

State
D.

officers
new

are,

Bank of

Superintendent

Williams,

for

of

is doing

a

in arousing the people on the
of free schools.
He is well

qualified for the position which he occupies;

and has thus far given almost universal satisfaction. He will be able to exert an influence highly favorable to West Virginia
College, with which he stands connected ;
and,also,in introducing our denominational
views and sentiments, which are near ly un-

known in this new and

rising State.

He

has, I believe, preached the first Free Bap tist discourse in the Capital, which was ta-

vorably noticed by the press of this place.
Gov. Stevenson appearsto be a man of
about forty-five, tall and erect,possessing a
predominance of the sanguine-nervous temperament. His position, as chief executive
of the State, does not seem to elate him.

general interests of the States.

He truly

has a great work before him,—many plans
to form and mature.
The laws are,in many
respects, defective; public improvements
have only just commenced ; and the work of
building up a new State, emerging from the
degradation of slavery, is a task of no small
magnitude.
Of late there has been a good revival interest in the Presbyterian church.
Some
fifteen or twenty additions have been made.

An atteinpt is making

to form a Young

Men's Christian Association, an organization greatly
gi@eded at this juncture of affairs.
Now 28 the time when every Christian young man
may exert an influence
which will tell upon the future interests of

element of mingled ludicrousness and grief the place, morally and religiously.
Indeed, this S:ate is missionary ground.
in them.
We trust that the old feud thus
A
greatand effective work can here be conreappearing will find a real grave and adeep
summated {ff proper exertions are immediburial soon. Here is the story :
Decidedly one of the richest things dur- ately put forth ? And shall not Free Baptists
ing the whole sessions of the Assembly was have a hand in this good work? Shell not
the response of the S uhern Presbyterian ‘the good seed be sown by us on West VirAssembly to the proposal forthe opening ginia soil P True, a beginning has been
of a Christian and fraternal correspondence made; but this is not enough. The field of
between the two bodies. This Assembly, our operations should be enlarged, and that
now holding -its sessions in Louisville, re- speedily. Who will enter it? Who will go
presents’ the. Old School Presbyterfans that forward? Who will unfurl the banner of
separated from the Northern Church dur- the Cross P Who will proclaim a free salvaing the war, organized themselves into a tion to the inhabitants thereof? Shall this
distinet body, and went in for slavery and field be neglected, and shall we bear the re.
treason to the death. The war being over, sponsibility of that neglect?

of birds the ‘ Assembly meeting at Philadelphia sént

ue ]

Ke

It is being built of brick with stone facings,

load, her record

was

i

The new State House is in process of erection, and will be completed this summer.
Itis situated about three hundr:d yards
from the Kanawha, on Capital avenue.

kneeliog on the burning sand;

science,

s

dollars,—enough to make a poor man independent.

that at certain times ‘his guide, whatever
obstacles might arise, put them al) aside,and,

God who is the author of all

crossing the Great Sahara in company with

A
wy
yf
hd:

is the most fertile part of the State. Residing in il are many rich farmers, who pay a
yearly tax of from one to three thousand

honor mother.
She who has borne the grief and comforted
the sorrows of a household shall yet endure | Free and easy in manners, he can not be ~ ©
one trial more—patiently to bear her own
otherwise than popular with the people.
pain dnd lift mightily to make her own ‘At least, one is very favorably impressed
weight less to those who care for her. Till upon a first interview.
He will no doubt
that, having borne the burdens of many,
labor to his utmost ability to promote the

many of his countrymen, had won a high
rank among men of science, yet denied the

LX
by

ception of the ‘‘bottom-lands” on the Ohio,

the Merchant's Bank and the

and, without

faithfully discharges the innumerable duties of wife and mother.
Years pass by. The mother’s work is
ended.
The children are grown and gone.
How large the
house is, and
how
strangely quiet. And the work lets up as
the strength to do it fails. Children,bringing grandchildren, come home to visit, and

port of religious truths,such as is demand ed
in no other part of life or field of inquiry, is

the war, and also its

dren up to manhood,

at death to enjoy.

Proof.

during

the time being, located in the buildings of

love as she who

The

Church

blessedness in such giving)—in short the
life and labor of her who trains -six chil-

to heaven to prepare, may we be called up

fs.

terian

doctrinal corruption by: this fusion of Old
and New School elements in the same organism. Even Dr. Van Dyke gave it up
when the answer sent;to the stated clerk of

frost and glittering icicles,—come killing Church was for the present at an end. Dr.
with chill breath the roses of Sharon, and Beatty, who was not quite so despondent,
silvering the tops of the cedars of Lebanon; thought that, “when some of the leaders
come like death to warn life, and so it should be. graciously translated, things
could not be forgetful: And methinks that would look better with the Southern Church ;
when Methuselah came ‘to die, looking and we more than suspect that he is about
back through the bright vista of the past, half right. Dr. Adams of New York, who
he thanked that God who had made earth is constitutionally a peace man, brought
so fair and life so beautiful, that he had yet in a preamble and resolution which gracereserved for those who love Him
a fairer fully drop the subjeet, and leave it tothe
home and lovelier life; then, clasping his future developments of Providence. The
aged hands in prayer, he Jugked up to simple truthis, these Southern Presbyteheaven, and thus died.
rians, brimful of orthodoxy and love of
slavery into the bargain, want a little more

Divine Redeemer, in thy

full

tion. was courteously received. Yet the
Southera - Assembly squarely decline the
correspondence, alleging, as the ground,the
patriotic utterances of thie Northern Presby-

the Philadelphia Assembly was read.

ter.

mur,dismisses them to seek their own prosperity and found new homes,is a sufficient
explanation of Paul’s much questioned utterance: ‘‘ Nevertheless she shall’ be saved
in child-bearing.” The God of all grace

is

to. Louisville, in which were

included Dr. Van Dyke, of Brooklyn, and.

the Hon, William E, Dodge, of New York,
Nine hundred and sixty and nine sum- for the express purpose of conveying Corismers had come, bringing the cool splash of tian salutations and preparing the way for
fountains, the brightness of the sun, and the a fraternal correspondence. The deputa-

his eye notdim, nor his natural strength
abated, nor his floods of light less full for
centuries. of boundless profusion. = Yet
what are these but images of the fullness
that.is in Christ? Let that feed your hopes,
and cheer your hearts, and = brighten your
faith, and send you away this day rejoicing.
For when judgment flames have licked up
that flowing stream, and the light of that
glorious sun shall be quenched in darkness,
or veiled in the smoke of a burning world,
the fullness that is in Christ shall flow on
throughout eternity in the bliss of the redeemed. Blessed Saviour, Image of God,
presence

a deputation

life, that so it could not be weary.

green luxuriance of the woods,—bringing

it

to his aid when he pleads for a belief in the
real efficacy of all true. prayer:
If there be the personal God whom faith
conceives, there must be the personal relations and communications with him which
faith supposes and religion craves. Our

In London,1, 8, 5, and1.
I toll the funeral knell,
I ring the festal day,
I mark the fleeting hours,
And chime the church to pray.

in the fourteenth century. Inthe fifteenth /mionest illustrations, as if. to satirize the
century succeed short Latin hexameters or flowery politicians. Fifty years of oratory,
laudatory mottoes.
:
gelf-laudation and arrogance, of corrupt
In the eastern counties of England, where expedients ably recommended, of crimes
Puritanism most prevailed, is found a curi- against the people adroitly argued, of
ous ingeription :
latent treason covered by that flaunting
1 sound not for souls of the dead, but

BR

Dr. Hedge summons reason and tiie

secret

blossom, kis feeling could not be hurried to

his un-

pleasant imprisonment, to which, he used to
improvementof
the social and political or- ‘say, he owed much of his equanimity while
der, andif even radical changes be necessasuspended. ‘‘Jesus bells,"as they are called,

Prayer not Lost.

breathed from

Come let us sing, Church and king!

count ofit, or becanse it'advocates. liberty.

reach it and supply his nose during

the

people of America.

tions

And now I make a peal of six.

system,not on ac- the first Napoleon), aiid was just able to to make the fruit itself put forth its own

Any citizen has a right to labor for the

to

showers. And shall not the finer exhala-

Some generous hearts do me here fix,

length he gained; but, as if he had the
instinct ‘of all the country’s staples in him

they are.s0
inl svite of the

bunting

dissipated beyond recall; itis not all
spent, in the thankless air; it's gathered
and garnered in the chambers of the sky,
‘and returns again in die season, according
to its circuit, in orient dews or refreshing

and other countries, are doubtless pure pa- nately the good man had a habit of carrying
his snuff loose in hig waisicoat pocket (like

triots, and ‘ardent lovers of liberty. Bat

hard-featured pend
old

the viewless, imponderable

BEATI IMMACULATI.

man, and fearing lest the joists should also’
give way if he made strenuous endeavors to His temper was not enthusiastic; he never
We must here, 100, make a distinction beextricate himself—till the clerk bappened fired the popular heart, any more than the
tween Romanism a8 a system, and those to come into the body of the church, and corn and wheat do in growing. He never
who profess it. * Many Romanists in this ‘then ascended to his rescue.
Most fortu- appeared to yearn after the point which at
the throne, ruling the rulers.

large,

exhaled their dews at the touch of the sun,

necessary to America, before there was
an America to adopt them. His healthy
growth was due to the sagdcity which

Church Bells,

he remained

1ougues

When you me ring, I'll sweetly sing.

to us, we declare those decrees null and
powerless in themselves, and in their effect,

cannot see that what she calls liberty is simply permission for Rome to trample down
all opposition—to ‘break
in pieges and
bruise ?”
.

should

The

‘ground, hung out, - the Bagel the
| common

seem

raise,
shall our
praise.

further:
‘Ia virwhich appertains

this reason: His
kingdom, unlike that of
our Divine
Master, is “of this world.”
Who, then, will say that Romanism favors
liberty here, or anywhere ? Or, rather, who

minutie

Squire Arundal the great my whole expense did

them,
called

his temporal governments. © What right has
he to dictate the political conduct of other
nations and people? And after these explieit declarations of the Pope—the head of the
church—who will say that Rome favors liberty, either civil or religious
We need not discuss that part of the political conduct of Italy and Austria that
called forth the thunders of the Vatican.
But we ask, Are these governments charged with abridging the liberties of Roman
Catholics? Notat all.
The whole ‘‘head
and front” of their offense is this: Leaving
the liberties of Romanists intact, they granted liberty to others.
Why did this offend the Pope? Simply for

these

all,

which tore all our

campanologists, «we hasten to conclude
this paper by culling a few bell-legends at
random from Mr. Ellacombe's interesting
collection of those to be fondu on Devon the sphere of which it is a component part.
church-bells.
The dew, which bathes the summer rose,
and glorifies the meadow with its mornMORS VESTA VITA,

purpose

in this capacity he can claim obedience in
temporal things, but only from these under

The laborer, who must toil and slave

We find in one

inable,

Lest

prove wearisometo any save professional

tal errors, and wrong decisions tre may
have been; but look at the points condemned by the Pope, and téll me that the church
that can call these laws odious and abom-

belong? To be sure, the Pope is .a temporal prince, (thus serving mammon, while he
pretends to serve God,a feat our Saviour declares none can successfully perform.) And

The merchant, in his counting-room;
The clerk, o’er-desk and ledger,

He longs to spend beyond the skies,
Oane blest. eternal Sunday !

their rims. ©

you have of liberty, but the name ?, Inciden-

tional governments? Is he the ‘“‘aunocinted
one” to whom the kingdoms of Je earth

That they might gather strength again,
For toil renewed on Monday.

Romanism

there is what

ters of the alphabet in quaint old types on

both as regards the present and the futare.”
Could the Almighty, the King of kings and
Lord of lords, use loftier words than these ?
And this is not a solitary example, for in a
previous allocution, the Pope used similar
language concerning laws enacted by the
government of Italy.
How did the Pope,a pretended teacher of
religion, obtain authority to annul State
laws, and to abrogate thé decrees of na-

WEDNESDAY. JUNE ‘15, 1870,
“ Thank God

There is the creed of Romo;

At St. Helen's, Worcester, is a set of bells
on whick are recorded Marlborough’s victories.
Leonine or rhyming Latin hexameters
are frequently found on bells; others are
called alphabet bells, from bearing the let-

of
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of littleness.

—

How brief his life! He wakes,

"| the space of hut a few moments.

Ci

.:

sed morning when life began. - Man's state
is not what it was designed
to be by the’ Creator, when he pronountsd
the completed work
“yery good.” Sin enters into everything that
he does. The fountain head of the life of the
race has become corrupted, so that it sends

forth bitter waters instead of sweet.
.
The Scriptures tell us of the origin of
evil among men. They tell us that all sin,
—that ours is a sinful race, —that the ** whole
head is sick and the whole heart faint.”
some

Com-

change

How complete alo ii his depensport.
dence ! What can he do without that power
which underlies and upholds his being?
What canhe do against that power? See

him gasping. for breath; and what is he but

the embodiment of the most kitlpless weakness? his knowledge, too, even in its ut-

most expansion, when measured by the unexplored and illimitable unknown, grasps
He is far
the merest fragment of truth.

asunder and we rise into the new life.

Hu-

man resolves alone-become but ropes of sand.
It takes God's power to convert a soul.
The term regeneration is found but twice

in our English Stiiptures, viz.: Titus:3, 5,
—¢ Not by works of righteousness which
we have done, but according to his mercy
he saved us, by the washicg of regeneration, and renewing of the Holy Ghost.”
19:26,—Ye -which

have

emotions bordering upon reverence.
it-is well to remember that all great

Yet
men

lingtons, or Websters, then all would be
but common articles ; and their relative dis-

followed

is often presented in other terms. Ps. 51:10,
—<¢ Create in me a clean heart, O God, and

tinctions, of course,would be lost.
emerges sbove the ordinary level of
ity is distinctively great only by the
of his elevation above this level.

He who
humandegree
Thisis

the only thing shat makes him conspicuous;

and but for it his place would be among the
crowd.
- So, too,

spirit within

me.”

A writer in the National Sunday School
Teather, has some very fitting words re-

specting a sphere of effort that is becoming
more prominent and important every

This is the way
case :

in

which

he

day.

puts

the

strength of affection which would lead him
to do anything in his power for them,
who is no

hypocrite,

and

nevertheless" fails

win that confidence

which

effective

On

teaching.

to

is essential to
‘the

other

hand,

declaim as much as we will about the wonderful sagacity of the little ones in reading
character,

it

is

the

easiest

conceivable

thing
to deceive them, and they are
continually giving their confidence
to
those utterly unworthy of it. In fact the
very wiseacre, who in

one

breath

tells

us

the teacher, because of the

wonderful

men

are

generally

great

Ezek.

sus-

ceptibility of the child.
It would be unwise,

because

untrue,

to

deny that we differ from each other greatly
by nature,

in respect to this endowment.

It is not more true that ong
is born
scepter in his hand, a
ural ruler,

with a
than it

is that another is born the very Snearoglps
these are the

extreme

cases.

There

But
are

but few such.
Most are mediocral in this
regard, with more or less susceptibility of

developement.

:

:

flesh,

those most distinguished for the vastness of

nor of the will of man, but of God.” Such
are some of thé passages relating to this

their intellectual power are great only in
those departments to which they have giv-

subject; and they teach us that there is

en special attention, while in other . respects

a devoted, earnest, and intelligent disciple

will

of the

Lord, before

he

can lay

(1) He is at first careless; (2) then he hears

the purest form.

~ work. Truth js the instrument directly
employed. It is a supernaturul change,—a
change effect: d by a p wer above pature.
It is God’s work; yet man is not idle. He
change,

else there comes

to the wintry heart no spring of tui and
blossom, and singing of birds.
Nor must men deny the work of God in
the reforming of a soul, as some vain thecs
rizers try todo. The test is its own proef; '
the transformation of heart and life force |
assent to the truth of the new bir.b. Urder this brooding of the Holy Dove, there

stirs in the heart a new life which is ‘* God
“in us the hope of heaven.” Man’s second
birth far exceeds his first. One is into the
earthly,—the other into the heavenly realm.
“Ye mast be born again.”
THD.

‘Human

We copy

is this

rule?

and commend

Is it

merely the accilent of his birth, and may be
as true of a fool or a villain. Is it that he
is extensively known to fame? This may be
true of a tyrant.

A greatrascal

may

have

reputation.
Is it that the
masses admire him and shout his praises?
This has not always been the fortune of truly great men ; and, whether it will be that
of any depends upon the rule by which
greatness is estimated—a circumstance variable with the moods of the popular mind.
Isit that he has done some remarkable

thisg or things, such as but few ever did
before him and but few_ will ever

do. after

him? This, though it may suffice to make
him corspicuous, may be largely due to the
circumstances by which he was surrounded
and fyvored. He may have been born at
just the right time ; and, moreover, the end
he had in view—the actual tendency of his
acts as designed by himself—is always a
very material question. Anact, or a series
of acts, may prove great power and
display great skill, and in this sense show
the greatness of the actor; and yet,
same time,
the horrible depravity

Greatness.

Rev. Dr. Spear, who is one of the vigorous, thougirtful, self-poised writers of today, and whose productions are always
richly worth reading, thus discourses in the
- Independ®nt on a subject that needs to be
better understood.

What

that he is born to rank and"station? This is it.”

God makes use of means to affect this a world-wide

must submit tthe

atthe
of bis

character may be equally observable,
The truth is—and it is a trath that can
not be made too prominent—that real greatness always supposes virtue.
Strong intel.
lectual endowments,
fitted “for brilliang

achievements and bold adventures, may be

attractive and fascinating. Yet, every one
upon retiring within the chambers of his
There is a sense, far too often unheeded in own spirit, feels that the use of gifts in the
the world’s esteem, in ‘which every man is ends to which they are consecrated furnishgreat. A real greatness belongs to human es the true rule of judgment.
To be good,
his suggestions:

nature,

as the common heritage

:

of all, and

therefore peculiar to none, being as true of
the savage as it is of the sage.
The origin
of man as the creatureof God; his endowments as a rational and moral being; bis

to be a genuine

philanthropist,

lover of God and
grounded upon truth
heart—this is always
splendor. Virtue is

a faithful

man,
having virtue
and enthroned in the
better than intellectual
a greater element than

sensibility as the subjeét of happiness or talent, and ought to be more esteemed. Inmisery; his responsibility and affiliation te!lect without virtue is a mighty force,
vith others in a
and moral system; more likely ito do harm than good. - Power
he endless longevity of his spirit, with the without virtue at the helm, is an element of
esulting destiny and progress,of his capac- danger rather than of safety. Talent is truties—these are elements of greatness that ly great only when well used; and then it
yod has bestowed upon him. They arees becomes a star of the first magnitude, healthential, connatural and inalienable, and ad- ful in its light and benignant in its effects.
It is folly to sigh for gifts not our own,
pit of no decrease
or enlargement—the
qrenvy: renown that seeks other names;
vork of God, and not of man.
n
ted
with these views, though not yet.all may finda place in the temple of
contradicting them, there are others which virtue, and forever carry the garland of vie-

present

Re,

nS

8,

N
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A writer in the Christian Union who
seemsto be thoroughly informed concern-

ing the Romish Church and its secret practices, gives the. following account of the
precautions observed when the Pope cele-

brates mass:
:
:
The Pope may not eat with or pay visits
to" any one under kingly rank. He is attended by no one under the rank of a priest.
The utmost precautions are taken against
treachery and assassination. Two cham-

berlains watch the door of his bed-chamber,
which is further protected by guards . with
drawn swords. Every night before his
Holiness retires, the walls and doors and
every article of farniture in the room are
carefully sounded and examined. To prevent the repetition of the crime perpétrated

on the Pope who suppresssd the Jesuits,
Clement XIV, the following is the ritual
most scrupulously adhered to at the celebration ot mass by the Pontiff:. The sacristan of St. Peter's is Monsignor
' Marinelli,
Bishop of Porphyria (in partibus), who is
assisted by two monsignori. He is personally responsible for ‘the quality of the
wafer and

wine

and

water

used

in

and

water,

seems

used

Lacryma

very

Christi

unfer-

rosso,

appropriate. ' At

which

the time of

mass, * before the consecration, the box
containing the hosts is placed on the altar,

from which the Holy Father
which are placed in a row.
dicates one, but refrains

This the deacon
rinelli,

who

selects three,
The Pope in-

from

touching

it.

takes to Monsignor

consumes

it at once,

juman nature in a very different as. torious goodness..

This really

makes the

It is even possible
for you to make

Mabeing

careful “¢ to look into the eyes of the Pope.”
The Pope then points to one of the remaining two, which the deacon at ‘once consumes, looking at the Pope. The third is
used by the Pope himself, no one being
allowed to touch it, under pain of excommunication. The deacon then takes the
cruets containing the wine and water,

them feel that they

they know

ought

they don’,

to do it, while

and believe they

can’t.
2. Do not be too demonstrative and direct in your efforts to secure what you de-

sire.

Not long ago I was at a friend's, and

while conversing with him, I noticed a
bright, sensitive, nervous, little girl of two

or three years, playing with her picture
books,and occasionally eyeing the stranger.
She was one of those little ones that you
feel at once an irresistible desire to *‘ get
hold of.”

I looked over towards her,

and

said something to papa about her books,
but so that she could understand it. Every
now and then I threw in something, not
about

her, but about what I knew she

was

deeply interested in. She was soon describing
a sort of irregular curve around
my chair, but
at a respectful distance. I
talked on to papa. By and by I extended

the hand a little towards her.

We talked

on, and the coy little creature kept steadily
to her work, of getting into my arms over
the bulwarks of her inmate modesty and
infantile timidity. But she kept at it, and
conquered. ‘* Well,”
said
her
father,

¢t that is the first time any stranger ever
got hold of her.” What my success would
have been if I had plunged at her at sight
with that ejaculation, ** You darling little
sweet, how I love yon,” anybody can imag-

ine. (Pardon the silly,
it illustrates my point.) *
can do for them in direct
ing which is wrought in
discern in youn, that

personal allusion;
It is not what you
effort, but a feelthem by hat they

constitutes

the

confi-

dence you seek. You cannot force the
flower into bloom; but supply it nourishment, warmth, and light, and it will unfold
of itself. Make a direct effort upon it, and
you destroy it.

8. Labor continually, and this you may
do directly, to strengthen and increase
their confidence in. others. Small, mean
souls make a fatal mistake just at this point.
They seem to think that by just as much as
they undermine our. confidence in others,
they winit for themselves. Nothing is
farther from the truth. In all proper ways

port wine at comuitimigh.
in a closet along

and,

This was

kept

with sauces and other bot-

tles. By mistake a blick bottle exhctly
resembling the usual port-wine bottle was
brought to him, and proved to be mushroom
catsup! Unluckily it was not discovered till
after consecration,
and by the communicants.

:

cost more then

——

4 HELP.

—

:

A statesman, latsly

living, was accustomed to help prepare himself for any great intellectual effort by reading a portion of the psalms, prophets or

epistles. He did thisashe found it gave
vigor to his mind, clearness
and justness to
his views. In a similar manner, reading
the Scriptures will help others in all duties.
They will help in walking the path of life,

It will not j

the
hat
no

hope, lost the heathen should think

tha the

Christian religion
was notso cheerfal and
hopeful as their own, Aud that is the
right frameof mind to cherish; the habit of

looking at the bright side,
and hoping for

the best.

"It is best for ourselves; it is most

hopeful to others, and it shows a more perfect trust in God.
Arg
:
It is best for ourselves, because it is the

condition of all kinds of growth.
thing that grows is cheerful in its

The Cathedral of
It has

Every
wth.

The mind grows best when the
heart is
hopeful. It is then in the same mood in

hundreds, perhaps thou-

which the creation was made. God made
the universe in a loving mood, and hence,
as we put ourselves into the same” frame of

of its secrets and comonit at a cost of thirty thousand dollars a mind, we get hold

prehend its truths. If you want to enjoy
a piece of music fully, you need an
argument or libretto which
you into thé au-

year. It is said it will require more ‘than
the remainder of this century to complete
it. Will God accept it and dwell there?
Will there be spiritual worship in it and
souls be guided to heaven? If not it will be
a terrible waste of money.
F.

thor’s mood ; then the spirit and lifoof the

music runs from his soul into yours, and
ou sigh and smile,
and love and hate with
im. So itis in our relation to-this life.
God ordained it in a mood of love; & love,
indeed, which often rises into the higher
and grander offices of ‘discipline, under

Selections,

which

Stray People.
rr

but away with whine and snivel in -theolo-

gy as in science. Why, out of all the moods

——

There is a larga population, both in town
and

country,

as they

which human beings are capable of, they

of Protestant training, so far

should have chosen the grave and mournful
alone for worship, I know not. You may

have any, who neglect church and

religion,

and

wh)

generations some‘imes bend or break ;

but still, as each long-hidden
comes
to, light, it is hailed as a token of love grander than we had dreamed, more beautiful
than we had hoped. 1 will listen to a cheerful teacher, for he is in the way of truth;

belong aowhere,

when

talk with a man upon all other subjects in a

you tdk of either.
Aad in counting
charch-goers, our City Missionary statisticians always lump them off as ‘‘never seen

bright, cheerful way

and natural tone, as if

there were grand

things to live and ho

the

a childlike

for; but the moment yeu touch upon religion and the good God who gave all, and the
The
statistics are mistaken. = What good soul
that may‘ inherit all, you are
city church knows all its attendants P amazed at the change which comes over
Are there not some churches which do not him. His chin drops, his. words are drawlknow the half of them? Where is the city - ed, his tone changed; he stops laughing
minister who, in a year, does not preach to and wants to cry, as if you had referred to
ten times as many people whom he does some delicate family matter which; had
not know as whom he does know? Here broken bis heart. The old Jew would have
is Rev. Mr. Sharpeye, my neighbor.
He
been disgusted with such
performances betel's me he officiated at twenty-three fore the
Lord, and washed his hands in token
funerals last year, of which three were
of purification. If thereis any one thing for
members of his own congregation, and the which I respect Beecher more than another,
rest were of people‘of whom he knew no- it is for the merciless war which he has
thing.
waged upon the whole tribe of pious éroak‘But how came the parties to get you to ers and snivelers, and the way in which he
officiate P”
has insisted upon manly and womanly
+0, they Tad beard me preach, and speech upon this as all other matters.
knew me well enough, though I had no
There is a sublime trust implied in calm
knowledge of them.”
and conquering cheerfulness.
The soul
What do three-quarters of the
le, seems to have such an unde
1g with

in church.”

says Mr. 8., want of a mivister?
Why, just
this: they want a minister to live in the

town, for without him the town is not com:
plete.

Rut then they do not wish to Sapport

him, norto be in any way responsible for
him. They wish to know him by sight,
and they wish to go tQ his church and hear
him
, when it suits them, on this
condition—that he shall not know them.
They ‘do net wish him to visit them, and to
see how they live, nor to be brought inte
the recognition of his church or songregagation;

nor,

in

fact

religiously, in any
are

poor,

to be meddled

way.

Many

with

of them

and their furniture and dress are

not such =s the world makes fashionable.
Their church attendance is apt to be in the
evening, and they go to one or another
church, and are found—most of them—
where the crowd is, and where something

exciting is going on. Of course, they are
out of the church before anybody can speak

universe;

such

ce

that its Father will do all things well. That
a being so frail as man, with such a destiny
at stake, in a condition so ;
, walking

amid forces whose rage he is

to con-

trol—that such a cne can be cheeifal and
happy, shows an inborn conviction that God
holds them all in the hollow of his hand.

How sublime is sucha trust! How it contrasts with the fearful gloom of guilt! How
thrillingly Robert Blowing Hints the
into contrast in * Pi
{” In
palace of murdered
i and. Ottima
her paramour, hating the light and all
ing sounds, and mocking at all the

two
the
and
liv-

wealth

which crime has brought them. Under their
window the little Tacs yagi passes to enjoy her one holiday,
singsas she goes,
“ The year’s at the spring ; the day’s at the morn;

become

The morning’s at seven; the hillside’s dew-pearled;
:
The lark’s on the wing; the snail’s on the thorn ;

month, or once a quarter, er semi-octvasionally.
When
their young
ple get
married, they will often employ & minister.
When the friends die, they want his ser-

believes that all is right with the world because God is in heaven; which believes that
whatever storms shake earth or heaven, the
everlasting pillars are not shaken.
Is it

to

them,

acd

their faces

do

not

familiar at any one place. Some of them
go frequently, others at intervals of once a

vices at the funeral, which they not unfrequently want to be in the church, with
a. “‘funergl sermon.” Sometimes in a case
of

severd

sickness,

ter

what

tne deceased's

life

has

been,

if

the minister will put him in heaven in his
funeral

sermon,

they

feel

contemt.

A

good many of these Jecple--and you will
e astonished to find
how many—have
professors

of religion,

or,

at least,

have thought they experienced religion at
some time in their lives—a good many are
of foreign birth, and not unfrequently their
ideas will be such as they have gathered
in connection with a State Church system.
Such attach much importance to infant
baptism, seeming to
have ideas akin to
that of baptismal regeneration.
I have heard more than once, ministers
and churches accused of ‘‘doing little or

nothing”
eople

because

into

the

God’s in his heaven;

Oh!

they

do not get these

church

and convert them.

all’s right with the

that cheerful, child-like

not sublime P—N.

world.’

trust, which

A. Staples.

I Might Have

they will send for him,

very likely waiting till the person is just
conscious, and with a sort of Catholic idea
that he can do something, by virtue of his
office, to better the estate of the dying, as
the priest is supposed to do. And no mat-

:

Been.

BA

Every

person,

course, can

in looking back upon his

trace two

lives, the life he has

led, and the life he might have led. In proportion as these two coincide, he is happy
in the restrospect. The disparity between

the two is the bitterest element in the nis-

ery of fallen man or fallen angel.
:
A person who has enjoyed
nities
for intellectual dev:
ent, looking back
may say: The man I might have been,
endowed with fair talents and
of
ordinary

advantages,

used

all

his powers

to the utmost, left no o posunicy eum pov.
ed.

Each

victory

ned was but a means

of new attainments. His acquisitions gave
him access to the society of the learned
and refined ; and in turn their example and

their companionship gave him an impulse
toward new conquests. Every degree of
mental vigor was a means of gaining new

stores

of knowledge, which, in

Sotelbined Jur.

i

his

their turn,

ibelleguual

ow, I would not discourage any minister strength.
wer thus gained he use
or missionary from going among these for the benefit of his follow men, and lived
| people and stirring
them up, in any way to see himself crowned by their applause
mind under spiritual influences by which and degree possible. But I wish
wast
to show and gratitude.
The man I have been failed to realize
moral strength is gained, By such influen. that the whole case is not seen on any one
unimproved,
ces the wavering judgment is guided aright; - side of it. These people do hear the gos- his advantages. Opportunity
pel—at least multitudes of them do—and slipped from his grasp. His
natural abiliand force, dignity, beauty and pleasure are they hear it in the way they choose to hear
ties unemployed, dwindled, OQatstripped
given to works and tasks otherwise not it. And my friend, Sharpeye, puts it down by his
es, he became at length disagreeable. Pray much.
; and rested in
as one of the consolations of his ministry, couraged ; ceased to
that he is enabled to preach to so man y | contented Jeioktigs
turn
he ceased
ENDURABLE. It depends much upon how of them, in his own church. His opinion to maintain even
position, and merely
‘we get into trouble, whether it will bé very is that, standing there, he can speak to achieved bis own
meager support. With:
digagreeable orendurable. Jonah and Paul more people in a year than he could de by out great vices, without an thing reat, he
has missed his destiny, solely from his own
were both in a storm. The first got in by going about to hunt them up.
As to making chapels for ruch—that has procrastination and nervelessness. His life,
disobedience, and found it all but insufferbeen often enough tried, and has commonly useless to mankind, useless to God, useless
able; the other was in the path of duty and failed. Such people, when they go to to himself, has been wasted.
5
found it pleasant. The angel of God stood church, want to go to church, and not to
Another, from whom wealth has not
recall the two careers.
by him, and the everlasting arms were be- a chapel. And if they dread recognijtion been withheld, may
have been, realized that
in the church, they will love it no better in The man I might
neath him.
j
a chapel.
his wealth was a trust, to be employed not
THE SABBATH VIOLATED.
The Pacific
Some may suppose such as I have here for himself, but for the good of his fellow
railroad is gone over by cars on the Sab. described to be few. I know them to be men.
To this object he devoted himself,
As to the church neglecters his time, his means, He saw institutions
bath as on other days.
The Bonds are ad- numerous,
-vertised as good investments.
But the in the Sowyiet, they are on a different foot- of learning and of charity, rising under the
hand of his munificence. CatchThere is with them often a want of creative
curse of heaven is likelyto rest upon Sab- ing.
of wealth
church facilities. But in the city it is a ing the inspiration, other
bath breaking.
;
thing of choice.
followed his example, and mankind receivAs to the hope of its gettin better, a ed a new conception of the glory that atTae TRAP CARRIED viru THEM.
Some
His name shall
said, which I tends wealth nobly used.
good many things are to e
wild animals are caught in a steel-trap and will not now attempt to say. Some of be dear to remote ages.
go off, but carry the trap, biting and tor- these people adopt more regular religious
The man I have been turned all his
ONE EFrorT OF PRAYER.

It brings the

menting them.all the while.

So with some

who commit sin, They deny it, attempt to
cover it up or run away, but the trap,—

habits, as they get on in their worldly af- thoughts inward, thought only of himself,
faire, or as anew church is established in sought only the increase of his gains. Any

purpose inconsistent with this design was
excluded. He had his wish. He
me
hborhood. And
are quickened in any way. A great many the richest man of his
said, His mind, as
can be reached by large churches with man
that is all that canbe
cheap sittings, where their self-respect is well as his heart, became narrowed, every
not offended, and yet their means are con- generous aspiration was quenched, and
sulted. But until ourmixing up of society now without a single consoling mpmory,
their neighborhoods, or they
get acquainted
with the minister, or as their consciences

pupils for worthy persons around them, for

the superintendent, the
and other
members of the school, and of the church,

guilt and pain, is carried with them. Their
agony is terrible. Would that they would
repent and surrender to God .
:
Nor wor THE POOR. In the Berkley St.
church, Boston, some of the pews are said

and above all for the sinner’s best and wis-

is over, and perhaps longer, we shill plain-

to be estimated

ly have such a population,—
The Interior,

seek to increase the respect and love of your

the storm is

rieve for, to see us sad, Paul
rinthians expressly
8
they must not ie Prien whe

sands,of the best places of worship in America. Itseems that it might be called finished, yet thirty workmen are still employed

been

Notes with Suggestions.
THE BisLr

Waste?

the

mented, and stamped with the effigies of
the eorucifixion and the Madonna.
The
wine is the light Italian vintage preferred
by the present. Pope, who introduced it,
contrary to the standard regulation, which
prescribes red wine. The late Gregory
XVI.

Tus

Milan has been building 500 years.

When

from sorrow, and not

;

Wuy

condition.

past, the tree rights itself,and stands straight
and handsome. So ought a soul to rebound

have weak places to

guard,

Pope’s mass. The wafers are. made by
the Nuns of the Sacred Heart, in Trinita
di Monte, of pure flour

a normal

largest congregations in our country, said,
not long since, in speaking of enlarging
their place of worship,~*If 1 should die, a
larger building would not be needed.”

Greatand good men

man or

and melanchely come to

Ersonal
way, and we must yield
.
0 & tempest. But it is not

inti-' be Joved

strongest

health in any

Sed

mation that if others had the faith which he
has, they would see as much accomplished
as he does. A preacher of one of the

claim to true

and examines the message; (3) then he
believes, repents, chooses and submits; (4)
he is free in every action which aff-cts character.
4. God's spirit cleanses, renews, sancti-

~ fies.

that honse i ‘Rejoice in the Lord.

It is oneof the most. valuable
We
Franklin said, it is’

““{1ately published, gives the

they may be very small men. History con- of Jesus? Having settled this point, the
without wiping the chalice, pours a little
tains an ample supply of such great small direction of effort is settled. I will not disof
each into it. This isdrunk’ by the ¢amen.
;
spiritual life.
bw it, fellow-teachers, but simply | com- cristan, looking at the Pope as before. The
Human philosophy and educational proeTo this we may add the general fact that filend it to you as worthy of prayerful condeacon then does the same. The remainesses are too weak and earthly to transiorm- most great men appear greater when seen sideration. Whoever will candidly considder is consumed by his Holiness.
the soul and send its aspirings heavenward. ata distance than they do upon a more er it, bringing to bear upon it just, good,
These precautions pre-suppose that if the
There must be some repairs by the great proximate survey.
The reason is obvious. Christian, common sense, such as the Holy sacristan is guilty of poisoning,either personArchitect upon the broken shrine before it In the one case we see only what makes Spirit will give to those who seek, will find slly or by collusion,he will Show symptoms
becomes a fit temple for the indwelling of them great, . this being the visible point; ‘himself
far advanced on the road to suc- in his countenance when he has to consume
the Holy Spirit. Nay, it must be anew cre- andin the other we come near enough to cess.
the elements. Hence he must look at the
ated in Christ. The agencies employed in observe other things; which lead us to corAssuming the truth of what has been said, Pope. Then the deacon, who is a cardinal
this work are God and man. Truth is the rect or modify the first estimate. Distance I wish to make a few practical suggestions. generally, is interested in the sacristan’s
lends enchantment to the view, a part of They are so simple, that I am almost good faith; for he shares the same risk. If
means.
1. God presents the truth to sinners. This which is almost always broken by a more ashamed to write them;
but as they are the chaliceis poisoned, it will probably be
he does in the Scriptures, preaching and contiguous and intimate survey of the ob- constantly disregarded by many well meanby some mixture rubbed on its sides. This
ject. A mind or character that seems great ing teachers, I can but think them worth might be removed if, as usual, the chalice
labors of his people.
2. The spirit convicts and calls the wan- in the distance, and at the same time bears repeating.
was first wiped. This is much more than
;
:
dering.
¢ He takes of the things of Christ familiar acquaintance, well—giviag us the
a ceremony, and the present Pontiff exacts
1.
Remember
that
what
you
seek
is
and shows them untous.” The naked truth fewest occasions to correct or modify our not begotten of.a sense of duty. You can every tittle of it. It is certainly not wholly
would be inoperative but for the energizing first opinions—presents the truest marks of not lecture it into your pupils. It is, in superfluous. A priest some time since was
of the Spirit. This makes the word go as real greatness.
this respect, like some other things, ‘‘ the served with oxalic acid in mistake for waThere is still a deeper question, having
an arrow and with power to the heart.
less said about them the better.” The ter. He was compelled to drink every
3. Man has an active history through all reference to the rule by which we decide
more you talk to them about giving you drop, and fell dead on the altar steps. I
the processes from indifference to adoption. that a man is great in the best sense and in
their confidence, ‘‘ the more they won’t do knew a clergyman in England who used

some work to be done for man and in him by
the

f

an)

those attributes

The Pope at Mass.

fl

It would be well for the teacher who is
conscious of a lack of this power, to ask
himself the question, ¢‘ In just what respect
do I want my pupils to have confidence in
me ? Do I want them to believe that I am
learned ? Do I want them to think I am
smart? Dol want them to acknowedge
and respect me for social position or influence? Or dg I want them to feel that I am

not of blood, nor of the

J

everybody.

Winning Confidence.

of social and affectional magnetism.
great

only at some particular point or points.
Seldom, perhaps never, are they universal36: 25, 26,—*“ A new heart als> will I give ly great. * One may be a great thinker, anyou, and a new spirit will I put within you; other a great fighter, and another a great
and T will take away the stony heart out of inventor in some branch of the useful arts.
your flesh, and T will give you a heart of They are all great, but not in the same reflesh.” Jno. 3:8,—¢“ Except a man will spects. Nature, indeed, does not admit of
be born again, he cannot see the kingdom an universally great man—one who is above
Even
of God.”
Jno 1:18,—** Which were born, the level of his species in all things.
a right

By

with such an air of profundity that we. canare such only relatively. + They-are merely
not deceive these little pailosophers, may
greater than others,just as one hill is higher |
in the next tell us—and this time with truth
than another. If all were Bacons, or Wel- —what a fearful responsibility rests upon

me in the regeneration, ‘when the Son of
Man shall sit in the throne of his glory, ye
also shall sit upon twelve thrones, judging
the twelve tribes of Israel.” But the idea

renew

just.

It requires but a few crsins of common
more characterized by what he does not “sense t» know that a teacher, especially a
teacher of religion, is powerless for good
know than by what he does know.
These antitheses in human nature pre- without the confidence of his pupils. How
gent the common greatness and glory, and to get and retain this vantage ground are
the common lit'leness and weakness, of the great questions. Such general platin
tudes as ‘Love them,” * Be what yon
men.
pr
profess,” etc., do not meet
the case. Many
“How poor, how rich; how abject, how august,
a teacher who does love his pupils with a

must take place in man before his can be a
state of peace. Our natures are sinful, not
from necessity, nor from our connection
with a fallen race; but because we freely
choose evil. We inherit sinful tendencies,
How complicate,
how wonderful is man!
it may be true; but this makes no man a
Though sullied and dishonored, still divine !
sinner. It is only volantary actions which
Dim miniature of greatness absolute !
are capable of making any being a sinner
An heir of glory, a frail child of dust!
in reality. But man needs help from with- " Helpless immortal! insect infinite!
out himself to enable him to overcome the
A worm! a god!”
evil tendencies of the heart. Itis not enough
There. is, however, in popular nomenclato resolve with the strength we have, to
change the whole bent of our natures. This is ture, such a phenomenon as human greatneeded.
But, working in connection with ness in the distinctive aud personal sense.
us, there must come in an effort of the di- We are accustomed to look at it with & kind
“vine spirit, ere the bonds of sin shall snap of wondering curiosity, and frequently with

Matt.

¥

ifthe poor ever go to
truction or worship !

f of which life is made.
Well spent,
dssure to become
a greater wreck on
best calculated to win
well
employed,
it
will
bring
the highest
the
ocean
of
eternity.
This
is
the
thing
toesteem. Do the opposite and you simply |
in the bosors of nature, how feeble is man !
good.
Do
not
waste
it.
be
sought
first,
last,
always.
contheir
to
subject
destroy
the
very
possibility
of
what
you
These forces hold him
seek, by undermining their confidence.in | ALITTLE VAIN. © An evangelist, in a book
trol, and may at any time make him their

pared with the great forces thal are at work

Evidently there is something wrong in
man and his relations in the moral world.
A revolution hag taken place since the bles-

Moreover, they teach us that

0

and breathes,
and moves, and dies. His
natal morn and final hour are separated by

Regeneration.

-

Zz
—_—

at ten thousand

dollars.

a'single radiant promise, he draws near to
the end of a wasted life.— Standard.

THE MORNING (81
vo

do yon |profit by whatever, good is fund in any
ostentatious and all other Parana. my prove all ey
and hold fat tie » ood3 may declare fellow:
wan??
An ostentatious man, sir,” aid
Ihvwnasy © why.sir,
T should say a perfect’ ‘ship with vlc and Christian love, ;withont
~eutho man?
Very good; ors rved the any 8.c ifice uf cons ister 6,.0r. principle ; and
vicar; +t Send Ellis, the cour bhuian, here. may itself become an, epitome. snd illusteaconceiveto be implied

The crimson lights-the wooded beigbi=..
Fresh

breez-s

hend the corn,

And voeal, to ber humblest bird,
My meadow greets the morn. ©

1

The

an

must have beep a fortunate auan,

roundhim there,
\
for his toil it brought,
‘What gratitude of prayer.

1 may not guess the wedriness

Of rug od paths he
y
J
arm of faith
Unsinew
4
&
: ‘Which fights its way to God,
eyes,
26, with fervent
I can but
;
orlesdhatuprolls ake
This day . aedaifrom her
aki y

Hood.

On radiant wings his welcomings

"To wheré
I wait are borne.
© tender seems, with love’s dear dreams,
of th
!
The mess:
age
of 2
dgar Facet.

~ There is no
Jordan;

I have in thought a man that holds in his

hands

The whole conception of death is evident
ly su
an.
If we approach it as we

1

Mr.

none so

He is not bad

sical

as the world goes. He is well nigh unlimited in his control of funds. With two or

geo

¥ es

pis

i

Union, thus

‘body.

But that am. orphus and indefinite
body called Unitarianism, who can analyze

by faith only—the love of God

as signally

displayed in death struggles, in the varieties of tortare by which the phenomenon
is made shocking

to us, and in the unuttera-

They

throw

light into each other.

Jews,

And

and define?

ing, noon, and night.

Come near, and

who

geries of nascent matter,

without

scholars

like the

spaces.

you

ized.

Its whole temper and

spirit

make real to ourselves how sacred suffering
is as a necessity to character,nor how
gratefully we shall remember it.
Even
the experience of resurrection, though limited to

She twinkling of anAN

3 Ly

Sian

e compensatory
of
dying.
Toa
' good man, there may be an sy
in the
one process which is not possible, except
as the sequence of humiliation in the other.

That which thou sowest is not quickened,
except it die.

The Christian idea

of victo-

ry over death may, in its fullness, be incon-

though they are not her own,

©

]

Outwardly

We aremore than conquerors, only

through the suffering of seeming defeat.
It is very unphilosophical to reason cheerlessly about the stern methods of God. Still
less are we sensible men if we reason sul-

she loves

she seems to live solitary;

but

God, and
the angel band that watch over
her, see that she lives inwardly full of the
sweetest content,

Jotial hope.
ow, I put

the millionaire,

Eleazar,

and

he

and the most blessed and

:
this old Janet over against

Jay
€

and rest there.— Watchman & Re-
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Some cannot even talk
lish,—cannot even avail

telligible decorations.

.

good
plain Engthemselves of in-

Thus, one minister

-describes a tear as ‘‘ that small

particle of

aqueous fluid trickling from the visual or-

“ Appointed

Tuition from $5,50 to

: gaa over the lineaments of the countenance,

Congregationism,

Boston

that may

for edifica

another—anda highly eminent man, head
of a college for ministers—when he read a
well-known passage of Scripture, shrunk
lieveth on me, a8 the Scripture. hath said,
out of his—" he took refuge in the classics,

formed reader sees ‘‘congregution” shining
through
:—

its

precognative

perceptions;”

from the plain vernacular,

‘‘ He

in

while

that

be-

gregation might comprehend the meaning
of these words, and he adopted the follow-

ing method of proof. Ringing the bell,
his
footman appeared, and he was thus
i

for and needs no bookof guidance

but the

teachings of Christ and the apostles :—
And, finally, because an independent
church may take without contradiction

and

prepared for me.

recognize the gracious

all

This

Providence

1407

stated

saw
in-

was ar-

stilled |.

which |
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shapes all our ways, and we can then endure until the dawn shall bring light and
joy."—Presbyterian.
A

occurs in the New Testament the well in-

** his ventriculom shall flow rivers of living
And because like David, the light-footed
water.” Yes, i
Chet, ought to know and bold, the independent
can snatch a sling
how to use words, or else .
ities will and call on God and go quick and meet Gohappen. Take the following a8 an illustra liath :—
tion: A clergyman while composing a
And because a little church offers no
sermon made use of the words ** ostenta- temptation to ecclesiasts and high priests ;
tious man.” Throwing down his pen, he its fary and fights if they come, are but as
wished to satisfy himself before he proceedin’ detached house :—
od as to whether a great portion of his con- fireAnd
because an independent church asks

Turkish

:

my soul.
is is our life lesson. Property takes wings—friends
fail us—good
schemes miscarry—plans of usefulness are
thwarted by most unlooked for interventions—health gives out— action gives place
to suffering.
Where we were cheerily going, we can only wait God's will. Datkness and doubt shut us in. For many days
neither sun nor stars appear. But all is
well ; these things are appointed unto us.
Only let us believe this—let a calm faith

it,

- And because in its feebleness and necessity
it must needs preach and practice charity
and universal toleration :—
And because in its loneliness it is driven
into close company with the wordsof Jesus
and away from the traditions of men :—
And because whenever the word‘ “church,”

being; thus adumbrating its immortality

ranged and

this is his final summary :
Because, then,an independent church is,as
we have seen, a true Songregation ready to

etokening
grief.” I have heard of one
talking in the pulpit of ‘‘ the deep intuitive jake any shape
glance of the soul, penetrating beyond the
on j=
surface of the superficial
phenomenal, to
the remote recesses of absolute entity, or

calls

fir it sly wise and kind reasons,

AND
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my weariness, then I was sure that, for
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by my best Friend, this was strength
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will also
by

saida

pain, to remember
the text, ‘ Wearisome
nights are appointed unto me. The idea
that they were no accident, but appointed

Having previously paid his compliments to
various other denominations, Rev. T, K
Beecher has lately preached a sermon depicting the excellencns of Congregationalism—or
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church. you would rather be Janet, but as | A voice from the sick room says: ‘‘It
‘quick’ a8 “you get out of the door there you
last night, in my
We have only to spring to the di- would rather be this man,—Plymowih Pul- helped me immensely

lenly.
vine side of every thing which we know but
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abundance of other labor.— Bishop Patrick.

pros
8. One has all the body
and
the pelf, and the other all the soul
and all the heaven. Which would you
rather be? As long as you are here in the
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Watch.
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good heart was better than them all.
“ True,” said the master, ‘‘ thou hast comprehended in two words all
t the rest
have said ; for he that hath a good heart
will be both contented, and a good eompanion, and a good neighbor, and easily
see what is fit tobe done by him,” Let
every man then seriou-ly labor
to find in
himself a sincerity and uprightness of

them better, and suffers more for them,
and prays
more for them, thun the mother.

ceivable except through the experience of most
dying.

last, eame in one

it were, takes her own heart and soul out
to make a mest for these fledglings. And

OFFER]

Broadway, New

pd ro

3 Shiifceiui

is op:

FRING TERM commences TUESDAY,
and continues 14 weeks.
:
JAMES E. ROWELL, Principal.
Mags. J. BE. ROWELL, Precepiress.

ble repulsions of the grave, as we now see it will find that this woman’s heart is full of eye, which is, in their language, a liberal
and contented disposition. Another said a
peace and gladness.
;
What
is
she
doing?
She
is
living
for
[8 ood companion is the best Siiog in the
will Dy:andshy appear to us, nor how tran- others. She is raising up these little chil- world. A third said a good neighbor was
quilly we shall sympathize with it.
Eye dren.
She is like the fabled eagle that the best thing he could desire; anda fourth
hath not seen how beautiful it will be to us is said to have plucked the feathers from preferred a man that could foresee things
as an ethical symbol. = We can not now its own breast to shield its young. Sie, as to come,—that is, a wise person. But, at

ye

Pa;
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It veersand changes as clouds do.

posed to positiveness.”

and

in a violet. ‘We ean not conceive at present
how amiable the primitive element in death

.

My
NORD TOR IMS.

orever changing, it calls change growth.
It organizes nothing, and is itself unorgan-

‘¢ the

consider
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solidity,

floating hither and thither by the attraction
or repulsion of neighboring orbs. . Its
mountains are mistg, its hollows are empty

hallowed in its sacred

bid his

White Wine ithe.
adelphl,

Itis a luminous ether.
It hangs in the
theologic heavens as a nebula, a vast con-

tell him what was the best way wherein a
man should always keep. One came and
said there was nothing better than a good

how bright are these upper chambers of
the soul! Perpetunal joy reigns there, morn-

pie
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man. Yes, in many respects he is. But
A friend was recently overtaken by night
the question is as to his prosperity. Let acles of judgment,
power, and love the
usopen him up, and see what wonderful earth ever witnessed. #When the fire of on a mountain ridge. The path behind
thing is in him. Have you the key to this heaven had burntup Sodom’s guilty cities was too perilous to be retraced in the darkman?
Yes, 1 have the golden key.
I £0 | and polluted . plain, the waters of the Jor- ness, and the way in front was stopped by
coolly upon the grim fact. Poetry
has done intoone chamber. Itiscalled taste. There
a projecting rock, which in his exhausted
its best to
sh graves for us. Taste in- is not a window init. Neither is there a dan rolled over them and buried them for- state he could not scale. His only alternaever
from
the
face
of
man.
Thrice
was
vents new names for our coffins, and affec- carpet, nor a picture, nor an instrument of
tive was to wait for the morning. But his
tion decks them ‘with flowers. ~ Art has music in it. . Shut up the door of that room. the swollen torrent of that river stayed, resting-place was a steep slope, ending in
and
its
channel
divided
to
let
God's
people
Proba- I gointo another room,called honor. Itis a
a sheer precipice. One careless movement
painted us allas Beroes in dying.
bly all men have chivalrous
s over the cold, dreary, stone-wall passage, diipping and prophets pass over ‘dry “shod.” Once, might prove his destruction. As the darkat
the
bidding
of
the
man
of
God,
the
iron
prospect.
N with moisture. Shut up the door of that
ness deepened, the danger was disguised.
Yes, of the hundred and forty generations room. It is not tenanted. I go on and axe rose buoyant from its deep channel, With a lessening sense of peril, there came
and
floated
on
its
surface.
Once
its
waters
which this earth has taken back to its dust, open the door of conscience, as it is called.
What efforts
ave forth healing virtue, as if to prove to on increasing drowsiness.
not one man, woman or child would ever What is that down there? Why, it isa
were his during those long hours to drive
e
proud
Syrian
chief
the
fallacy
of
his
have chosen the process of dissolution as the wretch lying on a heap of rotten straw, all
off sleep!
How he had to stir up his mind
exclamation,—‘* Are rs
Abana
method of a change of worlds, even admit but dead. .It raises its head. and says, “I sneering
to
a
conviction
of thé necessity of unremit~
Pharpar, rivers of Damascus, better
ting » change to be desirable or necessary. was conscience; what is left of it in me.” and
vigilance ! - For, should he once be overthan all the waters of Israel?” Greater ing
Madame Swetchine says that ““if life were Shut up the door of this sad room. I look still were those miracles of our Lord, powered, he might unconsciously slide
perfectly beautiful,
death would still be into another chamber—tbat of faith. Well, which the evangelists have grouped thick- down his sloping couch, and be hurled inperfecily desirable.”
No, not death; a this was an apartment. It is spacious and ly on and around the central lake of the to the valley below. Such is our position.
transfer to other worlds might be; but not lofty ; it is dumed, and has
a la'ge, long
ordan. 1ruce/did the storm-tossed billows If we would not fall down the precipice,
death ; this no human ingenuity can adorn opening
to the sky. It is constructed as if hear and obey the voice of their Creator; let us watch lest during slumber we slip
or soften. It is to every human instinct some instruments were to have been here. there did the incarnate God walk upon the slong the treacherous incline.—Newman
what Milton paints it, a “grizzly terror.” Behold, here is astronomical machinery, de- face of the deep; there, obedient to his
all.
:
5
- No philosopher would ever
have originated signed to sweep the heavens. But nobody will, the fishes filled the disciples’ nets;
= it as & wise expedient. No philanthropist is there to use it. The room is desolate. along those shores the lame walked, the |
Beautiful] Myth.
would ever have forecast it as a benevolent There is no faith there. Shut it up. And deaf heard, thé blind saw, the sick were
——
Bo
one.
Even as a primitive infliction, it so I go on from place to place, and through healed, lepers were cleansed, the dead were
would never have been devised by a human chamber after chamber; and every one of raised to life again.
In
Eastern
poetry
they
tell of a wondrous
.
jurist as an indiscriminate necessity. Asa them is unfurnished, dreary, full of ungolden apples and
Bat the most glorious event the Jordan tree, pon which grew
symbol of certain ethical ideas, why should ‘pleasant sights and sounds.
ever witnessed was Christ's baptism; for silver bells, and’ every time a breeze went
‘it be the law of all sentient being? ChrisLet us go down to where the man lives. when he was baptized ‘the heavens were by and shook the fragrant branches, a showtian faith aside, it is shockingly suggestive Let us go down where selfishness and av- Obeaed unto him, and he saw the Spirit er of these golden apples feli, and the livof a malignant, or a possibly maniacal ori- arice dwell. Now we beg'n to find that the of God descending like a dove, and light- ing bells chimed, and tinkled forth their
gin. Even the instincts of
brates are be- apartments are occupied. ‘They are larga,
upon him;” and when the Divine Son airy ravishments. On the Gospel tree
wildered by it, as they are by earthquakes. and in them are vaulis filled full of unused ing
was perfectly equipped for his great work there grow sweet blossoms and bells more
It should secm as if the very constitution of gains. Yes, selfishvess is strong, and of redeeming love, when just about to set melodious than those - which nmiingled with
things, of which those instincts are a part, prideis strong, and the animal life isstrong.
out on his glorious mission,~the voice of the pomegranates on Aaron's vestment—
were shattered by the phenomenon.
Be- And all that is social, and all that is sweet, the Divine Father pierces the vaults of holy feeling, heaven taught joys; and
nevolence would appear to have succumbed all that is
generous, and all that is divine heaven, and proclaims to the astonished when the Holy Spirit breathes upon the evanto frenzy. Revelaton presents to our faith is utterly lacking, avd utterly gone.
and joyful disciples on Jordan's banks the gelized so there is a shaking down of
no dogma more inscrutable than this fact in
There is that prospcrous man. Now
ivine” approval of both work and Worker mellow fruits, and the flow of healthy odors
the system of nature. When Infidelity will come with me. Here is old Janet. She —* This is my beloved Son in whom Iam all around, and the gush of sweetest musie,
explain it to us, we may safely promise to bad a love affair, the boys say, when she
well pleased.” Surely, then, we may say whose" gentle tones and joyous echoing
explain every thing else with which our re- was about seventeen years old, and some- that every spot along this streamis ‘‘ holy pre. waited through’ all: the recesses of the
Tigion has to do.
’
wy
how got jilted. Aud she was never quite ground,” and that the name Jordan is not soul.
Ng
Bat a device like this, of physical and the same afterwards. She always refused only
emblazoned on the page of history,
moral government, can not have tbeen or- company. Well, what has she been doing
enshrined in the Christian's heart.
Academies, &c. ©
dained by a benevolent God without being since that time? Oh! she was kind of batIt iswould
almost seem as if nature or nain some way interwoven with beneficent re- studying ti.l her sister was married; and ture's God had from the first prepared this
sults proportioned to the gigantic mystery. then she went to live with her, and bas river to be the scene of wondrous events,
LEBANON ACADEMY.
God's system of the universe is largely a lived with her ever sifice. And what has by giving to its physical geography some
WEST LEBANON, ME.
0
system of balanced opposites.
The seem- she been doing?
11, she has been taking wondrous
characteristics. Its
principal
HE
SUMMER
TERM
of this Institution
ing evil is always at least kept in poise by care of her gister’schildren. A dependant, fountain, bursting from the base of eg
will commence TUESDAY, May 10th, under the
a good of equal weight, growing out of it. is she? Yes, she is to a certain extent depend- is like the mouths of other rivers, on the charge of
:
;
In an eternal reckoning, the right scale pre- ent on hersister.
MR.
A:
F.
GOODNOW,
And she is bringing up level of the ocean. It descends.rapidly
ponderates immensely. As the richest soil the youngsters? Yes, she devotes herself through its whole course, and at length
. of Bates College,
gathers in the bed of inundations, and the to the care of her sister’s children.
|
empties into the Dead Sea. whose surface - with the usual assistants in all branches of instruc
choicest vines grow in the pulverized debris
address,
Let us go through her heart—for I Have bas a depression of no less thax 1312 feet. tion, For full particulars, JNo.
H. SHAPLRIGH, Sec.
of volcanoes; so in the moral werld, char- the key to that, also. The first apartment
The whole valley of the Jordan is thusa
acter lies over against temptation; atone- is sweet contentment. Everything ia it is huge rent or fissure in the earth's crust.
ment against sin.
’
tranquil. There is a low sound, as of mu-ic. Though it is not much over a hundred
MAINE CENTRAL
INSTITUTE.
On the same principle, death must be an You know not whence it comes. We pass miles in length at its southern end, along
HE SUMMER TERM of this Institution will com{gf¥foment in the government of the universe through chamber after chamber. * At last] the shores of that mysterious lake, we have
mence May 12, and continne ten weeks. For parof unspeakable value somewhere.
Its un- we enter the chamber of love.
address,
G. B. FILES, A. B., Principal.
Oh! how the climate and products of the tropics, ticulars
«
Pittsfield,
Me. April 23, 1:70.
17
told horrors must be at least fully equated radiant everything is! What pictures there while at its northern end we have a region
3 blessings springing from it somehow. are hanging
upon the walls! How many of perpetual snow.
he dark side of the circle of equivalents is there are
that resemble the portraiture of
LAPHAM
INSTITUTE.
turned this way, so that we seem to live friends! And sone there are that seem to
TRE SUMMER TERM will commence on MOXundera dread eclipse; but who shall say look back to friends that are gone. We
..
A
Good
Heart.
DAY, April 25.
how it appears all around the universe, ex- step out from the room of love into the
G. H. RICKER, Principal.
tty fA
cept the brief segment which we look at?
North Scituate, R. I, March 1870.
room of faith,
These rooms are adjoining,
There was a great master among the
e may one day see—what we now hold and the door between them is never closed.
to our reason.
hat is it? Why is it?
Whence is it? Our human insight here is
blank blindness. Our lips are dumb.
Philosophy has tried very hard to look

!

A GREAT

-

ingham, James Freeman Clark, or Dr. Pea-

Fiver” ol the Hol
and, Tt'has ond more
or less intimately ‘connected with all the
great events of Scripture history from the
patriarchsto the a
. Its banks have
been the scene of the most stupendous mir-

others he could almost bay the conwould a devigeof human strategy, we find three
tinent. And men think he is a wonderful
it to be ‘afrightfully impracticable subject

W

Beecher, in the Christian

¢¢ It is not difficult to give an estimate of
single Unitarians, as of Dr. Bellows, or the aid
Shage
Rev. Mr. Wasson, or the Rev. Mr. Froth-
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have oli in a church where there was no | “To
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“A Striking ‘Contrast.

* Death—1Its Compensation.
\

The

never to

honorary members,

tentatious man, sir,” replied Ellis; ‘* why, ever insignificant, seemsto me extremely
I should say an ostentatious “man means ‘attractive j—a very pleasant little tubernawhat we calls, saving
your presence, a cle in which two or three saints, bound. for
‘| very jolly fellow.” It
hardly necessary the 1Lly City, may meet and rest, and talk
the great temple, and the uncounted
to add that the vicar sub:tituted a less am- about
biguous word. Worse still, a clergyman company of.the redeemed, who shall sing
}
x
| was sent for the other day. The man was the new song therein.
rather
deaf to whom he was
called.
And as oftenas they turn aside from their
“ What induced youto send for me?” very pilgrim path on earth, they seek and find in
pomipously said the clergyman,
‘‘Eh?” their little tabernacles all that any church
“ What induced you,” he. repeated, * to of earth can give. ‘For when two or three
send for me?’ ‘* What does he say?” said are gathered together in ‘my name,” said
the man to his wife. * He says what the Jesus, ‘‘there
am I in the midst of them.”
deuce did ye send for him for P*— Paxton

il

BE

by

Ellis,” said the vicar, ‘‘ what. do you imag- trationof all that is good in all the rest:
ine an ostentatious man to be?’ * An os- | Therefore, an independent church how-

not tell how calmly fell

.

| tio. strangth.
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unreliable and 2 spasmodic in Christian du- circulation theory, and that it did ostracize
Jenner for introducing vacoination. Theo- |
ties,
What does this all meax? Is the blight ries that become established in this way
of dearth, of moral paralysis, so powerful have a perfect development ;—they prove
upon them, that they cannot be reasonable ‘their worth; they are accepted on their
and consistent in religious things? Is their merits ; they "are ‘the outgrowth of ‘eternal

1870.

HE

.

“ar An comutunieations designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editors, and all letters
business, remittanees of money, &c., should be
addressed to the Publisher.

Christian Enthusiasm.
BL

No great thing
enthusiasm.

portunity,

is ever

Talents,

done

without

learning,

fine op-

do not insure success.

sands who have

these,

live

and

Thoudie with

exhausts itself in cheers; philanthropy that

life, a constant

presence

a

by

part

of his

day and

by

become

an abiding” habit,

them.

A capitalist in Wall street

recently said:

adopts them.

believed

and

felt what he preached as few men have
ever felt it. Ardor gives point and efficiency to truth; a sharp blow from a whip
will do more

execution

than

: a ‘deliberate

swing of a bar of iron. The great present want of the churches
is enthusiasm for Christ and sinners. There
are talent,
learning, numbers,
wealth
enough to stir this world with a tremendous impulse, and if they were all set in
motion, warmed into
vigorous action,
nothing could resist them. At present,
faith is weak, love is lukewarm, purpose
is feeble, the whole life dacks tone and
force. We need a new inspiration, an .impulee from the heart of the Mas‘er, which
not only begets strong desires to subdue
the world to him, but courage to undertake
the conquest, and prosecute the work with
ceaseless energy and patience.

There are two classes of patient people;

demands.

It

But for each it has ample

—

OW

June is especially

distinguished

by the

number of Yearly Meetings that are held
during the month.
New Hampshire leads
in the procession

of sacred

festivals,

and

then they come crowding upon each other.
Many of the largest bodies among us will
be in session during the next fortnight, and
this issue
of the Star will find not a few. of
our brethrenin the midst of the associations
and privileges and labors of those annual
convocations.

Test of Labor.

Such re-unions are not only pleasant,

but

profitable and needful, when they serve
their real purposes. There are many practical questions that need attention there.

Old plans are to be reviewed and new ones

adopted.

The labors of the past year re-

quire a careful estimate, and the programme for the year to come needs to be
somewhat definitely made out. The partial failures that have to be reported are inruler’s palace, surrounded by blasphemers structive as well as painful. The successes
and persecutors, and still manifest
the same ‘that have been won bring a cheer and a
zealous spirit.
stimulusthat even the most hopeful and
What the lips speak is not of so much
believing can not afford to lose. The field
| consequence as what the heart purposes
of labor widens as the toilers come up from
and the hands accomplish. A word is not their seattered posts, bringing a golden
enough.
A profession is insignificant un- sheaf or putting in a touching plea for needless it has the accompanying spirit of labor. ed laborers. The work in which we are.
Not entirely insignificant, though. It may engaged grows in magnitude as one and
indicate theamount of hypocrisy, the in- another set it forth in impressive outline or
sincerity, the speciousness and the false- striking detail. A headlong zeal is chasness of motives that have to rely entirely tened when some serious loss is reported as
vpon words for their manifestations.
He the result of lacking wisdom or of a failure
who boasts the most may in the end ac- to follow up effort with a patient steadfast
complish the least. People are not so ness. A half-hearted and half-hopeless sermuch interested in what we are goingto vant feels himself rebuked into penitence
éo, as in what we are doing. Thisis a and pressed to a fresh consecration by the
shrewd, calculating age, and it will keep simple, modest story of some true worker,
casting up the present worth, in spite of who always remembered to do his duty,
us. A man's word,
as well as his note of and never forget that the special blessing of

God was needful to success.

hand, is sure to be discounted after the

The

world’s

usual days of grace. The world is generous enough to accord us a fair trial, but
it we disappoint it in that, it is slow to

one great want standsout with new and
—those who try todo for Christ to the full
startling distinctness as the preacher warms
exient of their powers, and who often go
with his theme ; and the glory and adaptabeyond their powers, hoping that they may trust us afrerwards. It looks for deeds, tion of the Christ of the gospel are seen and
do more, and never cease to try, though and it will never be satisfied with mere: felt afresh, as the aged saint trustfally
repeated
failures befall them. If one words.
brings out his varied experiences, and the
scheme does not succeed, they try-another;
It is to the credit of the world at large new convert tells the story of his awakened
opposition sharpens their courage and con- that it applies about the same tests to its life and his higher purpose im the lanfirms
their purpose. They will not be workers that the Lord applied to his disci- guage of love,—a story thatis still as fresh
quiet, cannot endure inacticn, are always ples. ‘Ifyou loveme, work for me.
If as the morning though as old asthe human
«plunging into some new scheme ; accepting, you professto be my followers, and do not race. And they whogo up to the great
yes, seeking some mew responsibility, or keep my commandments, the truth is not convocation in the spirit of sympathy and
clinging with tenacity to some long pro- in you.” And so, all through his ministry, docility, ready alike to- take and to give,
tracted and much hindered work. These Christ gavé his disciples distinctly to ander- can hardly fail to go down from the mount
are patient as Jesus was patient,but inspired
of privilege repeating the words of Peter,
stand that he should not allow inconsistenwith unfailing enthusiasm.
—¢¢
It is’ good for us to be here.”
cies. He would let them use words only
The other class are patient, but not
Business is inevitable at our Yearly
to define their acts. * Thou knowest that
anxious; are content to wait, but not ear1love thee” was not enongh. He virtually ad- Meetings. It is often important, snd must
nest to undertake; are cool and quiet, but
ded : ¢* Show that love by doing my work, notbe neglected nor crowded out of its
never stirred with a great zeal to do some and I and the world will be convinced of it. proper place. Those who account all busimanly thing for the Master.
They need to Whatif you do fast twice in the week, ness a need less impertinence, and set down
be set on fire by a new and mighty love. and give tithesof all you possess? Are an enthusiastic conference meeting as the
They will never imitate the Saviour, till in- there no more cheerful fices nor hopeful one essential thing, maybe very good and
spired with an irrepressible zeal, a great hearts on account of it? Are poverty and very honest people ; butit is a great mercy
earnestness of soul, which shall be like
wretchedness undiminished since your con- that Providence has not lett the interests of
*« fire shut up in the bones,” till they tributions, and is your own life neither the world or the welfare of religion wholly
have a type of faith which makes them vig- sanctified nor made daily better by your to their hands, = The brain that plans. till it
orous to rum a race,do a large work, correct
fastings and prayers? Then the time you is fevered, § d the anxiety over a: prowro1 gs and establish the right. Christian have used in fastings has been wasted, and gramme
a Committee away from
enthusiasm is a power Wo Chrietian charac- the tithes you have paid into the treasury: the sermon
eagertohear, and
ter.
out
of the beds for which their wearinessis
have been squandered.”
And it is in nearly the same way that the pleading, —these things are among the.
world makes its estimates.
Its poor can most essentialto the life. which we have or-

Covenants.

not live on gifts that are promised
Its ignorant ones can

ganized, and without

in the

derive

would be far less than ‘they sre.

no

future.

and positive, binding

tablished by and by. Reforms can not be
secured by propositions, nor can suffering
be relieved by merely benevolent inten-

disposed
of as speedily as possib
their interference with the great mors
spiritual ends directly sought at our
¥

in what it hears;it is convinced

Meetings, should be reduced to the owest
point. Merely local interests and personal

the

faithful service to Christ, to

sinners, to the family and

conscience to
the

the

church, to

world.

In

them Christians gies to be trae, earnest,

tions.

be

And yet, mere business
details should be

es-

The world doesn’t believe simply

only hy

punctual ‘and persevering in every good
work, to put away lt sin and malintaia the | ‘what it sees. Nothing but deeds can sat“highest type of Christian life. We ‘some- isfy it, and he who bas the largest share of
+ times wonder that they are so willing to the world’s confidence is the one who daithe most of thé ‘world’s
» make such promisés; but they are more ly accomplishes
It tells the kid-gloved exquisite,
_ than willing; the stronger
and sharper the work.

pledges, the better they like them.

They

desire to be learned, they want to be good,
and hope that a strong covenant will help
them to obey the gospel.

who would like
to appear

only

ly ontof place.

parade, that its ranks are full. It tells a
myriad, who come dusty with marching
and armed for service, that it would like a

once

into fresh

hend more

special work
should be

*giving a note for

thir

8;

build

straightway forgets it,

a church,”

and

It sees another

roll

practically.

is to

Jit, bat straightway
give precedence to ‘the occur.
world. They covenant to be generous, but
It is well for diinanily that the world is so

pracifce selfishness; they

to_attend

(incline

on its guard.’

) There are vis)

be) enough at best, and only
all the regular meetings of the “chureh, but | ionary 340
schemes
prefer a social party, basiness engagenients, those which can struggle up through oppo-

sition and distrust are worthy id Beceptance:
world was justright in doubting the
obligations; they promise to honor God in
practicability of Mr. lield%' Atlantic tele
pow families, and maintain family'and se- | due
lodgé meetings, any other calls, to church

cret ‘prayer, but
but

a

the general

nssigned

‘dealt

with,

and

the

us .as a. people,
earnestly,

System should

freely,

regulate

our

sul
linn

faith, When they giro ry Thsnotes ' for
remem

em,

was to writea novel excited the public,
created a general conviction that it would
be made the medium of developing his political philosophy, if he really had any, and
be likely to bear heavily upon his parliamentary opponents. Hence the orders that

poured in upon the publishers ' were
and

many

is much of this in the novel.
ly very pleasant; not at all

iar system of representation. ' Its iow

there

But itis realfierce or sar-

castie,or in the nature of an assault on our
common humanity. Itis only the witty,
shrewd observation of the man who reads

But in explanation of the

of American politicians,

seem as much out of keeping with the incidents and the characters as a beggar's robe
upon a queen. But though a rich attire
might be becoming to his conceptions, it is
impossible to approveof shoddy. His pages are positively luminous with gorgeous

words. In reading some
of his finer passages it seems cruel that they should be
printed in ordinary ink upon ordinary paper; they rather deserve to be emblazoned
in thick gold upon creamy vellum. Then
the setting might be worthy of the jewel.
We are really sorry that we have not space
to transplant some of the brightest flowers
from this Garden of Paradise. The effect

in

we have reserved to be’ Spoon ‘of last.

We

refer

to

our

senseless

jEeographical
geogra

qualification for the people's roy

tives
ves
08!
attractive department of our
oe forts of gov-

“in the two houses

The usual plan is to pay an initiation fee of ‘ernment to men. of talent is, of course, : the

Here statesinen prove themfive or ten dollars. This will pay“the ex- Jepisiative
selves in the sight of all the nation. Here
pense of circulars, postage, &o. Nothing Ja an arena for heereition SF
of sfeay kind
is paid for sularies.or office rent. When a of personal power.
ve

member dies, his brother members are as- the highest reward of AAmerican
and
sessed enough to pay his heirs one thousand service. To get to Con
stay there till he goes
, is the
dollars. Where the number is large, they
object of every aspir

oiian

tou

to

among

t

rents
Ie toopts
uw Toe ABN)of vsa
adapt ai i,
the racy on

he dies, his family, heirs or assigns will
draw a thousand dollars from each. band.
By this means, provision can be made for

|

|

single soln is ot} it
. Now,

ia

up

’

for . instance,

Ss. aye in BS ngitd
men Tag
jars to be brave Juen.too; bec
dn Eng
a
i
as

our families, at one-third the expense of orney,
dinary insurance, The project of such a TE
tence, for he can get back into
polices) exis:
society among us has been agitated,
and from another constituency. In England,
ought to be put into operation. Very few
of our ministers are able to lay up anything

for their families; by such a combination,
at an expenseof one dollar

secure
a handsome

each,

we

can

sum to the families of

these poor bretbren,
and shed sunshine in-

ny forour ministers?

ed.
The style in which the book is written is
remarkable and bad. It isso highly ornamental that it often provokes merriment and
sometimes ridicule. It is the style of yellowcovered literature adopted by a man of education and real ability. Mr. Disraeli might
fear that a less ‘ornate phraseology would

great

both

and conduct, there is another view

to the hearts of the dying minister, and
his fellow-men keenly rather than unkind- impart consolation to his needy family.
ly. Itcannot be called genial, because it Shall we have a Mutual Insurance Compais too highly refined for that; but it is courteous and gentlemanly, and not ill-natur-

is

fairly brought out in these words: |

ject to the assessments of each; and when

of satire and delicate irony, of which Mr.
Disraeli has long been notorious as a won-

ay of Ameriosn’ pol
by The Independent, and

‘the chief explanation is found in our pecul-

sand each, and any person can be a member of each band if he chooses, and be sub-

The book is full of worldly ‘wisdom, bat
of the most polished and agreeable kind.
Worldly wisdom implies a certain degree
Of course, therefore,

The alleged
ticians is end

are divided into several bands uf one thou-

Its authorship and its literary

qualities will secure for it a wide and eager

derful master.

character than

The

- -

therefore,

public. men are

think for en

king.

Had

STs

Sige of

den,

Burke,

the abas

ladstone,

Pitt,

made

ip of Par'ox,Sheri-

Canning

Cobden,

Sroughan,
" would

have illustrated their

never

annals.

In

the fir=t place, these men, oe our, system,

never could have
even if they Sould ha ve

Parl they ould

the

braved

yr
ot Brisa oh
or his manliness

Religious Press.

Malton.

When John

ght lost Manches-

several of ter,he gained

When Glad-

cur contemporaries, as specimens of their stone was thrown out
in by South L
modes of treating the great questionsof the
themselves. Speaking of the efforts made
by the Romanisté in this country to secure
grants from the state funds for the maintenance of Catholie schools, and of the - arguments against our system of public education, Zion's Herald says:

can not

bear transporting from the misery
of the Old
to the better conditions of the Now,

he was
rejected

rd,

:

Lancashire, he was accepted -by

day, as well as for the value of the utterances

‘It seems, then, that that Church

oh

liament, sach names as C

not have staid there. ph

© We give below extracts from

World

encourag,

oe and to bo finely their

wich,

Batin America
we have none

of this. Our
string
to his bow,
anxiety

bas but one
No wonder if, in his
snap-

from

to save that one
should gagenoraty

Ef chrono mob flatiery.and cowardice.

The Watchman & Reflector dn dealing with
the prevalence of intemperance, the audacity
of those engaged in the traffic, the divisions

What would such a Church be good for,if among temperance men, and the apathyor
transported tu the better country above? hopelessness of many who oughtto be at
By their own confession, the Church per- work, thus points out the path to relief;
ishes before mere literary training. No
What do we. pro
as measures
of re-

wonder they cry ** down with common
schools.” Like one of those rivers ol ice,
that comes down in snaky ndings from

the region of ceaseless cold

ing all

before it, but is thawed away as it comes injo the genial warmth of the valley, letting
ita Juisoned waters go to
the beau-

would be highly novel and pleasing.
green vegetation, and to rise at the
The object of Mr. Disraeli in writing this
book bas been anxiously sought after. It pot? of the sun into the free heavens,so
‘of hh.
seems impossible that he should be serious- comes this Church from the

lief?

We

answer, in general, The arousal

of the pulpit, the press and the parlor. The
law is
powerless without this. Pe believe
in diy
We believe it justified even
on the principle on which
Mill condemns

it;—it

is a State

necessity.

But

there is no excuse for a minister's doing
nothing, because he does not believe in pro-

tainly not of the highest order of art, it may

hibition. A pulpit silent on intemperance
lout hd
and oppression, counting itself
commission- discredits itself as much as one
t 1 Sonesty,
What adequate
ed to crash all chpostion; ; bot as jos]
sures do we propose ? Not a State poli
il
of knowledge fal upon it, the genial
for we do
fluence of Christian love, as manifested
in Not because it is undemocratic;
so regard it. Nor because itis not efcharitable institutions, comes to melt athe not
ficient;
for we believe it may be. But bethe airs of freedom breathe upon the pris. Nor would we prooned spirits, they are let loose under gen- cause. it is ind
to conduct the temperance reform on
ial ekies, they flow in channels of useful- pose
basis of moderate drinking and the
ness and delight, and we hope that the Sun the
license
law. This plan was tried until
of Righteousness may draw many a one to
1836.
Its
utter failure is matterof hisheaven.

be safely answered, that his main
his own amusement.”

must fling cut our banner for common
cools. The Bishops
will soon return

ly alarmed at the progress of the Papal
creed in England. - The keenest observation fails to discover any effort at political
influence.
Probably the -world will be
obliged to content itself with the solution
offered by the Saturday Review.
«If»

says that caustic oritie,

* itis

Mr. Disraeli writes a novel,

asked

which

why

is cer
object is

But having * learned of thé

enemy,” we

from the (Eres Council, inspired with the

—SAYIHE wiTH A ReasoN. The following
merry
and
comic
representation of the recent heated and peppery debate in Congress over the question of keeping a U. 8. Minister at Rome, is not mere-

spirit of the central power. What bas been
already u:tered, are but the signals of the
ah
to each other.

The bugle-notes for a charge along the
whole lines are soon to be sounded.
We have no fears for the issue.

We have

tor,

As to positive measures, we would suggest, 1. The securing of the full allegiance of the greatmiddle class, This class
is above the whiskey ring, and it isin the
wer

of

the

pulpit,

i

sition to abolish the mission to Rome.
Mr. Brooks said most of his constituents

were Roman Catholics. Therefore
should be a mission to Rome. _.
Mr Dawes said that Brooks

Know

Nothing.

there

should

not be a mission to Rome.
Mr. Cox said they used to burn witches
in Massachusetts.
fore there should
be a mission to Rome.
| Mr. Hoar said they didn. Therefore
there should not be a mission to Rome.
Mr. Voorhees 8aid they
burnt a Roman

Catholie
in
Boston. Tuerefore
there should be a mission to Rome.
Mr. Dawes sald
burnt a Ne
lum jn New York.
ore there sho
not be a mission to Rome.
Mr. Voorhees said Dawes

was

be a

another.

mission

Mr. Bingham said Powell was

to

a much,

better painter than Titian, and Vinnie Ream
a mach better sculptor than Michael Angelo. Therefore there should not be a mission to Rome.
+
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presentation of the Pledge 4a each en
there schools, in order to live. as nations, we “tion. 5. The use of
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Therefore

claini, and we sh
Vv. e the schoo!
of Ttaly and Austria. But when Italy and

and parlor to

lors and club rooms, John Gog ia pur
the custom falling into desuetude hofads
the members of the British Parliament,as
Henry Wilson does: in our own Congross.
Already it da a Jonget a discredit either
ine the wine cup in the

conquered one rebellion
without the
ly a .elever performance of Punchinello,
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Republican Chorus—*You did.”
Democratic Chorus—‘‘We didu't.?
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orus—*
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& Chronicle respecting
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danger and the mischiefs of spiritual - dissipation, The general drift of its utterance

may be seen in the following extract:

But there is a class of Christians ‘in our
churches who are chronic sufferers from the
effects of spiritual dissipation.
The men
and women to whom we refer are ' never
satisfied with the appointments of their
church, however numerous,
They
con-

| trive, somehow, to drop into every w

be”

Lo

ally » poison; admit it, if

Jjacent
vote

| parish at least once a week.’
no tinie tothatr
meditation: which
pro motes digestion
; they have no inclina~

not
on for that a
work
ar- full soul, what exercise is
do- body. Theiy one idea of a
to cram with\sermons and

which is, to the
to the over-fed
religious life is,
prayer meetin

——The Christian +. Union deals wisely and
effectively ‘ with the high power of moral
and Christian ageacies, as compared
with
those which are more vaiwan and imposing:
influence,
nl
because ii
ek pe
ae
not A
accomplisha desired end, reless of the natural laws which govern
Because,
in spite
of the
ing of
ine Gospel, men
steal and swear, and legal restraints have
been nec -8ss
tain citizens in
their rights oF peion and property, it is’

rd

‘inferre

that moral suasion an

ag

ly ex-

ample are far inferior to egisiation as supis not
rts to Christiani

iia

arp

laws
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alf ass good a8 a
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temper-

day in and day out—always receiving, sel: of Thm
8 the
dom “or ‘mever ‘imparting—their ideal of might as we tidicole, ook AGASSIZ be“—A QUESTION FOR PEDO-BAPTISTS, - Qur Christian experience being most aptly typi- cause he pi wh Re
ORRISSEY,
i
8 on a higher planotuan the
away from the Yearly Meeting with strong- excellent neighbor,the Ukristian Intelligenc- fied by the * process which fits a ‘Strasbur “The une
to mi ster to the tastes of the’ pd
er and higher purposes, and with an added er, has been saying some earnest and wise goose
cure.
Jomnons 8i Fai
pu be nage Sore
sense of depenidénce upon the waiting help things against Close Communion, recently,
State
Stich persons need to realize
grander
slowly, ‘far
that
there!
of God. It is not the place for mere spirit-: And yet we fear that its views on the relation Is sich a thing as spiritual d iipan, ‘and’ simp y. ander kes to Fen peace that
om on of
protected in’
‘ual dissipation,but the ecclesiastical armory of baptism to the Supper, really justify the that their prs Jord Feria
endanger
onda
thelr men ma;
t uses compulsion for the
mig
TOCEsS their tig to
where every Christian soldier is’ to = equip practice which it condemns. We. would spiritual life. As ‘the
plaiu mere purpose uf preventing unjust private
himself afostefor future battles under thé like to know if it regards baptism so essen- goes on, they lose their ta
simple,
nourishing’
i
the
AA
an 'gom polit, which would be-the disruption
lead of. his Great * Captain, . Gatheripg. in tially a pre-requisite to the Supper, as to seek, far and wide,fi
gh spiced and dan- | ‘of soc vig Itsa organlation, instruments,
this spirlty and working

under the

juflus

ence of these high aims, our Yearly “Meet
ings will be strong magnets whose attrac-

‘thelr children never hear graph project. It was time enough for it to be tion will be felt widely and lobg

thelr voices
fn ‘supplios

[)

"Whatever

exercises,and time be carefully economized.
Every Christian man and woman ought to go

y sol-, up his sleeves and prepare to lay the eorgdom of ner-stone, and it willbe around id a ‘month

. emnly agree to
and
- God,” and mike no proper effort’ to falfl ortwo to learn when the dedication

prominence.

clearly

myriad more. . It says to the petitioner for
I shall

to have a ‘larger

can help us, on such. occasions, .to . appre-

a patent,—** Show us your model, and we
will consider your claim.” It hears this
man say,—**

mission and educa-

place in the exercises of the Yearly Meet.
-at dress: | ing. ‘ Church extension should be lifted at

Bat, alas, how tew keep their covenants!

du'y hegan and ended in the promise, Like

Our

Since

Rome.

or

tional interests ought

RECREATIONS.

| Therefore there should

Tae pie of slg vet sed huh het
ambition! should

Many promise and forgetit, as if the whole
D.ckens's foolish man, who’ regarded his
debts fully paid, when he bad settled by

-

them our successés

Church*covenants are unique. They are
generally concise, comprehensive, direct

profit from scholarships that are to

———A STATESMAN'S

sounder typeof Christian

ry and absolute as to justify the exclusion they do a present. -

reading. We select the following critique
from a long review of it in the Boston Advertiser:

Our Yearly Meetings.

————
a president who takes it to bed with him.”
Ecce Homo attributes the wonderful success
When Peter said, ‘‘ Lord, thou knowest
of the early Christians to the enthusiasm for that I love thee,” Jesus told him to feed
humanity with which Christ inspired them. his sheep.
He required some evidence of
That enthusiasm has been a power in the love,—some self-denying labor to show that
church ever since, and success has always his profession was the result of a desire to
The mere assertion of love was
been measured by the degree of its pres- serve him.
ence;
when
that has risen to sublime not enough.
It was one thing to stand at
earnestness, the church has been invinci- his Master’s side and feel conscious of his
ble ; when it has fallen to lukewarmness, it protection, and there proclaim his devotion
has become like Samson with shorn locks. and boast of his zeal for work. It was
Whitefield melted and subdued the multi- quite another
thing to stand alone in ' the

tudes before him, because he

the

It is ob-

ready acceptance.

Dear reader, will you not remember

The

it has

its intentions,

ave

room, and both, if they are tree; can find a

is inevitable.
«¢ A bank never succeeds well, until

whose sole

alms

charity

must measure its men before it enlists them,
and it must test their principles before it

your covenant?

great success

sighs; and

liged to be practical in its

before they mourn when there is no hope
and “‘no place of repentance” is lefi for

night;
where ardor, fixed resolve, and
warmth of zeal, and steadiness of purpose,

displays itself only in

world has no sort of regard for.

little advantage to themselves or others.
‘Abundant resources are vain, if the soul
lacks the inspiration to put them to service.
Men of moderate talents often . outstrip their conscience, their fears, there is no retheir superiors, hecanse they have strong
| sponse, our words take no effect, but glide
faith and high resolve. The lowest become off like water from an oiled surface. We
highest. and the highest become lowest, ‘the can not make them feel their duty, their
last skall be first,and the first last,” through guilt, or inconsistency. - We can only pray
this
diversity in
enthusiasm. Where that the Lord may open their eyes, show
one has a solid faith in his chosen mis- them that they have no * oil in their lamps,”
sion, and his work becomes

baptists deny this relation to be so hecessa- | |

_ Current Topics.

of those who have failed to be baptized.
We
Iflieve it to be orderly and proper for
‘Disraeli was‘allowed by the English people to retire from
his post as premier, and baptism to be first administered, but that
80, by consequence, : to return to. private any failure to be baptized, or any mistake
life so weak, are their souls 80 lightly principles, and themselves Bow into prin- life, he has been busying himself ‘with his as to the act of baptism, which does not imtouched by grace that their promises really ciples.
old occupationof novel ‘writing. His ‘new ply guilt or intentional disobedience, should
brass
And
so,
notwithstanding
the
siitiddes
book has the title of ** Lothair,” and deals not deprive a Christian of the privileges: of
lack heart, and are only a * sounding
and a tinkling cymbal?” Are they the * for who allow themselves to be deceived by quite freely with the spirit and workings of the Supper. Does the Intelligencer object
to this?
getful
hearers”
whom James describes, words, there sits the great mass with its - Romish priests and officials ;though nobody
hard,
practical
visage,
and
when
we
boast
who *¢ receive nothing from the Lord” besuspects the’ dethroned Jew and acrobatie |
cause they do not seek it earnestly? If of worth, or ability, or efficiency, or zeal, politician of having any special interest in ~——MINISTERIAL INSURANCE. It is becomthey should give thought and attention is coldly says,—*‘Prove it.” Temperance Romanism, either as a religious scheme or ing common for ministers to unite in matuenough to the matter to compare their lives that wastes itself in words ; patriotism that a political force. The fact shat Disraeli al insurance for the benefit ‘of their heirs."

with their promises; if they should chance
to read the covenant which they have taken,
and see how they have broken every pledge,
and that habitually, without compunctions,
—without even feeling that they have done
any improper thing or been guilty of any
improper neglect, they surely would be ‘astonished. ‘What can we gay of or fo such
Christians ?- If we appeal to their honor,

P

hn

| they arrive.

Used for

their: highest

4 poses, they will be like the meat faenished

messages. We staindlined: fo, fh, 190, to the old prophet, ‘in whose strength he
thasit was highly creditable to the ,world | went on his sacred errands and Wioughieatat

tor 3 God hold hers noso firmér at large that it did imprison Galileo for af- ‘his difficult tasks for many long days, and
thafi'a rope of sand. * They aré punctual firming that the earth moved, and that it without fainting or fear. And such pursnd faithfel in business, but vacillating, did persecute Harvey for proclaiming his poses we trust they are going to serve.

——

make it improper, under any circumstances, gorous viunds, eh conta m exoitation of
for 4 Christian to come to the latter before
ei emotional “nature, unaccompanied by
his Gbsérvance of the former. Close Bap- any fittempt, even, to give religions emotists shield themselves under the assump: - rid expression in religious action, leaves

of administra

lo are

d, a8 JOHN
as directly, wr
| Mo BUT SETS,8 ee a yh opment, and
doubled fists, and Virilo of the ring,” and
ted or jther
them
as thoroughly demoralized, a8 oallous’ dexterous op ges” are
tion, that all Christians sects agree with as regards real su
bis 8
efore he
‘wereHon
Tt
to the | pounding of is
them, that baptism must in all cases precede to gross sensationalism, as the professional
gh
Seon Figg, State is thea ighes pour
the Supper, and that the only question at 'ovel-reader.
ed of God to do thework of power,
"Let
it'be
1aid
down
‘a8
a’
rile,
‘that
no
pr
issue is, What constitutes baptism? If this |
‘more § piritual stistenance’ oh uld be taken ‘to restrain those Who would commit opis true, pedo-baptists.can not consistently
a day tha oan be immedjatel
Bio
object to the Close Communion of the Bap+ lated, and find expression in healthftl activ- Pree ‘Christianity moves on the moral
tists. But we know'that very many pedo- ity. Then out churches will exhibit a plane; alms at moral results and use-

yoo TREE
fT | WALTHAN WATCHES

pd

| Holland,
in August : next.

burch st Woe hel. “The mestngs wor

OTISFIELD

the church

when

t Bethel.

Missions $2,138.

in

AMERICAN

le

at

The meetin

r church,
at Kast Hebron.

The welcome given by the church

and people at F, was especially warm and
interest

tions will he represented.

E.D.;

Collection

» Clerk.

MoNTCALM,
MicH., XsM.—Held
term with the Bloomer
church.
A

= Business.

erowded

as

or misused.

Voted

usual.

But the Com: arrangements
of
had so
tematized the proceedings by their
gramme,
that very little. time was wasted

ding

that ona G. we Bott

as represented by Missions, Education,
Temperance,
&o., had a proper prominence ; they were urged by effective speech,
and responded to by new purposes, broad
plans and not illiberal
gifts.

Barrows, representing
the Methodist E;
copal State Conference, brought

bo

the celebrated

A young Quakeress has been conducting religfous services in the prisons of Indiana and Ohio.
‘The effect of her eloquence is described” as marvelous.

pastor,
was every inch himself through the | A careful canvass of the churches in the two
entire session, mixing the jollity of his synods of Kansas shows 74 organized Presbyte-

the growing prosperity
church are due.
The mountains looked

shared
down

by

the

upon

the

are discussing

contributed to their

be-

modern church, as the hights about Jeru- nevolent boards, being 29 more than ever before.
salem taught the Psalmist a lesson of The result is an increase of $10,000 in the re-

trust as they spoke to him of the Jehovah

ceipts.

who is round about his people henceforth,
and even forever. The meeting abounded
in sacred stimulus, making the attendants
feel that it was good to be there.

Bishop Kemper of Wisconsin died at Milwaukee, May 24th, aged eighty-three years.
He ‘was
elected Missionary Bishop of the Northwest in
1880, and was placed over the diocese of Wisconsin in 1854.

Mancuester,

N.

&c.

H.

In New York,out- door preaching services have
‘been resumedby the Y. M. C. Association. The

The religious

Magdalen Benevolent Society provided last year
for 106 fallen women, for many of whom homes
or places of employment were found. A collec-

in-

terest in the Pine St. church is still good,
and

we hope increasing.

At present sev-

tion of $10,000 was taken “the other

eral are inquiring after Jesus,

Rev. Dr. Chapin’s

church

off a

The Board of Delegates of American

by being buried in baptism, and then went

debt.

Israelites

held its tenth annual session in New York.

Rep-

resentatives

were

to her own company rejoicing.
Several
others are impressed with duty in this direction.
N.'L. RoweLL

of twenty-six

congregations

present, from the principal cities of the
The sessions were

mittees

opened

The people of Bush-

with

prayer.

Com:

report

Seminary,

and

which resulted

in the conversion

for local

Mr. Spurgeon has been urging upon his follow=
ers the duty of a weekly communion.

I also baptized five happy converts who
united with the Second Evergreen church.
They were converted under the laborsof

Of the 700 bishops in the Council, 150 speak the
English language.
of Irish origin.

Brother Trowbridge, during the first of the
winter.
The Lord is at work in this Q. M.

©

Rev. W. Rogers has accepted a call fo the

pas-

The Greek church has resolved, *‘in sacred sy-

torate of the 1st Strafford, N. H., church, and has
entered upon his labors.

nod,” to admit members ofthe English church to
their communion when such persons may be
traveling.
The first outery against Hyacinthe was caused
by his liberal sermons at Notre Dame; and Pere

A note has been received,signed by Chester Hurd

and Sally Little, stating that the money due the
Hatley church, from the Little Estate, has not
been withheld, but has been paid annuslly,as
the will directs; and the Executors have the receipts for the same.

Felix, his celebrated successor, has
from the pulpit for the same cause.

M.

Rev. A. C. Peaslee, pastor of the 2d Alton
<hurch, who has been a great sufferer, and una-

seems to be be becoming

months past in consequence of scrofula in the
knee joint, has had his diseased limb amputated.
Hopes are now entertained of his speedy recovery.
L. R, PEASLEE,
Church

Organized.

The Roman Catholic clergy of England have in-

creased the past year from 1,690 to 1,727.
churches and chapels have increased frem

4

to 1,851.

A church of eighteen members was organized
in Washington, Vt.,

contagious; we wish its

spirit might, also. At any rate itis pleasant to
see a closing up and cementing together of our
Lord’s followers.

bleto attend to bis pastoral duties for several

During the year there were

The
1,329

sixty-nine

ordinations.

A decision of the Reichstadt of Sweden allows

June 15, from the relics of a

former church which had lost its visibility, and

dissenting ministers apd civil officers to solemthe fruits of a revival enjoyed last winter, Bro. nize marriages.
The Luthgran clergy cannot
E. Smith, their pastor, baptized three promising forbid the formation of other societies, and
youth who united with us, This little interest| Swetles can leave the state church to Join any
has a prospect of being enlarged $ven where Zi other
on has so long laid in dust. The day was beauti:
The Gustavus Adolphus Society of Germany—
ful, the audience large, the baptismal scene im
which is devoted to the spread of Evangelical
pressive, and everything conspired to encourage
their faithful minister, and to give a new impulse views in Roman Cutholie dountries—received last
year ‘$200,000, a large incrense ; and built 41
to the Corinth Q. M.
8. 'W: CowxLL.
o

Ackmowledgeme ns,

With deepest and most heartfelt’ gratitude, we
return thanks for the cheering letters that have
come to us from New York ¢ity,N' . Hampton, N.
H/, Springvale; Me,, New Gloucester, Me., Mil:

fers
H_Sutp!

ust

M

Stuart—8

D Smith

bi pe

D iF Svompsonl, J
Weymouth—8 The

hittemore -Mary

Webster—J

§

hms

Watervil:

ig

Goud,

Care Dea

H

pay a note

given: by Geo. W. Greene, one of

CASH

SENT

TO MISS A.S. DUPLEY' FOR
MARTINSBURG, WEST VA.

CHURCH

5,00
81,00

FCh Hy Se
8
Springvale, Me, per Rev W H Yeoman,

10,00

FB

= N Parma, N Y, per Rev Wm Walker,

loaned the money of the church,

With this

aid

he had been able to remain in school, and fs mak.
ing good progress in his studies. We owe two

Ina town numbering a pop-

ulation of over 1,000, they have

'lately built a

| Chistian. chapel which will accommodate 600
and it is usually crowded with attentive
hearers,
worshipers.

PRICE

Treas.

Bro

&'W Haskell.

Sirs HM Haskell,

Jud} Eial Haskell,

¥ B Fou,

Yor
SE
attle Phill

i

Chfeago. Tn

fhe

1870,

RW

of J

India, per JF,
J

Lewis and gi Bouton, O lean, NY,
'W Bouton, 8t Louis, Me,

5
3,75 | 1,25
8,

_ 12,00

to wind it.

Yours truly,

Married
In South Montville, Me., June 2,by Rev. E. Knowl
ton, Jeremiah Bean, Jr., of Montville and Rebecca
Knowles of Searsmont.

In Boston, at'Tremont Temple, June 7, by Rev. J.
B. Davis. of Lowell; Mass,Mr. George W. Butler and
Miss Mary A. Libby, of Danville.
In Sheffield, Vt., at the resdience of the bride’s fa-

ther,June 2, by Rev. F. L. Wiley, Mr, Charles Ches-

Barber,both of Sheflield.
25, by Rev. J. B. Higgins Mr,
Miss H ellen E. 8. Bennett,both
3 Mr. John 8S. Burbank, of
Forelia A. Wallace, of C.

Special

Now, if any one has read this thus far, and feels
interested in ledarning more in relation to the Waltham Watch we would suggest that they write us a
line as follows :
‘Messrs. Howard & Co., No. 835 Broadway, New York:
Please send me your Illustrated Price List of
Waltham Watches. as per advertisement in *‘ The

tm

The above Siatement ia presented by the Direotors,

Poy SE

ky and Miss Julia A.
n Canterbury, Aug.
Jobn A. Wallace 5
of Canterbury
Mar
Hopkinton Ay ‘Miss

amount
130,000,000

and Two ordered paid in 1871.

C. 0. LIBBY, Treasurer.

Dover, N. H.

| as the result of Twenty-five yearg business.
Conducted with pradence, nothing has been lost
on investments.
Managed with economy, the expenses have always
been small,—the Dividends always large, —declared
annually, and paid when due.
Neither Directors nor Officers are allowed commis.
sions on business or loans, and none have acquired
wealth in the Company’s service.
Intending hereafter, as heretofore, to act as faithful
Trugtees for the members, the Directors offer the
benefits of this Mutual Life Association to all of
sound hea'th who desire to insure their lives, on the
most favorable tarms.

Notices.

Reports,

Tables, and

other

information

on

Morning Star.”

[Sign name and address in full.]
Any one who will write to us as above will receive
the Price List by return mail, It describes the differ-

ent kinds, gives weight and quality of the cases, with

prices of each, and mueh information which will be
found wseful
whether you desire to purchase a
Watch or not. It also explains our plan of sending
them by Express to any place without any risk what
ever to the purchaser. Do not order a Watch until
you have sent for a Price List. Address

HOWARD

the

subject, furnished gratis at the office of the Company, or any of its Agencies,

85

HALLS
VEGETABLE SICILIAN

HAIR

3123

=

A COUGH, COLD, OR SORE THROAT
Requires immediate attention, as neg

] \ lect Biten results in an incurable Lung
l Disease.

:

- will most invariably give instant relief
For BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, CATARRH, CONSUMPTIVE
and THROAT DISBASES, they have a soothing effect
SINGERS

and

PUBLIC

SPEAKERS

clear and strengthen the veice.

use

them to

.

Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the
Troches, many worthless and cheap imitations are
offered, which are good for boing: Be sure te
OBTAIN the true
BROWN’S

BRONCHIAL

TROCHES.

SOLD EVERYWHERE.

6md4

R.

ITS

EFFECT

IS

DIRECTORS

oR

Y HAIR TO ITS ORIGINAL

COLOR.

Boston Quarterly Meeting,
fr
Any ehurch in the bogie
that will entertain the
July session will please
4 ho 3 Lowell, Mass.
WALLACE, ¢Clerk.
Whitestown Seminary.
ANNIVERSARY WEEK, JUNE 20-80. Sunday even.
ing, June 26,—Address before the Crawford
Mission.
ary Society, by Prof. A, J. Upsom, of Hamilton
0
*fibkiay, Tuesduy and Wednesday,—Examination
laspes,
Monday evening,—Walcott Prize Debate.
Tuesday evening,—Address before U.L, Society,
by Albert) L. Blair, i Hamiltus Sollege.
Wednesday evenin e-em
Prize Recitation of
poetry, by ladies, and
oltotry ory Three
ey
Thursday, J une 80, vABaiversAy EF §ulueion.
Thursday evening
<union of
Studen

Len

aha

Th invitation to friends of the

Institution.
Whitestown, N.Y., June 6,

+ 8. GARDNER,

at the vestr,
3 Ee St.
aptist church
Hier o ont Janda , June 28, at 2 o'clock, P. M.
atters of nl mporiince tate Institute are pendNegleot to carefully
consider: them now, may
BE Dighly. prejudisial, if Fs fatal to jhe JInstita:
jon: Let the
Atherin -i
B. bd
gg
eymouth,
A.
RS , G.

1. JOSEPR. Wh DENVER CITYRAILROAD COMPANY,
In denominations of $1000 and $500, coupon or

1%

“PERRY'S

MOTH

and Tan.

& FRECKLE

LOTION.”

The only Reliable and Harmless Remedy known

to Science for removing brown discolorations from
the Face. Prepared only
by Dr.B, C. PERRY,49
Bond 8t., N. Yr Sold by Dnruggists everywhere.

PIMPLES ON. THE FACE.
OR Comolonchy Black-Heads,
Grubs, Pimply Eruptions an
ations on the Face, use
Perry’s Sd
Remedy, Reliable, Harmless, and
poison. Depot, 49 Bond St., N.Y,
eve.

A

Flesh. Yotus or
disfigun
olther & Pimple
containsno Lead
Sold by Drugeinis

SK your druegist for Jf OMAL'S

wisi

and

IP BIRSIAN

£4 nil, ot fhe}best known rome-

EY
annfac
red n
on
ry ‘Dover, N. H.

Baa eySg
«F.
1.00 per
6ws

“Buy MR AND FLL DO YOU GOOD.”-The best
medicine in the world is DR. LANGLEY’S ROOT
AND HE
MEDICINE,—a long tried and standard remedy for Liver Complaints, Bilious Diseases,
Humors of the Blood and Skin, Jaundice, Dyspépeta,
Indigestion, Costiveness, Headache,

new create the bl

reatoré

the Appetite

build up

and strengthen the Whole body.
0. C. GOODWIN &
CO., Boston. Sold by all druggists. 4md

DYSPEPSIA OR INDIGESTION is oppression after eating, or a belching up of wind, and always
follews Costivéness.
DR HARRISON'S PERISTALTIC LOZENGES give permanent relief. They
are pleasant, portable, do mot réquire increase of
dose, and never fuil, Also warranted to cure every
kind of PILES, For sale at No.1 Tremont Temple,

Joss

censed

NOTES

Yor Fs Baker, and Singer & Co ei

foe

Shuttle Machines sold for ess than $60 are infrl
ments, and the + eller and i ser liable to a
Be.

Address JOHNSON, CLARK
& CO., Boston, Mass.,
Pit taburgh, Pa., Chieage, Iil., or 8t. Louis,

’

OF

1,600,000 acres, valued at the lowest
estimate at......... wasesesieratrensnns 4,000,000
First Mortgage Bonds.....coiveeresioneans 1,000,000

JOY

TOL.

SABBATH
“SOCIAL

this Mortgage 111 mils: price, 97,4 and accrued
in.

SCHOOL,

terest, IN CORRENCY.
Can beobtammed from the
undersigned. Also, pamphlets, maps, and informa-

MEETINGS,

tion relating thereto. Thesebonds;
being so well seeured and yielding a large income,are desirable to par
ties seeking safe and lucrative investments.

And Hours of Prayer.
CONTAINING

130

ORIEGENAL

PUBLISHED

FOR

THE

+. vevererriarsncninnrnans .$15,500,000

Total length of road a1 miles distance included In

FOR THE

FIRST

PIECES,

NOW

W,.P. CONVERSE&

TIMER,

.

TANNER

cert Exercises.

This work contains the VERY Best selections of Sun.
day Sc ool Musicin existence, and is considered by
competent judges the most complete work of the kind
ever published.

Price 35 ots. per Oopy.
.

at

THE BRISTOL or

AGENTS,

W.

a hing.

IW Stet

the

LOAN

Place,

COOK'S

AND

New York,

aE

(Friant Tarbi

New York
v
:

Water

rh

ERO
from
them that tre BeIkE thor
We

SEWING MACHINE.
25.
circular,
Peart St., Boston,

FARMERS’

No. 26 Exchange

Jr., Publisher.

\ This loo fret class shuttle machine, has the dro
rop
food, and all theMoet JEPSEN
Warrant
equal to any

by

LR CO.,

York

Bonds, will be paid

eh A ¥ U. 8. GOVERNMENT TAXES.
All —

$30 per hundred.

14 BisLe House,
NC

2128

maturity

T

York

& CO., Fiscal Agents,
No. 49 Wall Street, New

The interest on the above-named

Paper Covers, $3.00, Cloth, $25 per hundred.
ASEND FOR SAMPLE COPY ..S¥F

'W. C. PALMER,

CO., Commercial Agents,
No. 54 Pine Street, New

With Opening, Closing and Musical Con-

and alldi

arising from Disordered Stomach, ‘Porpid Liver, or
Impure Blood. Th
Claud the system,a penft and

Sold,

Mrs. Jos.F. Knapp's

2teow20

For Moth Patches, Freckles

‘Copies

regis.

tered, with interest at Eight per cent. per annum, payable 15th February and August, in GOLD free of
United States taxes, in New York or Europe. The
bonds have thirty years to run, payable in New York
in GOLD.
Trustees, Farmers’ Loan and Trust Com.
pany of New York. The mortgage which secures
these bonds is at the rate of $13,600 per mile; covers
a completed road for every bond issued, and is a first
and ONLY mortgage. - This line, connecting St.
Joseph with Fort Kearney, will maké a short and
through route to California.
The Company have a capital stock of.. .$10,000,000
And a Grant of Land from Congress, of

423

*
50/000

BONDS

$1. 500, 000

H. N. OONGAR, Vice President.
Edward A. STRONG, Secretary.
BENJAMIN C. MILLER, Treasurer.

Ask for Hall’s Sicilian Hair Remewer; no other article is at all like it in effect.
See that each bottle has our private Government
Stamp over the top of
of the bottle. All others are imi.
tations.

MORTGAGE

Of the Tssue of

LEWIS C. GROVER, President.

RB. P. HALL & CO., Nashua, N. uw, Proprietors,

Hillsdale College.
The annual mx
of the Board of Trustees of
Hillsdale Colle
be held at the College at3
o’clock, P. M.,
a 13.
Commencement exereises
Thursday, J une 16.
L. P. RKYNOLDS, Sec, and Treas,
June 1, *70.

FIRST

SAMUEL H. LIOYD, szuxs sons

Notices and Appoiniments.

York,

BIGHT PER CENT. GOLD.

~The whitest aud worst looking hair respmes its |
outhful beauty 1 y its use. It does not dye the hair,
dts at's root and fills it with new life an
AMZI DODD, Mathematician.
colorin
The first a| lication will do good;
you will see the
NATURAL BOL OR returning every Fao
d
BEFORE YOU ENOW IT,
of the hair will |
fhe old, gray, discolored
one. giving place to >= rous, shining and beautiEastern Distriet of N. Y.. 137 Broadway, N. X.
Xe

For sale by all druggist®
Sold by Peale everywhere.

New

dteow24

:

JOHN R. WEEKS,
NEHEMIAH PERRY,
JOSIAH O. LOW,
JOSEPH A. HALSEY,
H. N. CONGAR,
OBCAR L. BALDWIN,

LEWIS C. GROVER,
HENRY MCFARLAN,
CHARLES. 8. MACKNET,
A. 8. SNELLING,
RANDALL H. GREENE,
I. H, FROTHINHAM,

MIRACULOUS.
It.is a perfect and wonderful article. Cures bald:
ness.” Makes hair grow. A better Sressiag than any
“oil” or “pomatum.” Softens brash, os
ag
wi
Yule into
tiful Silken Tresses. Bu
eat wonder is the rapidity with which it restores

& CO.,

Broadway,

Formerly 619 Broadway.

office and all orders or lettcrs relating to agency west

of that state should be sent to P. R. Hilton, Esq., 15
Shepard building, Chicago. All letters relating exclusively to agency in New Hampshire, shonld be
addressed to Rev. N. Brooks, Manchester. All other letters of inquiry should be addressed lo J. E.
Butler, Biddeford, Me,

A.Y. BEACH,

BROOKLYN, Oct. 21, 1869.
Messrs. HOWARD & CO., Broadway, New York:
Gentlemen: I am happy to make you a good report of the Waltham Watch that procured of you.
It has far exceeded my expectations, and les ves me
nothing t0 be desired. 1 have had it about five
months, and during that time it has been running by
the side of a superlative English Watch (which one
of the first chronelogers pronounces * the finest
Watch that ever came to New York”), and the Waltham Watch has ran more steadily, evenly and accu.
rately than its foreign competitor.
1 can not conceive that a better Watch can be made
and I am proud of itas a specimen of American
skill and industry.
HENRY WARD BEECHER.

19,345,640

193,35

tor

not been worn for one or two months only, but for a
much longer period :
NAUGATUCK RAILROAD CoO.,}
RIDGEPORT,
CT., Jan. a, 70.
Messrs. HOWARD & Co, Broadway, N. Y.:
GENTS-It affords me great pleasure to say that
Waltham Watch, No. 341,207 which I purchased of
you (through Adams’ Express Co.) some sixteen
months ago, has given me great satiz=faction. It has
kept correct time, and I havehad
to be oi no expense
for cleaning or repairs; and during the time it has
stopped but once, and that was caused by neglecting

The usual Dividend paid in 1870,

- 10,00
5,00

man:

in our possession we select the following, and invite

l

40.000;

Watch

attention
to the faet that the watches referred to had

N. J.

©

Number of Members,
insured,

organized

’

Losses paid on lives of deceased Members,
$8,264,615
Dividends of retarn Premiums
declared,
11,199,380
Assets subject to all liabilities, Jan. 1,

4

N J per G H. Ball,

TELLS.

From the many nnsolicited complimentary letters

Organized in 1845,

WM Haskell

$1 each, Hodgdon, Me,

St, Dover,

AT

ers, Patent Pinions. &c.. for these improvements
were all in use in Waltham Watches long before
they were adopted on any others.

Foreign Missions.
Weak Coon
13,00
8 8, kumaple SHAT) per G Wheeler
4.0
Oswego, Q M,
a as
Sule
ay Brows, W hore,
fdmice for *70 for sup~
rt of ive an
t
S

» AND

ries, who claim: improvements such as Dust Exclud-

Secretary,

———

59,00
A. 8. DUDLEY,

THAT

ments
of other newly

IP. 0. Bex 6790, JV. X°. City.

NEWARK,

5,00

WATCHES

OTHERS Ix QU

The Public should not
be misled by the adv

COMPANY,

7,00
00

Milton Mills, N H

ALL

THE SAME TIME ARE MUCH LOWER IN
PRICE AND AFTER ALL IT IS

LIFE INSURANCE

IN

Rev OE Blake and family, NY Shey
J
“
F B church, N Y city, per C E Blak
Friends. and
FB SS, per Rev’ E 5 Prescott, New

ton, N
Mrs M A Waterman,

‘ The annual meeting of the ** Green Mountain Seminary Corporation” will be holden in. the Seminary
Building, at Witerbury Center, Vt., on Wednesday,
churches, 85 school-houses, and 26 parsonage.
June 29, at 10
‘o’vlock, A. M., for "the Jitipate of
electing all necessary
officers for the ensuing year;—
Archbishop Tretich says, In’ answer to’ a letter algo to see if they will amend Article 6th of 1he Con
‘stitution, as recommended by the committee proviof coniplaint, by a gentleman in Dublin, against ously appointcd for that purpose; and also to trans.
his rector, that he considers it altogether wrong. fot any other Hauisiend necessary to the prosperity
the corporal
for members of the established church. to attend | of The
annual hibition of the sphool willbe holden

zation and religion.

EXCEL

MUTUAL BENEFIT

Dudley, Read-

J H Cressey, Readfie'd depot, Me.
iw Hayden, Dexter, Me.
BL Guernsey, Concord, N H.

per: cent. more Watches than all ot her
Companies in the country
%

h WALTHAN

TAD, HOLLY,

.

isk Cao.
WALTHAM,

combined.

wanted in every County
to
in direct
with the Home Office,
(
, Ad
ao
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200

is

MERCIA
NTS
:
LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY,
OF NEW YORK.

Boston, by B. A. HARRISON & CO,, Proprietors,
June 30,
Roman Catholic ‘or: Dissenting services, or to on Thursday,
and by all Druggists. Mailed for 60 cents,
yy
H, W.JuDsSOX, Rec, Sec,
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been driven

It is said that the Christian idea of God as a supreme, intelligent being, everywhere presentand
possessed of all possible knowledge and power,
is unknown to the Chinese. Their language has
no name for such a being.
A promising movement fs’ said to be on foot,
for ageneral union of all the Presbyterians in the
Dominion of Canada.
Formal Christian union

. York Co. Q. M.,
at the late sessionin North
Berwick, resolved in favor of systematic benevolence, and advised every church to raise at least
one dollar per member for Mission purposes.
Some of the churches do more than that aye y.
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A Tucker, Weeks Mills, Me.
H Sutphin, New Haven, Mich.

¥ BROWN'S BRONCHIAL TROCHES

The French missionaries in- South Africa re
port the conversion of the chief Moshesh, the
head of the Basoutos.
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SPECIAL NOTICE, The new Commentary by Dr
Butleris found to make nearly seventy-five pages
more than the printer contracted for and more than
was calculated upon. The issuing of the work is
thereby delayed to or about June 20, at which time
it will appear and orders promptlybe filled. Par.
ties west of Ohio will be supplied from the Freeman

By far the larger number are

A good physician is everywhere well received
inChinga,and can preach .the Gospel while preséribing for the sick.

G.W. MoFraTT.

mer. no

John 8 Rowe, Goll loge Spri ngs, Towa,
Beif-denying Buand,
a,
N H, for suppot

project would end in smoke likewise.
As to efforts to secure the conversion of Jews, it was
thought there was no ground for alarm.

of about seventy persons.
Ihave baptized
seventeen, and fifteen more will
be baptized soon.

These lands a

ents
Poor

How
to
Nook
Young-Sixteem.
Don’t
paint or use vile Hair Restorer, but simply apply Hagan’s Magnolia Balm upon yeur face, neck and hands
and use Lyon’s Kathairon upon your hair. The Balm
makes your complexion pearly, soft and natural, and
you can’t tell what did it. It removes freckles, tan,
sallowness, ring-marks, meth patches, ete.; and in
place of a red, rustic face, you have the marble purity of an exquisite belle. It gives to middle age the
bloom of perpetual youth. Add these effects to a
‘splendid head of hair produced by the Kathairon, and
a lady has done her best in the way of adornment.
Brothers
will have no spinster sisters, when these
articles are around.
8t22

with which the Lord has favored his Zion movement toward a recognition of Christianity in
during. the past winter: I held a series of | _the Constitution of the United States caused some
-discussion, though it seemed to be the general
meetings in that town, commencing the | opinion that, as the Convention referred to had
first week in Jan., and continuing eight metin Pittsburg, thus beginning in smoke, the

weeks,

oago.
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other delicacy prepared with this marine Godsend, Leeds,
Me, per M Gatche!
will deny its claim to rank among the table luxuries | Burns, Ill, “ J8 Dinsmore,
1 Cambridge, Hob
of the period.

Hebrew schools,
and to secure the preparation
and circulation of Jewish publications.
The

nell have enjoyed a share in the blessings
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pudding, custard, cream, Charlotte Russe, or any

country.

were appointed
to prepare and

plans for a Rabbinical

MicH.

to pay

morning in

John Allen’s Water Street dance-house is being
demolishedto make way for the Howard Mission.

Yesterday, June 5th, we received an ne
cession to our numbers of nine individuals,
five by baptism. One, a sprinkled believer,
met the demands of Christ and conscience,

SHERIDAN,

Lou-

is.

A —

Revivals,

His ministry was begun in §t.
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FESS,
i fe Bim KCl

A Emxury of the Period. Regarded from
the economic standpoint, SEA Moss FARINE appears to overshadow every other vegetable nutrient.
It contains—as we are informed on good scientific
authority—nearly ninety per cent. of nourishing,
fattening gelatine; and of all gelatine substances
used in cooking, it is said to be the cheapest
by over
fity per cent., as well as the most digestible, We
give these statements, which are authenticated by
the signatures of men of eminent reputation, as
vouchers for the opinions we have ventured to express on the economic importance of the new article
of diet. As to its deliciousness, the ‘“proof of the
pudding is in eating it;” and we fee) confident that no
man or woman
who has once eaten of a blanc mange,

The matter of benevolent contributions in the
Unitarian churches is getting better systematized.
Last year 170 churches

NE
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Are in Actual Tse...

ACRES

which income is erived, with rapidly

Comb-

Books Forwarded,
BY MAIL.
be
Bewara, Lelghtonssol
|
NH.

If Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment is half as valuable
Jo people Say it is, Jo fam
fi
oa
be without. it.
be he
or of an’ other
ofession, should start on a jour
ney’
tit.
No satloy Sehobuitine or woodsman
should be without it. In
it is needed wherever
there is an ache, sprain, cut, bruise, cough or cold.
Farmers and * Horse Men,” are continually inuiring what we know of the utility of Sheridanw’s
Condition Pu owders,
in reply, we would
say, through the columns of the Mc
Star that
we have heard from hundreds who have used them
with gratifying results; that is also our experience.

the wisdom of sdoptitig the nnme 61 **The American Presb) turisu Church,” ‘isiming 80 be the
only Presbyterian chuich of purely American
origin.

quiet village with all their old majesty, and
suggested the guardianship of God over his
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rian churches, of which58 have no house of worship, and but 9 of these are preparing to build.
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THE MUTUAL BENEFIT LIFE INS, Co. advertised
in another ‘column is among the soundest in this
country. Managed with marked ability, it has for
many years enjoyed the confidence of the people,
and declared large dividends to policy bolders annually. Our advice is, investigate this Company before insuring*

for Eu.

During the past four months
about $22,000 has

The Cumberland Presbyterians

European’ manufacturers. | so

we refer our readers for particulars.

been received by the Salt Lake City Episcopal
|, Mission in aid oftheir church and school.

terest and sympathy not alittleof the am-
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well known Jewelers in this city, whose ad
vertisements appear in this paper, to whieh

city, paying $25, 000.

social nature with the earnestness of his
religious faith; and to his abounding in-

SR

Howard & Co, are the agents, and are

The French Catholics of Worcester have purchased the Park Street Methodist church in that

salutations, and spoke most pleasant por
effective words, Rev. J. M. Durgin, the

ke-<C D

papers, adopted by Howard & Co. abont | StateA
two years since, has had much to do in in- a
troducing them in. every partof the country: }

= G. W: MOFFATT, Clerk.

Bishop McIlvaine of Ohio has sailed

chat
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The system of making the American watch- Fun
es known by advertising through the news- |

GENERAL,

Besides delegates from other bodies more

closely related to the ¥. M., Rev. A.D.
Williams
was present to plead for aid to
the West Virginia mission, and Rev. Dr.

manufactured by Sheppard
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LAND ony on
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Mabs,, bave acquired a national reputation

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

The great interests
of the cause,

American

the American Watch Company at Waltham,
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‘of . bees hanging ona branch, and though good deal of human nature ina bee.

The
brilliant,
thoronghbred
Italians
have
much
but a few were able to cling to it, all- the
thousands below appeared to be easily sus- of the old Roman spirit, and a great amount

y

Hus

”

muscle. In these respects
they
excel
the
humbler black bees, ‘with
would be pulled out of joint.
The two hind legs of our little worker- | which our hives were formerly stocked.
The queens live about four years, the
bee differ from the others. There are very
curious cavities hollowed in them which drones three or four months, and during
are gaardedby thickly set hairs. Ia these the winter, the workers live five or six

“ Give us a song!” the soldiers cried,
The outer trenches guarding,

I———

And the tawny mound of the Malakoff
No longer belehed its thunder.

There was a pause. The guardsman said:
“ We storm the forts to-morrow ;

flour, they will roll themselves

I

Sing while we may, another day
‘Will’bring enough of sorrow.”

P——

convenient place, they

They sang of love, and not of fame ;
Forgot was Britains glcry ;
Each heart reealled a different name,
But all sang ‘ Annie Laurie.”

Voice after voice caught up the song,

Beyond the darkening ocean burned
The bloody sunset’s embers;
While the Crimean valleys learned
How Englisi love remembers.

dust

Rained on the Russian quarters,

—

mean what

I say—a

little

penknife.

penknife;

:

for

I

after

of their

all the

hind

legs,

my vest pocket,

right-hand

side,

with

a

the white ivory of the penknife,

will see for yourself.

you

A change comes over

it which makes it unfit for use by the

And Irish Nora’s eyes sre dim
For singer, dumb and gory;
And English Mary mourns for him

bees.

The bees make the hive tight to keep ‘out
dampness, but they take special pains to
have it well ventilated in all its parts.
They need pure gir, and a number of workers are delegated to furnish it. Some are

thus

of lead for chum, next time.”
To which the toothpick’replied, being

of

royal metal, and very high bred—
« You probably are not aware that the
purest gold is softest. A ring of pure gold
will surely ¢ crock’ the white finger that
stationed at the entrance who make cur- wears it. Gold rings and pins and studs
rents with their wings and others. continue that never © crock’ as you call it, are not
the draughts in different parts of the hive pure gold. If I mark you by touching you,
until a complete circulation has been ef- the mark is an honor to you. It shows that
;
fected. - This causes the humming noise you keep good company.”
* White's good enough for me. I don’t
heard in the hive.
:
The colony in a hive consists of a queen, know why gold marks are any better than
who is the mother of all; of drones or males; ink spots. I'd rather be clean than respectI'd rather be us
than genteel.
and of workers. The queen is larger than able.
the others. Her size varies, but in the lay- I've seen enough of your akistocratic Gold
ing season, at the time of her greatest de- breed. You put on airs, but, when it comes

Who sang of ‘ Annie Laurie.”
Oh, soldiers, to your honored rest
Your truth and valor bearing,
The bravestare the tenderest—
The loving are the daring.

~—=Bayard Taylor.

Gray.
G—

Honest little Peter Gray
Keeps at work the livelong day,
For his mother is as poor as a mouse;
Now running up and down

Doing errands in the town,

And now doing chores about the house.

velopment, she is about an inch
The drone, who is the father of

The boys along the street
Often call him Hungry Pete,
Because that his face is so pale;
And ask, by way of jest,
If his ragged coat and vest
And his old-fashioned hat are for sale.

isa trifle smaller, and the
less in size. If we hada

to doing anything, you aren't there!

in length.
the brood,

Never any shape nor way
Doth evil for evil return:
He is finer than his clothes,
And no matter where he goes
There is some one the fact to discern.
You might think a sneer, mayhap
Just a feather in your cap,
If you saw him being pushed to the wall;
But, my proudly-foolish friend,

3

You had sneered at your betters, after alll
He is climbing up his way
On life’s ladder day by day;

4

at the top.

—Alice Cary.

Che Family Gircle,

worker

I've got an uncle—cld

Uncle

Axe.

Now

When

still he meets a man that suits him, they can
natural hive of cut down a big tree in a half hour!
But
20,000 bees all told, we should expect to what can you do?”
:
find in it one queen, 500 drones, and 19,499
This insulting talk of Penknife did not
workers. Now 500 is too large a number seem to vex Toothpick. High-bred people
of lazy drones to support, as they are good are never vexed by trifles.
for nothing after the eggs are laid by the
« | was well acquainted with your Uncle
queen. Therefore careful bee keepers have Axe. Ihave introduced him to several
discovered an ingenious method of de- good men. Indeed, the Gold family are
creasing the population by several hundred very busy introducing things that are needof them, and they are able to avoid raising ed to people that need them. We visit a
a single drone if they choose to do so. We great deal, first and Jast. Wesee a great
cannotnow explain the process, for
we great deal of the world. We never leave a
friend without getting some one that he
must examine our queen more closely.
She has a larger body than her subjects, likes better to come and take our place.
her colors are brighter and purer, her ab- Your old Uncle Axe, I presume, is in Michdomen is long, conical, and tapering, and igan now, on the Saginaw river, trimming
is crogsed with bright yellow bands. Her twenty pinetrees a day— a very useful
head is smaller, her tongue - shorter and Axe. Buthe never would have got there,
had nota full brother of mine stayed bemore slender, and her jaws are notched.
The drone is a lazy fellow,a great eater, hind in Chicagoin a hardware store and
But we never stay long
with a short, thick body, bluntat each end, let your uncle go.
and no sting. Heis only tolerated because inone place. Men love the Gold family
the queen must be married, and there must chiefly because we are so accommodating
be a father as well as a mother for the and good natured, and willing to give up
our bed and board to any new guest whom
brood.
the
master may fancy. That brother of
The workers are essentially female in
their organization, but their growth is ar- mine that stayed in Chicago, I suppose 1
rested before they are developed.
For this shall never sce again; but when I heard
:
reason they are smaller than the queen or from him last—"

Bat little Peter Gray

You might find out in the end

and

the wrangle was going on when I first overheard it.
;
« Well, you are a pretty piece of gold !
See there, how you've crocked my side!
If you are gold, I hepe I may have a‘squid’

is

drones, and their eolors are not so

>

A writer in the Riverside Magazine gives
us these curious facts about that very comIt will

bright.

Any of the larve of the working bees may
be developed into a queen, by being fed
with a stimulating food, and thus

the

of a queen may be repaired.

loi

Bh

We have now reached a very interesting

| Kuife broke in—

«I'd rather do something

for everything had never been heard of.’

Just then, what should he ‘dee walkiag
up the road but his old dog-eared spellingbook, that was never in its place, like all

and everything is hit or miss and nobody
need be pestered out of their life about
order and systers.”
:
“1 declare! that must be the very place
for me,” answered John, ¢‘ I will go along
too.” So he and the spelling-book set out
together for the land of disorder though
certainly no one could ever have supposed
that John would be on good terms with his
spelling-book ; and they walked till they:
saw the grass growing roots up.
*‘ This must bo the place,” said the spelling-book. . *‘ Look at that grass, and look
at that oak tree. Ha! ha! ha!”
‘ What are you laughing at?” asked
the oak tree.
“Why, at you,” said the spelling-book.
‘ You look so funny with some of your
branches where your roots should be, and
some of your roots on top, and your acorns
sticking on your bark and your. leaves
growing across each other.”
“I don’t see anything in that,” replied
th
*In this land we don’t come up
t> rule and measure as in your
a
stupid cglintry, but just as it suits us, which
is much
t. way.”
Johnny/said nothing, but ho thought that
if comiwg up any how made an oak look
like that it was not the best way.
on, however;

Many of them

are many-

a sheath,

Near their extremities these are

sided, and so it is with these of our little armed with saw-like

teeth which make it

friend, and they enable him to see objects at impossible for the bee to

a very great distance. Take him three miles

from his sweet home and watch him. He
flies round and round in spiral and increasing scopeof flight, upward, ppward, as if
«« Excelsior” were his motto.
ut see, his

movements change. He has reached a sufficient hight, and mow, with a bee-line;he
strikes directly for the hive. “I'think he
must have geen it.
da
What is the matternow? He has arriv-

withdraw it from

an object which it has pierced,in which case
the hee dies. There is a bag of transparent
acrid poison near the base of the sting,
which is squeezed into the wound by a violent contraction of /the surrounding muscles.

When one is stang by

very natural to attempt

a

bee,

was getting hungry,
baker shop to buy some gingernauts.
* Gingernuts !” said the baker, searching

the

sting with the fingers. This forces the
poison, into the flesh, whereas, if the spot

were gently scraped

with

a knife-blade,

ed at home, but he appears not to see the the sting and poison would be taken
door. It is small, to be sure, but he has together.
been there often before, and ought not to
It is curious that while the queens

out
and

go bobbing and buzzing about the side of workers have stings, the drones have none.

the hive, like a mad who has been too long
at the clab, and who can't make

the

latch

key fit.

Look again.
before his nose.
in them
if ie is
is a drone. ‘By
edge
of objects

Notice those long feelers
There are twelve joints
a worker, or thirteen if he
thesebe gains his knowlmear at hand. See, he is

go for one piece of gold. And I shall
here longer than you will. I know

stay
you

| Knife family. You

break

The queen’s sting is only used to defend
herself from another queen, and js turned
inward at its end. There is only one queen

Toothpicks stand by.”
At this point Knife began

and

rust

snd

but

we

gold

to be angry,

and to undouble and get open, to cut Toothpick—a thing which I have furbidden. No
open knives in my pocket. It was time
for me to interfere. I took them both out,
and stood them up on end inthe penholas

of my inkstand, like naughty

corner, and began to talk to them.

boys

ina

« You are both foolish, good-for-nothing
trifles,” said I. ‘ When

I take

you and use

you, then you are useful-—one as useful as
the
other. Ihave a good mind to let you
and somefimes, on the loss or death of a
queen, more than one larva is highly fed, alone, put you away in a box—quarreling
and by these means two queens may be in in my ‘pocket I”
They both seemed ashamed, as I left
the hive together. If such a thing should
feeling all along the face of the hive, occur, there'would be an irrepressible con- them stuck in the inkstdnd, and went out
Te is out of sight to us in the dark: flict. The two queens would prepare for to saw wood.
in, for
he has stumbled upon the battls, The other bees would form a ring
When I came back, Toothpick pushed up

now

in a hive, but two

hives

may

get

united,

pt

inside,
he uses his wonderfully around them, and a true prize fight would
jointed feelers to great advantage, for, begin. When bees fight they rear up on

«door.

working
in the dark, he hasto feel things

"al

over to know what they are ; he has

feel his neighbors, too, to know who

are.

their hind legs like dogs, and

to nerve, and in such a position

exert

every

the curved

his point = litle, and said, submissively,

¢ Master, may we ask you a question P"

Yes,” said I.
‘‘Penknife and I want to know

whether,

they ‘stings of the queens are, of course, just the when men quarrel about which is smartest,

;

thing for effective use. The combat is not they will ever get stuck in an inkstand and
But we ought to have examined our wan- given over until one is dead, and the sur- talked to in this way P"’
vivor ascends the legal waxwork throne in I stopped and thought fully five minutes,
triumph.
and then five minutes more; and them put
_ The sting of the worker bees, is curved downy my pen, and have not answered yet.
outward, for in their caseit is a weapon of But I am thinking,and Penknife and Toothdefense against outsiders, and they have no pick are in my pocket again—waiting for
businessto quarrel with one another.

But

to each other with, You have seen a bunch they do fight, nevertheless, for there is a
(

the answer to their question.—7he Little
Corporal.
|

;

’

.

:

“Often of linen, embroidered with silk,
and gold and silver thread. Sometimes
they were very much like my shawl, that
you admire so—the ome with the bright
colors and large figures. The priests

“Yes ma'am,

|if they

baker;

«O

their loose

dress

writer, and
has ‘a
way
ssing
continually into the service
of Aral
ive
tific exposition illustrations caught . from

of their way— then they can run very fast.
This is called girding up the loins. The
Bible

teaches

literature and art—even from Ropular and
light literature. He has a gift in this wa

us a number of lessons from

the girdle.”

:

which somewhat resembles that possesse
by a different man belonging to a very different class—I mean Robert
the pres-

:

“Oh! Tell us about them,” cried
boys in a breath.
“Paul bids us pul on certain garments,
as mercies, kindness, humbleness, meekness, long-suffering, forbearing, forgiving,
etc.; them he says, ‘Above all these things
put on charity,” or love, like a girdle, to
bind

together

the

others,

ent English Chancellor of the
uer,
who owes the greater
of his rhetorical
success to the prodigality of varied illustra-

tion with which he
illamines his speeches,
and which catches, at this point or that, the
attention of every kind of listener. Huxley
seems to understand clearly that you can

‘never make scientific doctrines really powerful while you are content with the ear of

and make them

more perfect.”

strictly scientific men. He cultivates, therefore, sedulously and successfully, the literary art of expression.
dis

“I like that, go on,” said Charlie,
“In another place he tells
us to be girt
about with truth. And Jesus bids us be
ready for his coming—having our loins
girt about, and our lights burning. Not
to be tangled up and burdened with worldly cares, but ready instantly to hear his
voice and follow him.

us in Revelation,

A London friend of mine, who has had

long

For such, John tells

;

oul

ry man, especially every. editor, will cor-

3

thing, but cannot write. No one, however,
could possibly confound Thomas Huxley
with the band of those to whom the gift of

And, after this;

turer is one w

*“T don’t like such a country,”

said John-

landed.

“Don't know,” said everybody,

*‘Some-

times in one place, sometimes in another.”
“Then we will take the cars,” said the
spelling-book.
But nobody knew anything about the
cars
!
i
‘“ Indeed, they only run now and then,”
they said; ‘for sometimes the

| couldn’ remember where he left his en‘{ gine, and then the cars were scattered
time-table when

trains

did

run, they were

sure to run into each other, and it was not
often anybody traveled in the Land of Disorder, because, as nobody knew where any-

was, back on the bank, kicking his feet
again as before.—Western Soldier's Friend.

conveying it to their hole; but as their size
was so ridiculously disproportioned to that
of their dead prize,I was determined. to
study their manevers, to see if they would

On an examina-

tion of the ground in ‘the neighborhood, I
discovered at a distance of nearly a yard
from the spot where the snake was lying, a
of a half dollar.
were apparently

the

diameter

The efforts of the beetles
being directed to the con-

veyance of the tail of the reptile to this

opening in the ground; and, as it was evi- |

in the space of ten or fifteen minutes, they

“I say, Harry, are you asleep P” called
Charlie softly one night, after they had

Suddenly, the labor ceased altogether,
the two little beetles entered their hole, and
1 began to conclude that they bad at last

‘No, are you? asked Harry somewhat
sleepily.

found their prey too ponderous for them to
manage. My interest, nevertheless, was so

been in bed some little time.

+

“No,of course not, else Ishouldn’t have

[I've been thinking, and I never

can get to sleep when I'm thinking.”
‘Seems to me, you thiok a good deal,”

t, has

a

of

of profound thotight with simple expression
and luminous diction. There is not much
of the poetic, certainly, about him; only
the occasional dramatic vividaess of his il-

lustrations suggests the exis‘ence in him of

any of the higher'imaginative qualities.” I
think there was something like a gleam of
the poetic in the half melancholy
half humorous fotiedudsion oh lads foitious
“ Peau de Chagrin” isto
ro
ecture, But Hasle , 48 a rule, My pi A the

firm earth, and

fully, rejects any
after the clouds.

more

deliberately, perhaps scorn-

attempts and aspirings
His mind is in this way far

rigidly practical than that even

of

Richard
Owen. He is never eloquent in the
sense in which Humboldt for example was

so often eloquent.

:

Being a politician, I may be excused for
boron
an illustration from the
political
arena, and
sa
that Huxley's eloquence
is like that of
n; it is eloquence only
becauseit is so simply and tersely truthful.
The whole tone of his mind, the whole ten.
dency of his philosophy, may be observed
to bave this A aim
of quiet, fearless, and
No seeker after
P ractical trathfuloess.

dently an awkward thing to do, their inge- truth could be more earnest, more patient,
more disinterested. ** Dry light,” as Bacon
nuity was taxed to the utmost, and I watch-- calls it—light uncolored by prejudice, un-,
ed the operation with an absorbing inter- dimmed by illusion, undistorted by interest. Alter a vigorous togging at the ani- posing obstacle—is all that Huxley desires
mal’s tail, which had become slightly stif- to have. He puts no bound to the range of
human inquiry. Wherever man may look,
fened, and which, responding to their ef- |
there let him look earnestly and without
forts, would move to the right and left, but fear. Truth is always naked and not ashamnever plicing itself «directly in front of ‘the ed. The modest, self-denying profession of
aperture, the beetles would appear to. be Lessing that he wanted not the whole truth,
perplexed how nextto proceed. They con- and only asked to be allowed the pleasing
toil of investigation, must be almost unintinued, hawever, to act in concert; and af- bolligible
to a student like Huxley; and inter working fur a while at one extremity, de d
ts only to be understood by an active
they would uniformly proceed together to- inquirer, on condition that he bears in mind
wards the other, and, lying upon their the health and racy delight which the mere
backs beneath the kgad, they would, with labor of iutellectual research gave to Lessing's vigorous and elastic mind. No subtheir united legs, recommence their vigor- ject is sacred to Huxley ; because with him
ous pushing process, and so effectively that truth is more sacred than any sphere of inhad moved the snake’s body two or three
feet from its original position; but still the
tail porsistently refused to enter the hole.

vl Girdles.

at

any effort at rhetorical eloquence’; but it has -

first discovered,

small hole in the soil, nearly

me

| all the eloquence which is born ef the union

were under the reptile, pushing it with their

be able to accomplish it.

, for

special charm. It is, indeed, devoid

feet:
:
:
The little fellows had evidently taken
possession of the reptile, with a purpose of

ny. ‘Let us take the boat and go home.”
Accordingly, they asked where the boat

expression is denied. He is ‘a vivid, "forcible, fascinating writer. His
style as a lec-

—Reaper.

aad, when

a-

dially agree with me that at the heart of this
humorous extravagance is a solid kernel of
truth. Now, scientific men very often belong to the class of those who know some-

“I'm glad we asked you about Lily's sash,
or girdle we'll call it now.

8
of high class
.

morously that the teachersof the public are
divided
into two classes: those who know
something and cannot write, and-theose who
know nothing and can write. Every litera

pared to wear with those white dresses we
“were talking of,”

experience in the edit

periodicals, is in the habit of affirm bE

golden girdles are pre-

ed where he could find another baker shop.

much ‘excited that I could not leave the
spot, and I continued to watch, almost certain that they would re-appear.’
-At length, I thought I saw a breaking of

quiry.

Isu

the true and pure knight

would have
fearlessly penetrated any shrine
in his quest of the Holy Grail.

English Conversational

Terms.

In England, letters are posted, not mailed ;
periodicals are taken in, not taken; a
friend on a visit stops, but does not. stay;
you order something
to be fetched, not
brought; you ride on
horse
only, never
ina
¢ ; foremost men are clever, not
smart; a high wind only is a storm, not a

fallof rain; meadows are uplands, never

bogs or swamps ; cooked meat may

be un-

the earth at a place directly opposite the der-done, never rare; Lady-day,
Midsum“What was it about this time P” point where the serpent’s tail rested. And, mer-day, Michaelmas and Christmas are the
mamma gets things out of the “almost immediately, the two beetles issued ‘times when all quarterly rents are due,
never March 31st, June 30th, September

Harry,

who

greatly

admired

his

brother.
“How
Bible. . IL do believe she thinks its got
something about everything under the sun

in it. I wish I could think about something, that she would have to own up there
was nothing ahout in the Bible.”

There was a minute's silence, then Harry

popped up his head—‘‘I've got it, Charlie!
I've thought of one thing mamma can't
find in the Bible. Its—Lily’s blue sash.”

“To be surg,” assented Charlie. “I wonder T never thought of that. Lily looks so
sweet in it, too, It's just the color of the
sky in a clear, cold day.”

from a second hole, which they had been
preparing. They forthwith seized the end
of the serpents tail, and by a determined
effort, lying upon their backs, in the man-

ner before described, they suceeeded in
forcing its point to enter this new orifice in
the ground, and then going themselves

in-

side of it, I could distinctly see the whole
body of the snake move slowly forward, as
if it were being pulled by their united ef
forts,
The

beetles worked at the snake much of

| the'day, and in the afternoon when

I was

“I like her plaid one the best; it makes able to visit the spot.again, I observed that
me think of a rainbow, or the sunset at nearly three-quarters of the dead snake had

the

not at all because of their manner of teach.
ing it-—rather indeed despite of their mannet of Wuoflie it. Ridge isa Jpacinaing

up into their girdle, out

an inch long

ing here, but yesterday there was one on
the corner of Main Street.” .
So Jobnuy and the spelling-book walked
along, looking at the signs on the street
corners, but they could make nothing of
them, for none of the letters came in order.

pH

well that scientific men
y are oy
only for the sake ef what they teach, and

"When they want to work or run, they tuck

that would be too much trouble.”
:
‘So Johnny went outin disgust, and ask“Don't know, I am sure,” said the man
of whom he asked.
** We are always mov-

:

a literary man, a writer. What be writes
would be worth reading for its syle and its
expression alone, were it of no scientific

were not tied around by the girdle.

tells of the burial two beetles gave toa
dead snake in his garden, Each were about

the

iP

LITERARY MISCELLANY,

“Sometimes they wore several of those,
and they would be very much in their way

asked Johnay.
place!” repeated

the

It looks like a long loose ‘authority ; whereas we all know perfect]

night-dress.”

It is a queer story—and almost too queer
for belief—that a writer in the Newport News

said

;

“They thought they looked very nice.

them just now.”
* Why, don’t you have a plice for them ?”

asked you.

hp

You have seen pictures of their dress.”

Buried by Bugs.

‘“A

a portion of the earth, the place where

snake had been buried the evening previous.
8

wore very handsome and expensive girProfessor
Huxley.
:
;
dles.”
'
“They must have loaked very funny,”
It would be wrong to regard Huxley
said Harry.
merely as a scientific man. He is likewise

around; * why, yes, I have some ginger, but dear me "tumbling over a great
heap of bread and biscuits,—*¢ I can’t find

you will take Gold for you any day. Ifthe
master had a dozen of you, he'd let eleven

is get borrowed and are gone;

it

to withdraw

knife—white-handled—Rogers's best.”
‘ I've seen a great many dozen like you,”
replied Toothpick.
‘¢ The man that made

pe

and as Johnny

be more interesting to watch these little point in studying the body of our little erase wrong words, and I do all sorts of thing was, they couldn't.”
“0 dear me! I wish I was home,” said
honey-makers, after reading this:
socialist. It is no less than his sting. This nice little jobs. I'm none of your common
I'm genteel. I'm a Pen- Johnny. And with these words, there he
Look at his eye. Did you ever examine is composed of two needles-haped darts in Jack-knives.

an insect’seye?

3

I won't say there's anything in'the world
they stepped in ata that there’s nothing about in the Bible.”

They went

than | about all ever town, and as there was no

myself,

spend my life getting out of the way for
somebody else to come in. I can do something. My master never wants to get rid
of me. Icut quills, and pare his nails, and

bs

interrupted Charlie.

A

“I wish,” he said, ‘that I could go to
'| some place where such a thing as a place

Quarrefed.

I bought me a neat

poisin a

expose a little honey to the sun's rays,

And bellowing of the mortars.

¢ busy bee.”

They
—

It is time for us to look into the hive now.

‘With screams of shot and bursts of shell,

Bees.

How

and

‘| It is as dark as a pocket, and as tight as a
drum. Why, do you ask? It was a long
time before any oné could guess, but if you

And once again afire of hell

A A
AS
Bt

will

er—"

stomach is used for digestion, and i neat little gold toothpick for his chum.
is connected with the first by an intestine so | To these two peat li tle fellows 1 gave my
guarded by a valve, that food, though it ean | pocket, rent free,in consideration of trifling
go readily from the first into the second,can services now and then to be rendered by
not by any means get back—~again.
Thus them to me. Whole days they spend in
| the honey can not be mixed with the food. elegant idleness, and so of course they
When the first stomach is filled with honey, have quarreled. People with nothing to
the bee hurries horaeand deposits it in the do always quarrel, or do worse. The gold
toothpick, it seems, had left its mark on
cells prepared
for it.

Yet as the song grew louder,
Something upon the soldier’s cheek
Washed off the stains of powder.

mon little fellow, the

it,

to

second

Dear girl, her namehe dared not speak,

To find him sitting snug

however,

could.

and just holds a large drop of honey. . The
i

And you who, to laughat him, stop
On the lower rounds, will wake,
If I do not much mistake,

summer,

using gold pens for twenty-seven years, I
have learned that quill pens are far better the restof Johnny”’s belongings.
*“: _
with the brushes on their other four legs.
for him who must write page after page.
“Hillo! where are you going?” asked
Now let us look down this fellow’s throat. 1 shall teach all my boys and girls to make Jolinny, a little afraid, and a good deal
Bees do not make honey; "they only gather pens of a quill before I give them a pen of more astonished. - ** Why, the fact is, reit. They suckit up with their proboscis gold ; and they must learn to sew well with turned the spelling-book, confidentially,
and then deposit it in their stomach.
a needle, before Iean let them sew fast “that I am so tired of the fuss everybody
There are two of these, of which the first with a machine.
;
makes about you and me, that I am going
is only a big bag,—big for a bee, I mean,— | A neatlittle penknife, I said, to lie in to the land of disordgy where everybody
flour into the cavities

Brave hearts from Severn and from Clyde,
And from the banks of Shannon.
»

ACT

in

when well covered, fly away. Then,
ing in the air, or carefully alighting

They lay along the battery’s side,
Below the smoking cannon—

—

the

‘heap up something for posterity that. .they
use themselves up in six or. seven weeks,
| What a sad warningto those who Jabor too
hard !

hive is covered, and the crevices that
would admit Sone stopped. The other
legs are furnished
with hairs by means of
which the pollen is brushed off from the
bee's body. Sometimes, in the spring, the
little fellows must have more food than the
hive affords, and then, if they are given rye

"The dark Redan in silent scoff
Lay, grim and threatening, under;

Until its tender passion
Rose
like an anthem, rieh and strong—
Their battle-eve confession.

During

or propolis, with which the bottom of the thé little busy workers labor so hard

Grew weary of bombarding.

Peter

bee glue, ‘months.

, | the pollen is carried, and the red

the heated guns of the camps allied,

=

boys don’t ever wear sashes; at least, not head
and neck, appeared to be elevated in‘when they are as big as I am.” And to a little mound. The mound gradually
| « Johnny,” said his mother, * do come Charlie tried to look very tall.
increased in bight, until the entire mass of
“Yes they do,” cried Harry.
‘Don't rearth was slowly. lifted, and then pre cipiback and put up your books.”
you know that little Scotch boy, who wears ‘tated upon the ‘portion of the body which
« John,” cried his sister, “here are your
such
a funny dress? He wears sort of a had, until then, remained uncovered, and in
shoes that I found on the stairs.”
ro
a second’s time, the snake was as effectually
“Jack,” said his father, “I am sorry sash; it looks likea
“It is something like that
I mean. But buried as if it had been sunk a foot below. .
to see that you are a very careless boy.”
» shel
“When will you ever learn,” added his in the East they are notcalled sashes, but the surface.
emerging. fromthe
grandmother, ‘‘that you should have a girdles, and men, women, and children all
wear
them.”
|
fewer
o
od
heap,
walked
backward
and forward over
place for everything and everything in its
‘‘Are they made of ribbon, like Lily's ?"
the
mound,
and
thendisappeared.
entirely
place?”
3
ath
“No; sometimes they are made of leath- from sight.
i
Bros ;
Johany did mot dare to answer; but he
| was 50 angry that
~ I examined the spot the following mornhe went out and sat on
*‘Oh yes! John the Baptist wore one,” ing, but could not detect, even by removing
a bank, and kicked his feet as hard as he

tained. One would think their tiny legs of pluck and

4

A Crimean Incident.

"When

The Land of Disorder,

sea-shore.

But

we

had

sleep, now, and ask mamma
morrow.”

better

go to

about it to-

This wise resolution was accordingly put
into practice on the next day, and they

disappeared in the hole." I wall examining
carefully the earth in the vielpity of the
head of the snake, when I was
‘witness of

the most interesting operation of this altogether

singular

proceeding.

I thought I

were electrified ' when she said, with a detected a slightly undulating motion in the
smile, “To be sure it speaks of little broken loam, It continued to increase, ungirl's sashes, and little boy's sashes, too.” til the entire surface, for a length of three
“Now, you're

joking, mamma, for little

inches, extending parallel with the serpent’s

80th, and December 81st; it is the rental of
a house you

pay, not

the

rent;

autumhis

the late season of the year, not fall; hedges, shrubs, and trees are quick, not alive;
and you ask that two or more things may
be done at once (at one time), and not necessarily instantly. Cocks and hens, rams
and ewes, bulls and cows, stallions, mares,
and geldings, jacks and jennies, bucks and
toes, dogs and sluts, still retain their 8axon
names, and it is at no time offensive to use
them. And women of good blyod and
gentle breeding, in gommon with the other
sex have ankles and ‘calves, knees and legs,

and do not blush to
pineott’'s Magazine.

speak
.

StyLe IN WRITING.
arrangement of words

of thew .—Lip:

Style means such an
as

shall make the

thus

save the reader

author's meaning rise up in the logical order of the ideas, and

all needless toil; snch a choice of
and balance of clause and structfiral

phrases
grace

of sentence as shall satisfy the sense of
beauty ; such a propriety, economy and harmonyof expression as shall tell the read: r
exactly what the writer means, tell it with
a business-like brevity and artistic beauty.

a

i

Re

He

Vasa

8

ander.
dcom: ‘sands embrace, a§ a sort of pecessity,
a life ‘which she fixed to the upper extremity.
munication; so that they will sometimes of lewdness and shame.
‘sin of licen- | She continued ‘this operation until, under
tiousness permeates all classes, and the the weight of the earth, the leaf inclined
shrink away to a mere cupfull, leav
¥
_ AND TO
We seléct the following passage from a | many square
3 of surface uncoy
. open and sovereign
contempt for chastity gemy toward the spit it was to cover.
most entertaining and excellent article
by | and then againfillap from below and spread has a practical demonstration in thé: un- -This inclination took Face, unfortunately
Superintendentsof S. S.
r former area; where some of blushing record of menin high position.
Justin McCarthy, in the June number of out over
near
the
top
of
the
leaf
which
seemed
inCatalogue
of New Sunday School Books just
them have ua
in. the ookay far from
the Galaxy:
;
clined to break off: The ant noticing this
published
by
the Freewill Baptist Printing Estabhore,
bursting up a perpetual s;
0
new inconvenience gnawed the leaf at the
“I own the State as much as you; I help fresh waterin the very midst of Ry
Life in High Latitudes.. ybottom
so
that
it
fell
down
over
the
Spo.
lishment,
These:
Boolgs-aresow.ready for sale
i
to run the machine as wellas you. Iam saltness

Holes in the bottom snd

‘TO PASTORS OF CHURCHES

RL

would hardly be noticed in England.
I have often wondered whether

with so many

here,

a man

8 of manner, awkward-

ness, and eccentricities as Lord Brougham

kad, Jor sxample. ould Sver have Obtained
a
position an fous
p
nfluence
in
rica. Certal ly, 5 think there is
more social toleration of individual
i-

arites and oddities in England than
there is
here;
and I doubt whether a man might
not more safely indulge in extreme o
ions on any subject there than here.
The
monet. Art

She who

pres

to

or 18 re

has

ex-

have ex

5

any opinion distasteful to the ‘ma
, is
set upon by newspapers and houn
at
ay after
day, is something quite unknown
among the
18 of social persecution in
Eagland, I dare say this sort of thin
makes

a fine bracing

atmosphere

the strong lungs and
and farther

in whic

constitution are tried

thened.

I am

Joady

to

admit
that it may be a splendid ordeal

by

fire, which the sublimely
fearless nature
will brave and triumph over; butI am
quite with Burkein his distrust of human

systems

which depend for their existence

upon the heroic virtues ; and I fear the man
of ave
:
r will be apt to keep his
opinions to

, or to think with the ma-

jority or not to think at ail, if such trials
and penalties await the independent utterance of his genuine opinion.

Take, for example, the career of an Eng-

lishman who is regarded with profound respectin America, I mean Mr. John Stuart
Mill. On nine out of every ten questions
of

great

public

interest, social, political,

moral, and re
s. Mr, Mill entertains
and uncompromisingly expresses opinions

which are op

to those of the vast ma-

jority of the nglish people, high and low,
the Belgravian, the Bohemian,
and the Phil-

istine.

On some of the

sfpcting hu
garded by the

gravest

questions

Mr.
Mill's views are remajority of his countrymen

with genuine dread and positive detestation.

Yet, although, of course, he has been
terly opposed, and stupidly misjudged,
sharply assailed, I am not aware
that a
gle sentence was ever directed

which could be

fensive.

bitand
sinhim

Respect for the unquestioned pur-

nerves to hold his own against

hostile

and

slander him ; how

Bousting Science.

huts and lodges of
rskin. In the winter,
when not on ‘the refid, they are all the time"

—
Wn
on the verge
of suffocation in snow lodges,
5 Do name of greater power at in which
the smoke bas to aid the fire, in
the present day than that of science; and promoting what they fancy to be comfort.
it is as awkward to say anything against
the pretensions of men of science as it once |

“Spore

was
You

put into
as bad,
foolish.
through

an inquisition, but what is almost

you can be made to look extremely

The men of science regard you
their spectacles with an air cal.

heart,if you venture to question the advantage of their most
ing speculations.
Anything which by hook or crook can be
brought under the mantle of an ology isa

sacred object not to be touched by

fane vulgar. A
ized being, capable

and

supplied

with

ucing thunder
aantities
unlimited

of

of fire Waters devotes
Gove
pursuit of
bugs.

the pro-

sees a civil-

Tr Sav

himself for years
This strange
crea-

are

~nick-

the

things, which

eu:
not
even goodie
to

The savage

- would ridic © his
nal appearance, an
thinks that the white man must be little betrake everywhere
gh his past life to ter than an idiot; and the white man when
find-out whether he had not at some time or ‘he comes home, writes his book, and holds
other done Sometiing which he ought not the javage up to the derision of an enlightto have done, and which it would pain him ened
ubl c. “‘Here,” he says in effect,
now to have publicly known! Ofcourse, “ig a z r creature so ignorant as to think

men of the heroic stamp,

as the stamp of | me a

Mill, would endure all that, even #8 such
men do endure it here; but the tendency of
such a system is undoubtedly to suppress all
individuality, to make men think, or at least

to pretendto think, in platoons, tocompel
opinien to follow a ory of command, and
enable the ignorant to dictate to the exert.

.

P I think a stranger here must have. little
observation indeed who cannot already discern the inflaence of this kind of thing upon
American men. Of course Ido not regard
the public as identified with or responsible
for the extravagances of certain journals,
but such extravagances could not float at all
except in an atmosphere

much

wanting in

the element of reverence for
personal character and the dignity of individual manood.

5

it so plain that
the white man has alto-

gether the best of the argument? Suppose that the beast in question had remainunknown,

Peculiar

Land.

A late number of Lippincott's Magazine
containsa sentence eight. hundred words

long. It occurs in a description of Florida,
and we give it below. It must be confessed
that it is graphie,

written :

disentangled

and

well

Fit

1 propose then, to give my readers some
description of this old yet still strange and
wild country, that has been settled for
three hundred
years, and is not yet inhab-

ited—a land of shifting sand and of deep

mud—a land of noble” rivers, that rise in
swamps, and consist merely of chains of
shallow lakes, some of them twenty miles

and twelve miles across, and only

twelve

feet

dee

f wide,

sandy

plains,

covered with solemn sounding pines—of
spots so barren that nothing can be made to

grow on them; and yet with a soil eo fertile
that **if you tickle it with a hoe, it will
laugh with an abundant harvest” of sugar,
eofion, rice and froits—a rn
emons,

pomegranates,

e-apples,

and bananas, whose rivers ro
its forests with game,

of, Stan
ri

race havc

if I remember

right, the thumb

mortified and had to be amputated within
sight of land and we have ever since been
called upon to admire the zeal and heroism
of the sufferer. I am willing to do so, just
as I admire St. Simeon Stylites for standing
for twenty years on a column, and saying
his
prayers 1244 times a day. Only I cannot
help asking, in each case, whether so
rare of quality of heroism could not have
been

turned

to some better account.

Zeal

is not a commodity of which we have
such an abundance that we can complacently see it ranving to waste.— Harper's Bazar.

Mexico— Morals of the City.
Ye

The ladrones are a desperate class of men
—unprincipled and reckless.
They have
no visible means of support; they number
twenty thousand;

and they burrow

in hov-

Alameda, and if God ever wrote on the
faces of men warning to their fellows, then,

8,

fish,

fowl; where everything will grow except
wheat and apples ; where everything can be
found except ice; yet where the
ple,
with a productive soil, a mild climate, and
bountiful natare, affording every table lux."
ury, live on corn grits, sweet potatoes, and
molasses ; where many men possessing forty thousand head of cattle never saw a

only the

| this assembly types

every

shade

for

of scoun-

drelinm, duplicity, mendicancy—an aggretion of fi'th and rags and crime, the most

smi

la ost villainous, that eye ever

looked upon in #py land.

Remove the bay-

onet, and the city would be condemned to
sack and pillage before sunset.
Hungry,
like wolves, they scent every whiff of blood
in the winds.
They are first, last, and
loudest at an execution, and

will mob with-

out pretence or provocation,
When old
Gen. Vidauri was so brutally shot by the

imported ‘article when used at all, and then Liberals, in 1867, these fiends jeered at him
calling it concentrated milk; where the and, the same night, in a fit of indignation,
very effort to milk-a cow would probabl
the man who betrayed the General
scare her to death, As well as frighten Ya | mobbed
to the authorities. :
whole neighborhood by the unheard of pheSunday is the principle
business day.’
nomenon ; where - cabbages grow on the
tops of trees, and you may dig bread out of Then the stores are" filled all day long, the
tho ground; where, below the frost line, markets thronged, the theaters open, and,
the castor oil plant becomes a large tree of if there is a bull-fight in contemplation,
prohibited
several years’ growth, and a umpkin or (although this diversion is now
bean vine will take root frond, its trailing within the gates,) Sabbath evening is sure
Concubinage is one ofthe
branches, and thus spread and live year to be selected.
orying 8ins. The general looseness of morafter year; where cattle do not know what
hay is, and refuse it when offered, so that als and easy virtue prevailing, may be estimated by knowing that the illegitimates anthe purchase of

in Demand.

-

Birth Day

women are subject to every caprice of forswimming
in the
helpless and ignorant, with no vocaponds and streams, plungin their heads | tune;
tj on, no avenue to. honest support; educa.
dep under. the surface to bite the water ted to despise chastity, to love money more
grasses and moss ; where many lakes
have than all else, it is not marvelous that thou-

death

have hope

SHERMAN

and

brothers,

wife and two children, a mother,
other relatives.
MRs. ESTHER

mourn, a

He leaves to
died.in

Me., of congestion of the lungs,

Jan.

SHERMAN,

husband

Child's
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CHRISTIAN BAPTISM,

Any of which will be sent by mail, free of postage, on receipt of the price.
-old

Sabbath School

ones, can

send ns

worth?

but

what

They are bridges for men

over.

They aratools.

are

the

to wa

Men use them like

sand-paper, to scour with, and

then

throw

but 8 years old. She nevermade an
fession of religion, yet she thought

every Baptist family.
tor and church-member
this newly revised and
Price, in cloth, only 25

the

Dover, N. H.

Remittances of money tor our publications may be sent either in Drafts on New

York or Boston, and made

payable. to tte

order of L. R. Burlingame,

in

Post Office

Money Order, or in Registered letter.

Moneys
Otherwise

thus sent will be at our risk.
they will be st the risk of those

mourn an
and died,
brother.
conducted

evil; how to give buffet for

her last sickness

temptation—is

not he hardening himself? Is not he making his bones tough—particularly his backbone? He is becoming columnar.
And it
is such as he that aresoughtafter in business.
A man says, ‘‘Here is a difficult department

in

my

establishment,

and

I

would

pay almost any price if I could find a man
that I could trust.” Says the man whom
he addresses,‘ I know an impracticable sort
of a fellow,I think might suit you.

He will

stick to what he thinks is right at all hazards. You can not turn him from it by any
power on
earth.” Says the other
want a lignum-vit® man, send

me,"—Philadelphia

man,
him

Observer.’

*I
to

Heat from Stars.

a
;
By means of an exceedingly delicate
vanometer, Mr. Huggins has

succeeded

galin

demonstrating that an appreciable amount
of heat comes from the stars. He makes

the image of a bright star,formed in the focus of a large telescope,

fall on the

surfice

of his thermoplie, when the needle is deflected by the heat of the star. So delicate
is the instrument that the apparatus must
he attached for hours to the telescope before it will come to rest, or the image of the
star can be allowed to fall upon it. Arctu-

rus and Regulus each deflected the needle

three degrees in a quarter of an hour, and
Sirius two degrees. Pollux gave a deflection of one

and a half degrees; but singu-

larly enough, its companion
gave no deflection.

star, Castor,

uncle and aunt with whom she lived
a father and step-mother, and one
Funeral services of all the above were
by the writer.
J. CORNVILLE,

ELMIRA THURSTON died in Poland, Me., April
9, aged 79 years and3 months.
The subject of

this notice has been a member of the F. W. Bap-

tist church for more than fifty years, and it may
be truly said of her that she was a devout Christian.
She was ever constant at meeting, and often took part in the religious services, giving her
testimony in favor of Christ and his cause.
In

she

suffered

much,

but

was

very patient and resigned, and often talked of
her departure with cheerfulness and composure.
She leaves children and other friends and the
church to mourn their loss.
ABBY H., daughter of broth:
eorge Thurston, died April 9, aged 17 yearsan
:
11 months.
Sister A. gave her heart to Goll some six years
ago, and was baptized by Rev. J.S. Potter and
united with the 2d church in Poland, of which
she remained a worthy and devoted member till
death.
The funeral services of these two - sisters
were attended by the writer, at the same hour,
and a solemn, impressive season it was.” May
the Lord comfort the friends.
| J. PINKHAM.
LUCINDA, wife of Israel Taylor, died May 14,
aged 36 years and 3 months; also, at the same
time, her adopted daughter aged 12 years.
Sister
T. was a consistent Christian; she belonged to
the Freewill church of West Deer Isle; she was
to her mother the best of friends and hearts dependence, and they ever held sweet council in
God together.
She was to her. husband a faithful wife ; to her friends a thoughtful Christian;

and to her little class

a worthy . teacher.

We

shall long mourn for her in the Ladies’ Circle, in
which she was one of the best members, ever
striving to do something for the cause of Crist:
OM.

BETSEY, wife of Jacob

Galutia,

Sr.,

died in

Houston, Minn., May 16, at the age of 75 years
and 11 months.
The last year of her life was one
of suffering. Her many years in the service of
Jesus made her example worthy of imitation.
When death came, she was a member of the M.
E. church; but formerly belonged to the F. W.
Baptist church.
The Bible, Pilgrims’ Progress
aud the Star were dear to her for many years.

She leaves her companion, with whom

walked for more than half

a

century

she

and

has

chil-

dren, to feel deeply her absence. Let them meet
her .in
heaven.
Services 17th inst., by the
writer.

‘Text, Rev. 14: 13.

T. H.

DRAKE.

NEW COMMENTARY.

Qur Bread.
ep

A curious discovery bas just been made
at Pompeii.
In a house in course of excavation, an oven was found closed with an
iron door, on opening which a batch of
eighty-one loaves, put in nearly 1800 years
ago, now somewhat oyerbaked, was discovered, and even the large iron shovel
with which they were neatly Jaid in rows,
The loaves were but slightly overbaked by
the lava heat; having been protected by a
quantity of ashes covering the door. There
is no baker's mark on the loaves; they are

OW IN PRESS, AND TO BE ISSUED June lst
N 8 COMMENTARY ON THE NEW TESTAMENT, by J.
J. BUTLER, D. D., Professor of Christian Theology in
the Theological Institution at New Hampton, N, H —

In three volumes.

The first volume will contain

about 436 pp., on su, erior paper, and will be bound
in the best English muslin,
Xt is designed for the use of Bible classes, Sab
bath schools,

ministers,

students,

and all

lovers of

the Scriptures; and itis hoped that the long
ded
work will help to supply a want deeply felt in the

deep lines, radiating from

notes.

ning

inches

in

diameter,

the centre

into

eight segments. They are now of a deep
brown color, and hard but veéry light. In
the same shop were found 561 bronze and
52 silver coins. A mill with a great quantity of corn in excellent preservation, hag
also been diseovered.

purpose near at hand, she left her work
a

for

little

distance off. She ran up and down several
long and narrow leaves, then choosing the
leaf nearest

her, ‘she

fetched

wet

earth,

Wholesale

in

with

critical

notes

and clear.
A ublished

J
by the Freewill Baptist

Printing

Es.

tablishment, Dover, N. H., and’ D. Lothrop & Co.,
Boston,to whom orders may beaddressed. Although

the work will be for sale by publishing houses, espee
ial agents are wanted throughout the Denomination.
Enclose stamp for reply, and address
’
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gage

steadily in this work without

characters as Christians.
For Circulars and Prospectus
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Sheets,

to their

containing a

full description of THE
PICTORIAL FAMILY BIBLE,
and terms to Agents, address Potter’s Standard Bihle
and Testament House.
JOHN E. POTTER & Co., Publishers,
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!

DISCOUNT

at our office, No. 30 Vesey St., New
York, who is authorized to make con-

tracts for advertising, and transact any
business belonging to the advertising
department.
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Mild, Certain, Safe, Efficient. It is far the bes
Cathartic remedy To discovered, and at once relieves
and invigorates all the vital functions without causing injury to any of them. The most complete success
has long attended its use in many 1
ities; and it
is now offered to the general public with the convie
tion that it can never fail to accom
all that is
claimed for it, It produces little or no pain; leaves
the organs free from irritation, and never over taxes
or excites the nervous system, In all diseases of the
skin, blood, stomach, bowels, liver, kidneys,—of chil
dren, and in Tony difticulties peculiar to women, it
drings prompt relief and certain cure. The best phybelans recommend and: prescribe it; and no
800
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the use
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the United States to canvass for “Tlie New Pictorial
Family Bible.”
Many are now averaging from $5,000

To ApverTiSERS.
The rates of
advertising in the Morning Star will
be promptly forwarded to Advertisers,
on application to Mr. Geo. B. Cons,

the danger.
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A
matter,
Every one praises this remarkable work in the most
Rhquakified manner, and no family should be without

In another column, see

A LIBERAL
to Sunday schools.

NEON

1

entirely

of divine truth. It also affords an unusual large range
of statistical, tabular, chronclogieal, and genealogical

list, and retail prices. . From these pri-

i

a

ears,

Seriptures, representing the most interesting views
characters, symbols, events, antiquities, costumes,
etc. They attract the eye, correct erroneous impressions, awaken new thoughts, and furnish clear views

are not excelled by any other books

on

for Sabbath-schools,
|
;
The Type from which itis printed is new, large

It effectually cured

Its illustrations offer a comprehensive review

ers, we offer our own prize books which

ces we make

is not

“One of our well known citizens,a sufferer for

and

In addition to the publications of oth

of their class.

if here

It is the-most superb, valuable, complete, and attractive edition of all Family Bibles for the use of

Prices,

New

yourselves

1,000 Illustrations, 50,000 References, a Family Record,

schools at as low rates as they canbe

bought elsewhere

for

haa been cured by using this Remedy.”
”~| Cambridge
ress.
Gents,—I have used many Remedies, but obtained
no help until I tried yours. I would say to all who
are troubled with this disease, try it and
you will be
satisfied.
N. 8. LILLIE,
' Employed for 16 years by the Amerjean Express Co.
BosToN, May 12, 1869.
Gentlemen,—I hope every sufferer will try your
Remedy, ‘as it costs but a’ trifle, and will prove a
blessing, as it did in my case, having been subject to
that dread disease, the Catarrh, for upwards of seven

.

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday

The first volume will contain the four Gospels

mr

stalk

At

i2dce

ONTAININO

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,

words, ete., in the original Greek.
Xt will contain a map of Palestine and the adja
oent countries, plates and cuts to illustrate descrip:

thus making it mach
more convenient
for
reference than avy other similar work, especially

Dr. Ebrand,a keen observer of the habits

1

and

PictorialFamily Bible,

desiring it, will,

sale of it as soon as possible.

tions of cities, villages, edifices, etc.

Sagacity of Ants,

a moment and wens to a corn

generally,

SUFFERERS FROM CATARRH, read the following ex-

tracts,

CURE FOR
YOU!
:
“It has proved itself a cure.”—[ Boston Traveller.
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ders at once, as we wish to finish the

The comments will explain the text, exhibit the
connection of narrative and
thought, set forth the
principles of doctrine, and apply them to present
uses,
Numerous references to parallel
passages of
Scripture, ancient Chronology, Geography,
tory
and . Antiquities
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Superintendent City Prison, Court Square.
“I have been afflicted with that Joathseme disease,
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tofore issued.
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rather flat,” and indented (evidently ‘with
the baker's elbow) in the centre, and are
slightly raised at the sides; and divided by

about

Send for circulars to WORTHINGTON,
Hartford, Conn.
.
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Free Baptist denomination,

The attention of our clergymen, churches and
the public generally is called to some of the features
which will characterize the work :
The proper names in the text will be dipided
and accented as they should be pronounced.
Full and carefully revised references and foot-

circular,

ments to Afenis!
DUSTIN & CO.,

rienced religion a few vears ago. She died hapPy, trusting in the Saviour.
She leaves to

them down and trample them under foot.
A young man that does not know how to
say “No ;” a young man that has not power to resist the cup when itis presented to
him—what is he but a poor miserable washcloth, but a rag, dishonored, and put to
the vilestuses? Who cares forr or mourns
over him, but some Christian mother or Christian minister
? But a young man that knows
how to say ¢ No;" that knows how to resist

tirely new dress, and presents a-yery
comely appearance.

filled with

books of other publishers,and will be furnished to

open proshe expe-

the Author, has been clothed in an en-

our own

Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.
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Jamie and J —
Boys

76. She never made any
public professsion of
religion.
She died very suddenly.
wi
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Good Little Mit
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31,

BOUTH NEW-MARKET, N, H,
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SWAMSGOOT
‘Machine Companx Ys
AMOS PAUL, . . AGENT,.

Series.
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his
he seemed to become resigned, and friends

in his death.

Day

It is said that the market is overstocked above, died in Edgecomb, Me., of congestion of sending them.
the lungs, Feb. 9, aged 79 years. Thus in ten
with men seeking employment,and yet there short
days were those two aged companions earis always a demand for intelligent, reliable, ried to the grave,
leaving six children to mourn.
BOOK AGENTS WANTED. TO SELL
and energetic men,
to fill places of trust Mr. Sherman has been a member of the Freeand position. But they must be members will Baptist church in Edgecomb more than forty
not only of the genus ‘‘ homo,” but of the years, and ®e trust has gone to rest.
species “‘vir;" for such there are always
JOHN CARLISLE died at sea, on the George's
open places waiting to be filled.
.
fishing banks, dropping instantly, May 4, aged
49
years and 9 months.
His remains were
Who are the men that are needed in this
world? Young men that shall bear bur- brought to Edgecomb for burial. He leavesa
dens. We have enough mullen-stalks, we wife and four children to mourn their loss.
Pronounced the fastest selling book out. One Agent reports 25 in first day. Another 79 orders In 5 days. Itinwant oak trees.
We have enough mushMiss ABBIE McDoOUGAL died in Edgecomb, cludes
all that is mysterious snd interesting in the focus
rooms; we want timber. We have enough Me., May 9, of consumption, aged 23 years. Her of speculation, 13 years’ experience of the author; Porlife was one of Jeace, for she was always a good- traits and Lives of Vanderbilt, Drew, Fisk, Gould and
men that are willing to do anything for
the minded
girl.
Her mother died when she was many others. Filled with illustrations. Great induce-

of the black gnts, relates the following story
a yoke of oxen is
‘con- nuaHy born number one-third of the whole “of an ant tht wanted a material to use in
sidered valid if the animals will not
eat in
stable; ‘and where in the mild winter, when& infant population. This the law, instead of Supporting a portion of her house. Not
land grass is dried up, horses and cattle preventing, sanctions by its ‘silence. The finding anything that would answer the
may be seen wading and

A Rainy Day

There is no

Obituaries.

MR.

i

els on the outer limits of the capital. Their
real vocation is to assassinate, kidnap, and
rob. They congregate sometimes on the |

es,’ surely, He did upon these miscreants;

and'its very air with

glass of milk in their lives, using

would the human

been materially the worse? Or, topatit
more moderately, could not the month have
been spent to more purpose in some other
field of labor? Some distinguished martyr
to sgjence once planted a colony of some
loathsome insec” in his thumb, and heroically traveled Europe with his burden, in the
hopes of discovering some new facts about
the way in which the animal laid its eggs.
Unluckily;

Florida—a

long

fool for spending
a month in discov-

ering the Hotonchrononthologus Jonesii—=an
animal which differs from all other Hotonchrononthologi in having two more spots
on his nose and an extra claw on bis hind
leg.”

ed

Always

to be a heretic of a different order.
cannot, it is true, be burned alive or

for him; how

they would invent

and hope to gaia in the end.

©

es would vilify and

". names of opprobriam

Rainy

claim immunity from the companionship of
the steady, plain, hard-working qualities,

there are two seasons only—eight months

thé storm of to the
the

Light from the CO
Li i Enea 120
Contradictions, or, High Life in Edgerton

such thing as fulfillment on the earth. Some
summer, and four months warm weather;
happy talent and some fortunate opportuniwhere the winter is the dry season, and the
ty may form the two sides of the ladder on
summer almost a daily rain; where, in orwhich some men mount, but the rounds of
der to take a walk, you first wade through
that ladder mast be made of stuff to stand|
a light sand ankle deep, and then get into
wear and tear; and there is no substitute
a mud puddle, and some of these mud pudfor thorongh-going, ardent and sincere ear;
:
dles cover a whole county ; where no clay orous season.
is found fit for brick-making, and people . Another peculiarity of lifs in those parta | nestness. Never put one hand to anything
build houses without chimneys; where to is that there is no night there during a con- on-which you can throw. your whole self;
make a living is 89 easy a task, that every siderable portion of the year, and no day: never affect depreciation of your work,
period. In fact, the seasons whatever it is. These you will findto be
one possesses ole, we
of ten ordinary during another
!
men, and every one you wish to employ in seem rather mixed thereabouts. All sum- golden rules.
labor says that he is tired, and would seem mer, three months or so, night comes not.
to have been born so; where agues would The sun remains visible the twenty-four
prevail if the people would take the trouble hours. through. And during . the winter
to shake; where a large orange tree will season, for upwards of seven weeks, only
a kind of twilight enables the residents to
bear seven thousand oranges—leaves—buds,
blossoms, half grown and full grown fruit, blunder through the day's labor.
Sill another peculiarity marks this reall at once—and every twenty-five feet
Particular Notice ! Persons wishing obitnaequare of sand will sustain such a tree; gon. 8 summer thé inhabitants sleep in ries published in the Morning Star, who do not
where, in many parts, cold weather
is an the day-time and get to work at their ordi- patronize
‘it, must accompany them with cash
tmpossibility, and perpetual verdure reigns ;' nary avocations,—whatever these may be, equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
where the
Ev erglades are found, covering apart from eating,—in the night. The hot-' Brevity is specially important, Not more than a
man large counties with water from one to est of the twenty-four hours,—answering single square can well be afforded to any single
six foet eep, with a bottom mud-covered, to our day,—they devote to sleep; when obituary. . Verses are inadmissible.
the sun is low they arise and betake themyet underneath solid and firm, from which
Ives to travel, to working.or eating.
grasses grow u
to the surface—a sea of
During the months of
November, March,
green, and wi
islands large and small
CAPT. SAMUEL EDWARDS died in Liberty,
scattered over the surface, covered with and April, the Esqnimaux come to market Me., May 10, aged 90 years, He wasa ‘ Colby
live-oaks and dense vegetation; where al- with their produce of the hunt,—furs and convert,” and always a man of excellent characligators or ‘gators, as they are called in reindeer meat. The tribes in this quarter, we ter. He came peacefully to his end amidst the
Florida parlance, possess undoubted abo- are told, live very well, having a partiality kind attentions of children and friends. 5 v K.
riginal rights of citizenship,
and mosqui- for the blubberof the seal and whale, and |
toes pay constant visits, and sare intrusive the flesh of the reindeer. And further, they
MR.. JOHN FOSTER died in Edgecomb, Me., of
and even penetrating in their attentions to are not addicted to raw flesh. They like consumption, December 23, 1869, aged 48 years.
cooked meat as well as the best of us. In The subject of this notice thought he experistrangers.
’
enced religion some over twenty years ago, but,
summer, when the tribes are forthe most like
neglected the duty of baptism, and
part stationary, their abodes are wooden forgottoo hismany,religion.
A few weeks before

tare
wilI live for months in a wilderness
and be amply rewarded by collecting a boat

denunciation, abuse, and ridicul

ARDt Maitiggutanaessasssran
vasaese wasn 0

ble that any natural or improved ability car

again, thus forming natural bridges, some

| of them
a mile in breadth; where, instead
of spring, summer, autumn and winter,

regarded as insulting or of- culated to strike terror into the boldest

ity, sincerity, and intellect of the man
mitigated the manners of his opbonests,not
permitted them to be to fierce. But only supposs the case of any man thus frankly and
roadly opposed to the average of public
. opinion, acting in this count
the part Mr.
ill has always taken in England, and say
whether he would nothave needed strong

«1,50

ni

Sa

re the SonsaD: thetue

ridicule and caricature

1%

Whatever you try to do in life, try with
all your heart to do it’ well ;” whatever you
devote yourself to, devote yourself to ¢ompletely; in great aim« and small, be* thoroughly in earnest. Never believe it possi-

ea

public men, which

of observation,

manners of certain

eel Bi]

—

Pie

dress, and

Ss

Series...

2

pearance,

Little eccentricities in the ap-

Prize

Be Efficient.

a

in America.

|,

J

PS

reverence for authority or for personal dig- ground will sometimes sink and the
nity ; a constant tendency to make irrever- | fill with water, until tall trees, thatcavity
had
ent comments on personal weaknesses or stood and sunk upright, will have their
defects. A man, however gifted and meri- most branches deeply covered; where toprivtorious, can hardly afford to be ridiculous ers will disappear in the earth and rise

and delivery.

desired.

md

of the sea; where ih times
low
your equal. Therefore I owe you no rever- water, during a long, exhaustive dryof seae Hudson Bay Company
have
ts
ence.” Does not this feeling express itself son, men have gone under-ground in one of established as far Mos vy tho 65th a
commonly in the manners of American these subterranean rivers, from lake to
men? One observes a striking absence of lake, a distance of eight miles; where .the

ae

America-and England.
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HOLLOWAY'S

VERMIFUGE CONFECTIONS.
Twenty years experience has proved this the
most popular remedy with
Physicians and
Parents for those pests of Childhood-~Worms,
They are pleasant to take and always effective
in expelling the Worms and toneing the system
up to its normal condition, Beware of counterfeits and imitations. The genuine
have the sig-

nature of the proprietors on the wrapper of each
package.
'
JOHNSTON, HOLLOWAY & COWDEN,
No. 602 Arch 8t., Philada.

8old by all Druggists at 25 cents per Box.

eSplyls

THE

QUARTERLY.

The Freewill Baptist Quarterly is no longer to be
published,

a

F

1682. »”

On Saturday,in the Senate,the bill for revealing

their porousness free accessis given to powerful’ effects of the air. They are natural in that
state
to which trenching, draining, and subsoil

The Manufacturer and Builder says that hy
posulphite of soda is an excellent substitute for
common soda in washing clothing.
It is now
produced cheaply for photographie purposes, and
may be readily obtained.
It will not attack the

the Central Pacific Railroad by a grant of some:
thing more than two million acres of land was
taken up and passed.
In the House, the general appropriation bill was taken up, a substitute
for the Senate amendment concerning
department clerks adopted, the amendments appropriating money for government buildings in Washington and for raising salaries disagreed to,and
the bill sent to a conference committee.’
The
conference committees report on the army bill
was adopted.

skin of the hands nor delicate tissues

which

MISCELLANEOUS.
One hundred women are now preparing themselves for admission to the bar in the United
States.

are

of nature’s

apprentice

her journeyman,

now

guided by science, the farmer becomes the master workman, and may produce in one year quite
as much as the apprentice made in seven.

+ Lightning-Rods.
| —yr

—

The peeping of frogs is no surer indication of
the opening of spring, than is the appearance

Lincoln. They say they ean easily raise sufficient among themselves, without any help from , of the lightning-rod pedlers.

There may be some
hawking about light-

respectable men engaged-in

comfortable, during‘the term of her patural life.
Brazil is the greatest producer of coffee, fur-

ning-rods, but most we have met are unmitigated
nuisances, Our letters indicate that many ef them

Voorhees, in a political speech at home, announced his intention to run for Congress once

nishing the article known as the Rio coffee to
the amount of 400,000,000 pounds yearly, or more

more.

than one-half of what is supplied by the whole
is estimated

at

world, viz., 713,000,000.
The viceroy of Egypt has presented “the University of Oxford with a complete collection of
Oriental books printed at Boulak, amounting to.

The State Medical Society of Pennsylvania is
considering a proposition to rescind all its action
seventy-four
t worksin one hundred and
hostile to women’s position in the profession.
forty volumes.
North Adams will have
a new sensation, next
A new method
of coloring
photographs is
week, ‘when seventy-five
Chinamen, now on
the way from San Francisco, reach that town , | spoken of in Berlin, by which the dauby, smeary
appearance £0 often complained of in tinted phofor the purpose of working in a shoe factory.
tographs is done away with, and the colors are
United States Senator Cragin of New Hampso put on as to seem to have been done by the
shire was nominated for re-election by the republican legislative eaucus, at Concord,on the same process by which the Phlograph itself was
created.
second ballot.
The East India government is exercising itself
Buffalo has the largest tonnage of any porton
over a ruinous destruction of the forestsin varithe lakes.
ous parts of that land. There seem to remain,
The republicans in Oregon concede the State however, enough wooded jungles in many disto the democrats by about 400 majority,
The
tricts to protect wild beasts from extinction. This
legislature will be Gemoeratic on the joint ballot,
prevalence of the animals most destructive to huinsuring
the defeatof Williams
for United
man life in one of the oldest inhabitated lands of
States Senator.
The negroes voted unmolested.
earth, and in the midst of a dense population, is
certainly an anomaly, particularly as

the

people

have not been without a civilization lifting them
, under the decision of the
The
far above the lowest grades of humanity.
preme Court, only to the pos.
chief reason is said to lie in the superstition of
session of landg
in the control of the city at th e | of the Hindoo, which forbids his taking animal
time of filing her bills. The result is quite a | life, even when the alternative is the sacrifice of
disapointment to the plaintiff, and is a great
his own.
victory for the city, as it only adjudges the right
It has been ascertained that Dr. Munck, the
Her large claim
and title for vacant squares.
Swedish naturalist, was one of the victims of
was to the property sold by the city in 1836.
Lopez.
His collections, however, were saved,
The principal basis of Mrs. Gaines’ demands and
and are now on their way to Stockholm.

expectations is still in dispute.
The

House

foreign

hearing to Cyrus
Sandwich Island

affairs

committee

gave a

W. Field on the Asiatic and
telegraphic cable project, as

also to representatives of the Belgian cable line,
which simply asks a right to land on our shores.
The committee is not likely to make any report
on either bill, but will await whatever: action
is taken by the Senate.
. The municipal election at Washington result-

ed in- the election
the candidate of the

of Mr, Mathew
reform

G. Emery

Republicans, by

_A French society of
each by
’

an

but
were soon quelled. One man was shot
ir
police officer. His wounds may
This
prove
far reported.

isthe

tl

only fatal result thus

‘A large. portion of the best part of Coustantiniople has been burned.
great

fire is reportedto have

destroyed

7000 houses and caused the loss of 1000 lives. ‘The
destruction

of property

is.

estimated

at over

$126,000,000.
The city of Oaxaca, Mexico, has been visited
by a terrible earthquake;
103 persons were
killed and one-third of the city rendered unin-

habitable. Buildings and
in all parts of the State.

life were

to the dissecting

bequeathed

room,

ported
to have been lately made

FOREIGN.

The

special agreement

persons have
to

forward

An important discovery of an old

evening

+ disturbances occurred in several of the precincts

bodies

a_hundred

their
the

progress of the science of anatomy,

ove
majority. The police arrange
ments were go perfect that there was very little

disorder during: the day, but toward

Railway carriages in Sweden are warmed by
means of hot sand placed in cases along the side
of the cars, and heated and rencwed at each terminus.
A monster aerolite has recently fallen in Fezzan, near Mourzouk.
.It weighs nearly 5000
pounds, and it is thought to bethe largest meteoric body yet discovered.

destroyed

Itis reported that Disraeli is about to retire
from politics. He"ill be raised to a peerage.
Charles Dickens died at twenty minutes past
six o'clock lgst' Thursday of paralysis.

at

tone

is re-

Jerusalem.

It is said to bear the figure of a god sitting ona
throne with priests on both sides, and a Hunyartish inscription two lines in length.
It is said to

have been brought from Yeman.

.

rather often, he believes he sees the ghost of his’
father Nicholas, and labors under the terrible delusion thut he poisoned his imperial father.
His

groans and shriekson such occasions are said to
be horrible beyond description.

The Paris Cosmos states that a material which

when the mixture is reddy

The disscussion in the Eeumenical Council is
of a serious character. The minority opposing
infallibilivy, represont probably

more

thi ‘half the Catholic Church, and certainly
‘jan Bishops
and. the Jesuits have full ‘sway in

the most intelligent portion
of it. But
the Ital-

the

Council,

. and

can

enact

just

what

they

please.”

Litle Women, by Mise Alcott, has proved a

for the molds,

.

Mr. Motley enjoysa literary and social celebrity as greatas any of our ministers to England
ave ever had, The other day, the Queen of Hol-

haying told him she should like to meet

those litérary men of England whose acquaintance she was not likely fo make in court and

Warp, or crack in the sun.

and Llonwmus.

by lightning; this isno testimony against lightning-rods in general, but only against those par-

In screwing nuts to any part of machinery in
cold weather, be careful not to heat them first
with the hands, or they will contract after being
screwed on tight, and become immovable afterwards.
In plowing or teaming on the road in hot
weather, always rest the horses on an eminence,

The kinds of rod offer-

ed for sale are numerous; and by twists and
‘other externals are made to look very unlike.
The cheapest material is iron; copper is a better
conductor, but its expensiveness leads to the

use of a larger rod of iron. A solid iron rod 3-4 of

may

the

are put nearer together than this rule would
require.
There are no objections, save those of
ex
and appearance, to having any number
of rol
vided they are properly constructed.

We have given what are considered
authorities the essential requisites in
rod. The various “ improvments ”
been patented from time to time are

by the best
a lightningwhich have
not consid.

ered to be of practical

We

believe

that our best constructors of rods do not claim to
patent

about the matter,

If some one

would make and advertise platinum points, any
person could put up his own
of 4 blacksmith.—Am. ay

rod with the

never so good.

aid

A few days since our friend Moses

D. Stokes sent us a lot of eggs from his Brahmas,
~eggs large enough to be worthy of remark.
One was a monster, and on breaking after it
was boiled we found two yolks, almost two perfect eggs in one shell,, That aceconuted for the
size. There were two distinct eggs inside, only
two ends had flattened, and grown together likey
Siamese twins. But the point/Wwe wish to’bring
out is, the

eggs

tasted just

four years

ago.

The

like

those

quality, to our

we

begin to come
them against
held to their
several years

where

they

the

of pleVictoria

It was hard work to make them

a Br

dry...20

Madras...

had

liking is

has

on the
r

Compost Heaps.
am

Faimers whose land is partially worn out and
who depend on the manare they make from

REFER

we

have

mever

failed

to notice
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he

discovered

that it is more

profitable to grow coton at twenty cents a pound,
than
to raise the millet grain for consumption
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Gen-

{ ‘tiles; nas under cultivation. 135,000 acres of land
—80,000 acres are in cereals, 2,000 in sorghum,
7,000 jn rogt crops, 200.(in the southern section)
in cotton, 900 in apple orchards 1,000 in pesches,;
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7, 1870,
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2d quality $12,0) to $i2.50; 34

guality $10,00 to

n,7, s per en
cwt., on total weight of hi e, farrow, and
dressed b
OXEN—3165

to $175 per pair,

or accord -

Yearling $14 to $25;

two year old, 826 to

Far Hoas—10 to 10}4¢.
SHOTES—Wholesale, 12 to 13)ic; retail 13 to 16c,
Hipes—Brighton 83¢to 7¢;
Country lots, 6) to Tc
TALLOW— 63t0 7, Country lots 6 to 6c.
PaLrs—with wool $1,560 to $2,00 each; country lots
Tcad125.
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arranted for 5 years.
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Neuralgia,

fiscases arising
Headac

Unnatural

m it, such as
Disagreable Sounds

wh he Head, Drop,

pits Threats
Sore Throat,

Disc ping

drm Cshma,

doous

ermat
meme

Hen

Back,

the worst cases.
T will
give Ammedlate relief
experience of one
It is the resultof thirty yea
the ablest
ans in New England. The pres-

proprietors brought it before the public about five
ent
months ago, and its cures .near,
that Bu re numbered
by thousands, in not only C
the mucous membranes

it in all diseases
the back, weak-

neuralgia and rheumatism
Matomeate from aod known
v
em, sent
free upon ap)

fleates to back
Circulars
Stine,
JHecuisre
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etter
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The Territory
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A permanent cure for that most diedgredable’ of all
Aiseases,

MAPLE SUGAR,
OATS.

17 loanada

The cultivation of cotton in the East Indies, | goo
1 is atorted, has become more popular
3
among | West ordina

e1

Price $13 All oth
0, on with an undér-feed
sold for $15 or less are enfrin,
Address OCTAGON SEWING MAC Pa €O., ‘$6, | Louis, Mo.,
.| Chi feago, Hi, Pittsburgh,
or Basi
Mass,
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NEw YORK WHOLESALE PRICES.
For the week ending, June 7, 1870.
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Pa.; C. 0. Libby, Dover,N. H.
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Shoots 108. 1
ERA,
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ing to their value as Beef. Handy Steers, $00 to $125.
Mu.cH Cows—$85 to $115; extra good, $50 to $589;
with or without calves, as may be agreed ; Marrow

Hon. J. XY. Soaliman, Cc
; 8d National Bank,
Chicago; Nash, Spaul 1d
& Co,, Boston; Harding,
Grey & Dewey, Boston; 1st National Bank of Gene:
seo, 111.; A Corbin & Co., bankers, New York A =
8S. Woleott, President Hanover Insurance Oo}
1st National Bank, Richmond, Ind.; Perry&
Albany,N. Y.; D. 8. Heffron, Utica,N. Y.; as
National Bank Erie, Pa.; James Calder, Harrisburg,

is absolute quietude on a bed; nature herself
always prompts this by disinclining us to locomotion. The next thing is, to eat nothing but
common rice, parched like coffee, and taken with
a little salt and butter.— Drink little or no liquid
of any kind. Bits of ice may be eaten and swallowed at will. Every step taken in diarrhea,
every: spoonful of liquid, only aggravate the
disease. If locomotion is compulsory, the mis.
fortune of the necessity may be lessened by
having a stout piece of woolen bound tightly
round the abdomen, so as to be doubled in front,
and kept well 4n its place. In the practice of
years

CO,

Chicago, Illinois.

in reality. It may be
well for travelers to know that the first, the
thost important, and the most indispensable in
the arrest and cure of looseness of the bowels

many

PERRY &

Corner LaSalle and Madison Streets,

died of cholera,

wt

Ly 50 . 80

sin

13%

Coffee crush 10) @ 12°;

Com.as'd
80/00 12000

upon at the time of sale in each case.

"ROOM 8, MAJOR BLOCK,

time. Cholera is nothing more than exaggerated
diarrhea, When a man has died of diarrhoea,

ve so hi\ ®
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Pe
Jace Money
Me
upon loan on two and three fold
Real
Estate securities, at 9 and 10 per cent. per annum, the interest payable semi-anoually.
We invest on joint account, that ie, in purchasing
property for others, we take half the pecuniary re.
sponsibility for half the profits,

Diarrhcea is a very common disease in summer
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Ex,
sesssal@rrenas
Eng. com.:.70 00 @ 7500
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Ron

property he has purchased, we, of course,
taking
property upon
upon paying the money. The time and

Diseases.

'

Spruce. ..... 15 00

of one, two or three years, we pay back the Principal
and 12 or 15 per cent. interest
per annum, if the pur.
chaser then prefers that amount of money
to the
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‘We guarantee to purchasers of our pro
12 to 15 Be cent. per annum; that is,at the exp

per cent,
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Ship stock...21 00 §22 00

FIFTEEN PER CENT.
GUARANTEED.

labels are lost,
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oil

acting as an admirable settler,

es

he

+

«9

ro

Old. ....onvinssise

A lady correspondent says that she finds the
best method of settling coffee is, as soon as you
brown your coffee, and while the kernels are yet
warm,to mix it with a beaten egg
say one egg to a
pound. The egg forms a covering around the
kernels, preserving the aroma, and when ground

years, when the
the
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soil as you

To Settle Coffee.
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off, nail upright facing strips upon
each post, and the boards will be
proper places, and the fence last
longer.

Summer

1

We should like to hear from others
qualities of egas.~ Union Farmer:
Hp
fil
Hoh

wood,

expense of hard labor.
"When board fences become old, and the boards

fifty per cent. better than the common run of
eggs.

hard

be referred to in a few

size of |

around in every direction from its base equal
“to twice its hight. In practice we believe rods

have any

into

In laying
a garden for fruits, and vegetables,
place everything in drills or rows, so that they
may be cultivated by a horse, and thus save the

the surfaceto be protected; the rule given by
electricians is, that
a rod will protect a space

importance.

easily

trees commence bearing, and
and names forgotten.

power is destroyed. The upper
end
should
terminate in one or more platinum points. Merely covering with gold-leaf is a poor protection
against rusting. The lower end of the rod should
terminate in permanently moist ground. All the
better if it can terminate in a well,below the lowest point the water ever reaches: In cities,
the
lower end of the rod may connect with the main
gas or water pipes. A tin or other metallic roof
should be connected with the rod: The humber

upon

drive

valley.
In setting young orchards, always register
varieties immediately, in a book, where they

glass is wet the insulating

required will depend

with

believe that the soeret of its enormous. growth
Was manure.
”

where one minute will be worth two in a warm

an inch in diameter, is found to be best and
cheapest.
It should be as continuous as possible, using screw couplings where the lengths
can not be welded.
The rod may be painted
black as a protection against rust. Iron fastenings are as goqd as the glass insulators, some-

of rods

|

a trench

some roots of the “new
The varieties were Myatt’s

Dip. the ends of nails into grease, and they
would otherwise double and break,

When

Dig

much longer, and not become*overed with moss.

can not agree with this

buildings furnished with rods have been injured

times used.

says:

mix- manure

wanted
plant.”

.
»

to the weather, and

will

ticular pieces of work.

then

if with a light-colored paint, they will not hest,

view, but think that a properly constructed rod
is a protection. ‘There are many cases in which

‘do well to
fashionable ciréles, invited them to dine at’ year to year for paying erops, will
" myatter that they
his louse with her Majesty, who is one of the gather all the waste
Ox] most learned women in Europe and s great fa possibly can, and’ throw it into their ‘compost
heap: We do Mot tecommend to do this, except
vorite in the infellectual society of Paris,

great success Tif -England,
as well as in this counu 42,000 copies having been sold in London.
at to Wel

We

He

they drew visitors-for miles around, all of whom

Dip well-seasoned shingles in a lime wish,
and dry them before laying, aud they will last

business, that some whose opinions are regarded
as authority, have asserted that all lightning-

pay well.

throw it back into the trench. After all the dirt
has been thrown back into the trench, it will
be several inches higher than the general surface
of the garden, and in setting the roots care must
be taken that they are set deep enough to have
their crown a little below the general surface of
the ground when the dirtin the trench is well
settled. Ifthe above planis strictly followed,
‘mammoth pie-plant will be the result. The
writer, a few years since, settwo or three dozen
plants accordingto the above directions, and

—

Paint all ‘tools exposed

The golden rose, which the Pope is accustomed |
Good Eggs.
id
to sometimés send at Lentto a female Sovereign
rE
——
‘who has most distinguished herself by religious
zeal, is destined this year for the Empress of
Did you ever think that there is as much dif
Austria.
:
ference in the quality of eggs as in the quality ‘of
In thesquare of St. Mark’s at Venice, is a meats? There is. We will not say what kind of
‘clock, and two brenze men strike the hours ona hens lay the best eggs, but the Brahmas seem to
bell. One day an inquisitive stranger put his be the richest for the size. Some four years ago,
head between the hammer and the bell, and the we had a lot of Brahmas during the cold season,
and got rid of them when hot weather. came.
bronze man knocked his brains out.
For a long time we could find no eggs that tast‘Whenever the Emperor of Russia has the de-* ed 80 good, but finally concluded it must be a
lirium tremens, and that happens, unfortunately,
notional idea, We got them just as fresh, but

of papal

domligth also expressed thelr sympathy.

———

one gets a chance

at a house the owner is made to pay roundly.
There has been so much that is uapleasant
and suspicious attached to the lightning-rod
rods are humbugs.

inches;

Short Rules in Rural Economy.

a

the attemptto choke off debate
on the question

ol the
ho famsily of dhe. Jalate Charles Dickens, and
ished 1itérary men of the king-

that when

Pie-Plant.

three inches in the bottom of the trench and
thoroughly mix it with the soil by using a spade
fork, spading the ground to the depth of eight

to he catalogue.

1)

can be pressed into the form of combs, buttons,
knife handles, etc., may be made from leather
straps by cuging them into small pieces, and
keeping them for several days in chloride of sulphiur. In this way they become hard and brit
tle. After being washed, they are dried, ground
to powder, and mixed with glue, ora solution of
gum arabic, or any other adhesive substance,

Queen Vtetoria has sent a letter of condolence

are swindlers,” and

. iy

about two feet wide and eighteen inches deep;
then scatter barnyard manure to the depth of

added

be gradually

tearing and grinding may

to Grow

bors, and

temperature, which must also involve that of
the digestive organs, The diet of children. should
be regulated by a consideration of their functional capacities. In infancy, nature furnishes in
the mother's milk all requisite elements in a
condition requiring me mechanical treatment,
chemical action. A little
but merely simple
as the first teeth beginto make their aplater,
pearance, food easily separable may be allowed
and as the masticating apparatus advances
more
articles requiring
towards perfection,

hand;

and

Congress, to make the widow of their benefactor

The gold yield of California

a

work

long been

Nuts.

A writer in the Country Gentleman tells how
“to grow rhubarb that will surprise your neigh:

of

depression

general

regard te the

without

be imitated by studying the laws of its formation.
This is the

How

frequently see children with chest, arms, and
legs bared by fashion in the coldest weather,

land. The thin covering of mold, scarcely an
inch in thickness, the product of a century, may

man has

assensenss

surrounding air, has a constant tendency to waste the last.—Evening Post.
part with its excess of heat by radiation, and |

sand, manure will convert it into fertile arable

The
New
York
Commissioner
of Public
Parks has decided to have a Zoological Garden
in Central Park, similar to that in Regent’s Park,
London.

300,000 ounces less than that of last year.

the

than

wurmth

of greater

thing

other

any

plowing are reducing the stiffer lands of England.
this cooling process we develop ourManure may as well be thrown into water, as to check
in non-conducting fabrics, It stands to
selves
on land underlaid by water. Drain this and
that the greater the surface exposed the
no matter if the upper soil be almost quick-& reason rapidly will radiation occur; snd vet we

to be washed, while it is very
effective as a
bleaching agent in removing spots.
Illinois has one mile of railroad to every foure miles of territory.
France has one
to
every twenty-six, Great
Britain
one to
every nine, the United
States one
to every
eighty-one. Illinois has one mile of railroad to
every 754 inhabitants.
There is a movement on foot among the colored
pcopleyto raise a fund for the benefitof Mrs.

°

disturb digestion. Prominent among these is
a deficiency of clothing. The human body, like
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influences that may

taken to avoid all

should be
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propriation bill was sent to a conference commit-

Moulton and company in the year 1724. This
book was the Jesuit * vade-mecum.”
It was
given by Major Joshua Moody of Casco Bay to
Major Welsteed, ad was
¥
published in London in

more active digestion than adults. They should
have their meals with shorter intervals, snd cave

ie
Ie

Kt

/

was another flurry
postage. In the House, the
of a newspaper
over the sensational despatch
correspondent concerning corruption in connecThe general aption with the Cuban business.

crops plowed in; no matter

FT

There never has

been exhibited in the world’s history more and
nobler heroism or greater self-sacrifice, than by
the women of the United States during the late
rebellion. Go up and down Broadway, through
all the streets, into all the cities and large towns,
and where you find one place fitted up for women
to trade
and buy in, you will find ten saloons,
restaurants, grogshops, cigar stores, sample
rooms, concert halls, and other places, where
men pay large sums in the aggtogute for things
which profit neither “ body, mind, nor estate,”
but weaken the one, enervate the other, and

Children, who, while
growing, must form
more ‘tissue than they waste, consume more
food in proportion to their weight, and possess

how scanty, their volume
constantly will increase, and can supply the place of swamp muck.
Of all soils to be cultivated or to be restored,
none are preferable to the sandy light soils. By

from France among the Eastern Indians, who was
killed in Norridgewock by Col. Harmon, Major

than any others of their sex.

/

Maine making speeches on the ®ubject, the former advocating his substitute reducing rates of

The

pointed

women.

THO

Next to this, dry

casus conzcientie,” ete., which bears on the fly
leaf the following statement. ~ ¢ This book did
belong Monsieur Ralle, the Jesuit and missionary

of

been

other

2s8 3

Morrill

already

any
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and Mr.

Drake,

of these has

than

and
They
comhus-

They bow with more dignity and grace to the
loss of property, and bear up with more resolution and fortitude under adverse circumstances,

Treatment of "Children.

agents to hasten this natur-

with the whole

claw.

out in peat manure.

abundance

The

there

We ~

small volume entitled ¢ Medulla Theologie Moralis, facili ac Perspiciea methodo resolvens

ry disappears.

children,
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al production of alkali drejsalts and geine.

and
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asennad?

a show and

number of wives and mothers, and sisters
daughters, these are but very few indeed.
will make, more cheerfully and without
plaint, more ' devoted sacrifices for their
bands

B

88:

Sumner,

has done this, and the myste-

to make

Glue.
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Mr.

spent

ed out of the wall

Among the valuable collections of books "and
pamphlets presented to the Portland Library and
Public Institute by the Hon. William Willis, is a

privilege,

‘and

old stone ‘wall 'i§ richer than a little distance
from it. ‘Independent of its roller action, which
has compressed the soil and prevented the aerial
escape of its geine,fconsider that the potash, wash-

to

glitter is true; but in com

who live only

ai

>

X

On

div, was

near

from October to May.

are some

2

§ Bd

as there
That

denies,

of course

no one
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4

by fiilbustering.
the

side.

1,000 miles, and whose depth is supposed.
exceed the hight of the Himalayan range..

A vote was prevented

On Friday, in the Senate,

American

near

are men,

Oranges have sold on the plantations during
the past year for from two to three cents, the
buyer picking the fruit. $2,500 have been realon the St.
a single acre
in one season from
ized
Johns River. ‘This is for the mature crop, after
a growthof séven years from the time of budding, for after the third year the crop nedrly
doubles every year.

around them. It has been thought among the
inexplicable mysteries, that the soil under an

the Newfoundland banks, where an immense
basin exists, ranging east and “west for nearly

Mr. Gar-

chiefly in a discossion of the franking

the

all soil“lying

s green and ripe fruit at the same
ing blossomand
time, and the fruit season covers the period

arsed
.

(=
=

part of the oceanis on

‘That the cause of fertility is derived from the decomposing power of the geine and plants, is evident from the fact that mere atmospheric expos‘enriches

world.
That there are extravagant women,

The fruit
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from the Irish coast, and making the declivity
greaterthan that of the Italian Alps. The deepest

small means go farther in

Sino, 13

. 3

16
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expenses

own

their

The cost of transplanting and buddingis estiwill
tree; and good trees
perar
at one doll
mated

1,500to 2,500 oranges.

mg.

women axe not extravagant; as a whole, they
are in fact the best of economists; for they make

does not all mature at once, the same tree show-

inch of every small knoll, on every farm, may
be changed into a soil in thirteen years, of half

with the

for the

field reported the Senate bill providinga national currency
and equalizing its distribution, and
moved to substitute his $95,000,000 bill with the

‘funding sections omitted.

one of

banking

abolIn
bill reported by

naturalization

serious

in conmection

Vogot, in Germany, are to be believed, confirmed as they are by repeated trials by our own
agriculturists, it is not to be doubted that every

of being
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House,

one

series of experiments

to

grove of 4,000 trees. The wild orange
establa ish
grows every where in. the State, and is easily
transplanted and grafted with the sweet variety.

Cotton Ha

(auusde%s
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@16
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The soundings made

debated.

Judge Davis of New York was killed.

and married

If all the long

capital

give only ‘fifteen dollars and twenty-two cents
worth of all the silk goods imported into. the
United States to each, . This is the value of two
gallons of fine brandy
imported from France,”
but in fact oftenest made at home, This simple
fact seems to show that, as 8 cles, American

edd
wil

gsisone528

“a State prison convict,
being a black negro.

a

laying of submarine cables show the average
depth of the Atlantic Ocean two miles from the
Irish coast, from which the descent to deep water is very rapid, reaching 10,500 feet in 50 miles,

On Thursday,in the Senate, the bills
the

somehow,

in

has

‘Kelley, who, to the slight disadvantage

bill, and left it as good as dead.
and

mind

rode

or nome,”

a moderate

wid

Drills
|. Print Cl

s

changed her

eampaign,

husbands

only
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ishing the franking privilege were
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On Wednesday, the Senate, after an exciting
and bitter controversy, referred the memorial of
Mr. Hatch of Connecticut concerning his imprisonment in San Domingo, to a. special committee
of seven.
The Indian appropriation bill was
passed after being amended so as to provide for
the sale of the Osage Indian lands in Kansas for
the benefit of the tribe. The Housé
spent the

apportionment
of Representatives

the

cart labelled * White

tive.

cates of potash in the sand; the potash converts
the insoluble into soluble manure, and 10! a crop,
The growing crop adds its power to the geine.

who,

value of imported silks, divided

these women and girls, of our state alone, would

sk

during

women

total

t

& ®e0

several

Shirk, one of tire young

York,

oe

Miss

Now,
in this state of New

Se

tions.

speeches were made on the subject.

session on Mr. Garfleld’s funding

$22,332,654.

1865, there were 1,467,636 women and girls over
ten years of age. The sum of $51,330,654, the

a.

a national

and

Stutes for the year ending June 30, 1869, was

will make, excellent manure, after laying over.

Orange Culture.

¥ 2a

Rio.Veie.

be

appropria-

Sava

but,

manufactures
of silk imported into the United

off rain,
carry

of muckin ‘a roof shape, to

ing

women;

after all, Took at this} The value of silk and the

that the vibration of
and plants. Barren sands are worthless, a peat one season.
make a cord near it apbog is little better; but & practical illustration
a hint toward the ex- sof the principles which have been maintained
problem how the sun
is afforded by every sandy knoll made fertile
distant earth ¥ There
—Or O—
by spreading swamp muck upon ‘it. This is
must be some physical connection between the
Orange growing is undoubtedly to be one. of
giving geine to silicates. 'The very act-of expos- |
two, and it would net be the strangest discovery
ure of this swamp muck has caused in evolution the leading enterprises in‘reconstructed Florida.
if gravitation should yet be resolved into vibraof carbonic acid gas; that decomposes the sili- No crop in that State is surer or more remunera-

On Tuesday, the Senate, when notin executive session, was discussing the Indian appropriation bill. In the House, Mr. Garfield’s banking

considered,

this power is brought into action: It
be
done only by the conjunction of salts, geine,muck

:

An experiment shows
a tuning-fork tends to
proach. May not this be
planation of that difficult
can attract toward it the

system of education,

was

No doubt there ‘are extravagdnt

3

28
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tion bill was passed,’ and in the evening-there
- were speeches on various topics, including one

and funding bill

excitement has not abated.
1,

bill reducing taxation.
The committee of ways
and means was instructed to report a bill putting

by Mr. Hoar on his bill establishing

public

treatisé on muck, remarks :

winter; and in the spring to be placed in layers
cates of soil is unlimited, An improved agri- in the compost heap,—a layer of muck, then
culture must depend upon the skill with which -alayer
a coverso on, with
of stable mauure ‘and

authorities are

The

finery—all which loo
andks
reads very much like
vagance, and leads oftén to grave moraliz‘extra
from low, wet places, and place it in ridges near,
American women. |
of hess
the wasteful
your barns,
to be ‘ameliorated ‘by ‘the: frosts of ing upon

The power of fertility which exists in the sili-
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Adaman ihe.
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watchful, and

‘In the House, Mr. Schenck carried
| his new tariff bill in connection with the

coal on the free list. «The post-office

taken into custody.

were

Prof. Dana, in his

|

Ba
fun on
during a dry time, is the season to cart muck

MEE

sdtins, her various’

silks, her

her

jewels;

her

Fuses

The

Indian appropriation
bill was discussed, and the
‘census-takers’ salaries
oealuion increasing

|

t

other repealing all laws authorizing the transpor-

ws

Muck on Sandy Sol.

eral boxes and barrels’ of war material, ready
seized at Holyhead,
for shipment, have been
and the persons in whose charge they were found

nanure, they.

MOLASSES.

14

regulating contracts for Chinese labor, and fn-

I

A

‘Every ‘month or 50 newspapers’ r——— ac- |
counts of some brides outfit. for ‘married’ life—

y into the hog
fhe
occasionall

aad quisring them,

PRICES,

ending; June 7, 1870.
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a bill was passed

tation of merchandise in bond to Mexico.

to be used
here. Sev-

Dabligg” and apparently designed
immediately, have been discovered

ee

week
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On Ma#fday, in the Senate,

in
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for

destined

amunition

‘and
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but elsewherein England, and ii, Wales: |

Boston WHOLSALE

Women.

American

All

‘vegetable. ater shouldbe cut when green, and

Fenian plot in every | [direction not only in Lon-
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at times When no. other work is pressing.

The police are discovering ramifications of the
don,
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